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Abstract
Traditional rotorcraft airfoil design is based on steady-flow aerodynamic requirements. The approach assumes a strong correlation between steady and unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics, which is often not observed in practice. This is particularly relevant at high speed and high thrust conditions, when the rotor is susceptible
to dynamic stall and its many negative consequences. Given the abrupt nature of
the phenomena, large margins are typically established to prevent fatigue loads
on the blades and pitch links; thus, limiting operation under high altitudes, high
payloads, high temperatures, as well as during maneuvers.
This work addresses the problem from the perspective of passive airfoil design.
Typical design requirements are revisited to include metrics for improved dynamic
stall and new ways to qualifying rotorcraft airfoils are proposed. A number of
design studies are conducted to better understand the relation between airfoil shape
and dynamic stall behavior. The design manipulations are handled by an inversedesign, conformal mapping method, and unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations are used to predict the aerodynamic performance under pitch motion.
In unsteady flow, the occurrence of aerodynamic lags in the development of
pressures, boundary-layer separation, and viscous-inviscid interactions suggest more
strict requirements than in steady flow. In order to postpone the onset of dynamic
stall, the design needs to handle competing leading- and trailing-edge separation
mechanisms, which are heavily influenced by local supersonic flow, strong shock
waves, and laminar-turbulent transition effects. It is found that a particular tailoring
of the trailing-edge separation development can provide adequate dynamic stall
characteristics and minimize penalties in drag and nose-down pitching moment. At
the same time, a proper design of the nose shape is required to avoid strong shock
waves and prevent premature leading-edge stall.
A proof-of-concept airfoil is developed to improve dynamic stall behavior, while
meeting stringent requirements on flight conditions away from stall. Trade-offs to
the achievement of typical rotor design requirements are discussed. Performance
calculations using information obtained from comprehensive analysis (RCAS) based
iii

on a UH-60A helicopter are conducted to estimate gains in the rotor stall boundaries.
Results are compared to the baseline UH-60A rotor, as well as a blade that uses a
VR-12 airfoil inboard. It is found that the new airfoil can provide expansion of the
operational envelope compared to the other two configurations, while still reducing
hover drag and maintaining very low pitching moments. Some compromises in
the drag rise at high Mach numbers are found in comparison to the VR-12 airfoil.
By placing the new airfoil up to r/R = 0.80 on the rotor, the baseline UH-60A
maximum speed (µ = 0.37) can be achieved with considerable margins to drag rise.
Finally, pitching wing calculations are conducted to demonstrate the proposed
concepts in three-dimensional flow. Differences in the development of stall between
wings using a VR-12 airfoil and the new airfoil are discussed. Despite the complex
evolution of 3-D flow structures, the stall onset mechanisms seem to follow the
trends obtained with 2-D simulations. The new wing experiences a more favorable
dynamic stall inception and considerable decreases in the integrated (3-D) peak
pitching moments. The results are promising and give confidence in the design
approach. The applied methodology can aid with the design of airfoils that are
more suited for operation at high loading conditions.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
Helicopters offer unique capabilities that are essential to our society. The ability to
vertically take-off and land (VTOL) allows these vehicles to operate without the
need of a runway, with minimum required infrastructure, and enables the access to
locations that are unreachable for typical aircraft. Also, helicopters can fly in every
direction and hover efficiently, which makes them great candidates to fulfill missions
like search and rescue and for operation in confined and congested areas. These
aircraft take important roles in both civil and military operations that include
passenger and cargo transportation, air patrol, medical evacuation, disaster relief,
oil rig operation, among others.
Helicopters are able to provide VTOL capability by the use of rotary wings,
which produce lift without the need of forward vehicle motion. Rotary wings enable
efficient hover operation, but with penalties in forward-flight performance compared
to fixed-wing aircraft. Furthermore, the main rotor in a conventional helicopter is
responsible for providing propulsion, lift, and part of the trim and control of the
vehicle. These requirements impose many challenges during rotor design.
One important aspect of a rotor in forward flight is the velocity difference
between the advancing and the retreating sides of the disk. As the incoming
velocity is approximately parallel to the disk plane, the rotational speed is added to
the freestream component on one side, and subtracted by it on the other. Figure 1.1
shows a schematic of the velocity vectors on a rotor in forward flight. In order
to achieve trim, the rotor needs to operate with higher values of lift coefficient
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Figure 1.1: Velocity difference between advancing and retreating sides of a rotor in
forward flight [1].

on the retreating side of the disk. In conventional helicopters, this is achieved by
an increase in blade pitch through a swash-plate. The retreating side operates at
higher angles of attack, providing the extra lift required to balance the rotor. This
reveals a fundamental difference in the requirements between each side of the disk.
In addition, the blade operates over a large range of flow conditions with a unique
combination of Reynolds number, Mach number, and lift coefficient at each radial
and azimuthal location. This poses a tremendous challenge to the blade designer.
The aerodynamic requirements from the retreating and advancing sides are
therefore very conflicting and require careful compromises. On the advancing side,
transonic speeds and the possibility of shocks suggests the use of thin sections
and the application of supercritical design methodologies. On the retreating side,
the need for high lift at lower Mach numbers favors the use of thick, cambered
airfoils. Both of these requirements are aggravated by extremely limiting constraints
placed on the value of the airfoil pitching moment coefficient, but also the need to
maintain high L/D values for all conditions, including hover. Over the years, several
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generations of airfoils have been designed to address these challenges (Refs. [2–4]).
Figure 1.2 presents the evolution of different generations of airfoils with respect
to two aerodynamic parameters that are typically used to compare rotorcraft
airfoils: the maximum lift coefficient at a Mach number of 0.4 and the zero-lift
drag-divergence Mach number (Mdd,0 ). As seen, there are substantial improvements
in the maximum lift coefficient for a given value of Mdd,0 for different generations.

Figure 1.2: Evolution of steady-state airfoil performance for airfoil designs up to
the 1990s. Extracted from Ref. [5]

The progress in some helicopter performance metrics, however, has been only
incremental [6]. A plot of the historical trends of the blade loading coefficient
(cT /σ) of several helicopter designs since the 1950s is shown in Fig. 1.3 (adapted
from Ref. [6]). These are hover values at maximum gross weight. The blade
loading is proportional to the mean lift coefficient of the blade. It is often used
as a metric to quantify blade-lifting capability; higher blade loadings suggest
higher thrust capability. Combat helicopters have generally lower blade loading
coefficients at maximum weight to provide greater excess stall margins for maneuvers.
Despite advances of airfoil static cl,max , the historical increases in blade loading
do not follow what would be expected from the airfoil gains [6]. These trends
suggest a reconsideration of traditional aerodynamic design requirements, as they
may not represent some aspects of helicopter operation. Rotorcraft airfoil design
requirements and philosophies have been essentially the same since the 1980s. They
3

Figure 1.3: Evolution of steady-state airfoil performance for airfoil designs up to
the 1990s. Adapted from Ref. [6]

make use of simplifications and assumptions in order to make the problem more
tractable, but somewhat neglect important effects, especially in forward flight.
An important aspect that has been left out from preliminary rotor design
practices is the consideration of unsteady aerodynamics. Near the lift limit, stall
will typically start on the retreating side of the disk, where unsteady effects are the
greatest. Therefore, unsteady flow and its consequences will directly influence the
maximum lift capability of a rotor.
A rotor in forward flight is subject to many sources of unsteady flow: blade
motion in the form of pitching, flapping, and lead-lag, a varying relative velocity
around the azimuth, as well as an unsteady wake. These factors will contribute
to constantly changing relative velocities and local angles of attack on the blades.
When these changes happen fast relative to the local velocity, the airloads may
behave dramatically different than they would in steady flow. First, the pressures
on the surface need a finite amount of time to adapt to these variations. Second, the
boundary layer will also require some time to respond to the pressure gradients, and
vice versa. These effects are translated into lags in the development of boundarylayer transition, separation, and in the integrated loads. The behavior becomes
more important as the blade gets near stall, when non-linear aerodynamics take
place. Lags in the boundary-layer separation result in airfoil sections being able to
achieve lift that can exceed the static cl,max , but with subsequent abrupt increases
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Figure 1.4: Rotor stall boundaries (adapted from Ref. 7).

in the nose-down pitching moment and drag. This phenomenon is referred as
dynamic stall and can result in severe torsional loads and the possibility of flutter
instabilities that can directly affect the fatigue life of the rotor [6, 7].
To understand how dynamic stall influences the operational envelope of a
helicopter, the concept of rotor stall boundaries is presented in Figure 1.4. When
operating at low blade loadings, the forward speed of the helicopter is limited by the
occurrence of compressibility effects on the advancing side of the disk towards the
outboard sections of the blade. This may be a result of increased power required
due to wave drag, or increased vibration as a consequence of shock stall, and
Mach tuck [7]. At high blade loadings, on the other hand, the forward speed is
limited by the occurrence of dynamic stall on the retreating side of the disk. High
values of blade loading coefficient may be associated with higher gross weights,
altitudes, temperatures, or load factors (during maneuvers, for example). Crossing
this boundary will result in increased loads, vibration, and power required.
An example of the effect of approaching the lift limit on the blade torsional
load is presented in Figure 1.5. These are experimental results for a 1/10-scale
CH-47B rotor presented in Ref. [8]. For cT /σ < 0.10, the torsional load is practically
constant with the blade loading. At higher values of cT /σ, stall starts to occur
on the retreating side of the blade and the alternating torsional loads increase
abruptly. These loads can result in severe vibrations and damage to the blade
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and pitch-link controls. The drag coefficient will also increase very rapidly as a
consequence of large amounts of separated flow. Either of these effects will be
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Figure 1.5: Blade torsional load as a rotor approaches its lift limit at µ = 0.2
(adapted from Ref. [8]).

a factor in establishing the lifting capability of the rotor. The helicopter may
run out of power, but in general, loads and vibrations will reach a design limit
first. In practice, the operational envelope is defined by establishing margins that
will avoid operation after the onset of dynamic stall. These margins will depend
on the stall characteristics and are typically large due to the abrupt character of
dynamic stall. As seen in Fig. 1.5, improvements in the structure to withstand
loads beyond 8lbs · in would not result in any gains in terms of lift capability. But
perhaps if the stall inception can be made more gradual, it could directly impact
aircraft operation under high altitude, heavy lift, and hot day conditions. Benefits
can also be obtained by delaying the onset of stall to higher values of cT /σ. The
consideration of dynamic stall, therefore, becomes of utmost importance for a
adequate design, but also if further performance gains are to be realized.
Traditionally, rotor airfoils are chosen based on then steady-state aerodynamic
characteristics. The methodology relies on the assumption that static lift and
moment coefficients are relevant indicators of the dynamic values. Therefore, it is
argued that airfoils that perform better statically will also do better dynamically.
In actuality, experimental evidence indicates that the behavior is far from a simple
6

correlation between static and dynamic integrated load coefficients such as cl,max
and cm0 . Perhaps, the most comprehensive experimental study of dynamic stall
to date was performed in the late 1970s by the U.S. Army at NASA Ames [9].
The primary goal of this effort was to compare the performance of eight different
airfoils under static and pitch-oscillations, with systematic measurements performed
in a common facility, with the same testing procedures. In that way, variability
due to different wind tunnels could be eliminated, and a consistent comparison
between airfoils could be obtained. The test comprised several Mach numbers,
Reynolds numbers, reduced frequencies, and pitching-angle amplitudes. Seven
rotorcraft airfoils and a fixed-wing supercritical airfoil were selected for the tests.
The shapes are shown in Fig. 1.6. McCroskey et al. [11] discusses the results from

Figure 1.6: Airfoils tested in the experiment described in Ref. [9]. (Figure taken
from Ref. [10])

this wind-tunnel investigation stating: “airfoils with higher values of dynamic cl,max
are not necessarily the same as the ones with the higher static values.” This appears
to be true for many cases described in Ref. [9], especially at dynamic stall onset1
and light dynamic stall conditions.
Lift and pitching moment characteristics under static and dynamic stall onset
conditions are presented in Fig. 1.7. The increases in both dynamic lift and pitchingmoment coefficients do not seem to follow a trend. For example, lift is increased a
minimum of 1% on the NLR-1 airfoil and a maximum of 16% on the Ames-01 airfoil.
The SC1095 airfoil has lower dynamic lift than the Ames-01 airfoil despite having
opposite behavior statically. The same lack of correlation is seen on the pitching
In this context, dynamic stall onset is defined as the condition in which the maximum possible
dynamic lift occurs without moment stall at any time during the oscillation (see Ref. [11]).
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Figure 1.7: Results obtained for several airfoils at both static and dynamic stall
onset conditions [9]. Dynamic pitch motion is given by α = αm ± 10, k=0.10.
moment coefficient. The HH-02 airfoil has a nearly zero static cm0 , but a dynamic
value that exceeds that of the FX-098 airfoil, which has a much larger static cm0 .
Clearly, imposing static airfoil constraints will not guarantee consistent unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics. Therefore, it is necessary to define new design criteria
for the conditions in which unsteady flow is relevant.
An important driver in airfoil performance under dynamic stall is the boundarylayer separation mechanism that precedes stall. The airfoils shown in Fig. 1.6
were shown to develop different stall mechanisms, such as trailing-edge separation,
leading-edge separation, and mixed stall behavior [11]. In this regard, some
particular pressure distribution characteristics or boundary-layer behavior may
become important aspects of an improved rotorcraft airfoil criteria that addresses
dynamic stall. Similar to the load coefficients, the static stall behavior will also
not be a good indicator of the separation mechanisms during dynamic stall. For
example, an airfoil may demonstrate a static trailing-edge stall, but a dynamic stall
that is triggered by leading-edge separation. The problem is much more complex
as the airfoil behavior will depend on flow conditions such as the Mach number,
Reynolds numbers, and pitch motion parameters such as the reduced frequency
and the range of angles of attack. Therefore, a good understanding of all the
aspects that affect dynamic stall is essential to allow for increases in the helicopter
operational envelope.
The phenomenon of dynamic stall and its consequences on a rotor have been
8

described by many authors [1, 12, 13]. Recently, the focus on the majority of the
research efforts has been on mitigating rather than preventing or delaying its
effects. Most of the attention has been to the development of active devices such
as variable droop airfoils [14], deployable Gurney flaps [15, 16]; and flow-control
techniques [17, 18], among others. Some of these technologies offer interesting
solutions to many of the conflicting requirements present in rotorcraft design.
While research has demonstrated benefits of applying these devices, the transition
to the production line is not simple. There are several aspects that need to be
considered such as cost, weight, reliability, maintenance, which tend offset some
of their advantages. It may take some time until they are fully incorporated into
production helicopters. Pushing the limits of passive design is always attractive, as
it avoids some of these drawbacks and may present easily implementable solutions.
Up to now, very little work has been done in accommodating the effects of
unsteady flow and dynamic stall directly into the airfoil design process. The
consideration of the complexities in the rotor will require the use of high-fidelity
analysis tools that have only recently become mature and available. Computational
capabilities have improved to the extent that they can now be applied during the
design of rotor airfoils (Ref. 19).

1.2 Research Objectives and Approach
As discussed, current rotorcraft airfoil design is based on steady-flow aerodynamics
that are not representative of helicopters in forward flight. This approach assumes a
strong correlation between steady and unsteady aerodynamic characteristics, which
is not observed in practice. This is particularly true at high speed and high thrust
conditions, when the rotor is susceptible to dynamic stall and its many negative
consequences. The high loads associated with this phenomenon often become
major drivers in the structural and aerodynamic design of a rotor. Conservative
design decisions are typically necessary to address the uncertainties involved. An
innovative design methodology that incorporates the unsteady aerodynamic effects
into the airfoil design process has the potential to provide considerable performance
improvements, including expansion of the operational envelope of rotorcraft.
The main objectives of this research can be summarized as follows:
• Evaluate current state-of-the art in unsteady and dynamic stall prediction
9

tools.
• Develop suitable metrics and unsteady-flow criteria to evaluate rotorcraft
airfoil performance during dynamic stall.
• Revisit and update current rotorcraft airfoil design methods.
• Improve understanding of dynamic stall and its dependency on airfoil shape;
identify desired dynamic stall behavior from rotor perspective.
• Identify detailed airfoil characteristics that result in improvements in dynamic
stall performance.
• Identify the trade-offs that need to be considered to assure good performance
in other operating conditions such as hover or high-speed advancing side, as
well as to meet the structural constraints.
• Evaluate the impact of new design philosophies on rotorcraft performance.
• Establish new practices in rotorcraft airfoil design.
This research begins with the evaluation of current analysis methods and the
state of the art in unsteady aerodynamics prediction. There are several validation
studies in the literature, but much of the focus has been on the development
of methods for the use on comprehensive codes. Many of the models provide
satisfactory results but rely heavily on empiricism. They require use of wind-tunnel
data to properly adjust their constants to match both static and pitching-airfoil
results. When designing a new airfoil, however, a limited amount of information
will be available from experiments. An adequate design tool should be able to
predict trends and generate detailed information that will guide the design process.
Three methods that represent different levels of fidelity are compared from the
perspective of their predicting capabilities. The reasons for the selection of CFD as
the primary tool in this study are discussed.
Another important goal of this research is the identification of criteria to help
qualify and compare the dynamic stall performance of airfoils. In steady-state
aerodynamics, parameters such as cl,max , cm0 , and cd,min or width of the drag bucket
are typically used to qualify airfoils. The task gains complexity when considering
unsteady aerodynamics in a rotor environment because these parameters are no
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longer unique and will depend on the forcing conditions (angle of attack amplitudes,
reduced frequency, etc). In addition, unsteady aerodynamic effects such as hysteresis
and the presence of vortices can dramatically influence the loads and the use of
these traditional parameters may provide misleading results. For example, cl,max
may increase considerably during the passage of a dynamic stall vortex, but the
event may be of short duration with no relevant increase in the global lift capability.
Ultimately, the goal is to provide methods of comparison between airfoils that are
more elaborate and representative of how they will operate on a rotor.
The next step is to improve the understanding of the dynamic stall phenomena
and its dependence on airfoil shape. Current state-of-the-art, static airfoil-design
practice is a result of an extensive appreciation of how details of the airfoil pressure
distributions (and its corresponding geometry) influence, for example, boundarylayer development, extent of laminar flow, boundary-layer separation location, and
ultimately, airfoil aerodynamic performance parameters such as maximum lift coefficient, minimum drag, and pitching-moment characteristics. These best practices
provide guidance on the determination of the shape of the most suitable pressure
recovery or leading-edge contouring, for example. However, such understanding
and practices are not available for airfoil undergoing unsteady pitch oscillations.
This research task aims to address these issues. To achieve these goals, high fidelity
tools and the analysis of previous experiments will become very important.
Few experimental results that provide a comparison between different designs
are available. As already mentioned, the most important one available in the public
domain is the study performed by the U.S. Army in the late 1970s [9]. This very
important and comprehensive test provided a lot of the current understanding of
dynamic stall and its dependence on airfoil shape. But few of these concepts have
been used in practice to design new airfoils. Additionally, the airfoils tested were
not designed specifically with the goal of understanding airfoil shape and dynamic
stall dependencies.
For this research, more careful design case studies are sought. The intention
is that research airfoils will be designed in a systematic way to determine which
characteristics provide the desired behavior at different flow conditions and frequencies of motion. The study is intended to explore ways to control the mechanisms
of stall by manipulating pressure distributions and features like boundary-layer
transition and separation. It is expected that airfoils can be designed, for example,
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to postpone the formation or alleviate the effects of the dynamic stall vortex. These
studies can also help identify design trade-offs and best practices that should be
followed to assure that requirements from other operating conditions are still met,
such as in hover or on the advancing side of the blade, as well as the structural and
aeroelastic behavior. The cost and complexity of performing such studies during
wind-tunnel tests suggest the use of viable alternatives. As part of this research,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) will play an important role as the primary tool
to provide insight into the physics of the problem. CFD also provides an advantage
because it allows the extraction of important flow features and parameters that
may not be easily obtained from experiments.
It is also an objective of this research to evaluate the airfoil designs obtained
with the aid of comprehensive analysis codes at realistic rotor conditions. This is
important to assure that the expected improvements are indeed translated to the
rotor system when blade dynamics, trim, and aeroelastic effects are also considered.
The relevancy is increased near the rotor lifting limits because large areas of
dynamic stall complicate the analysis and the achievement of trim. One limitation
is that semi-empirical dynamic stall models in their current implementations as used
in comprehensive codes may fail to capture some important differences between
airfoils in dynamic stall. The use of CFD, therefore, is essential to provide high
fidelity representation of the many stall mechanisms that affect the unsteady
aerodynamic performance of airfoils. While a full coupling between CFD and
computational structural dynamics (CSD) simulations is out of scope, this research
intends to provide a balanced approach given current available resources. Some
degree of coupling can be achieved by extracting key information from trimmed
rotor solutions and using them as inputs in CFD simulations. It is expected that
this methodology will allow more realistic comparisons between airfoils to be made,
as well as a reasonable estimate of potential performance gains and expansion of
the operational envelope.
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Chapter 2 |
Background and Literature Review
2.1 Airfoil Design Evolution
Most of the early production helicopters used airfoils derived from the NACA
4-digit series, especially the NACA 0012 and NACA 0015 airfoils. What made these
airfoils so attractive to the early developers was the fact that they were symmetrical,
and therefore, had zero pitching moment and were easy to fabricate. They also
provided a reasonable balance between cl,max and zero-lift drag-divergence Mach
number (Mdd,0 ).
The sensitivity of rotary wings to the airfoil zero-lift pitching moment was recognized during the development of autogyros, before the first “practical” helicopters.
These vehicles generally had wood and fabric blades that were very soft in torsion,
which made them susceptible to aeroelastic twisting effects and sometimes control
reversals that ultimately led to crashes. The experiences with these autogyros may
have considerably delayed the consideration of cambered airfoils for rotorcraft [1, 2].
Also, for quite some time, rotorcraft research and development was mainly focused
on solving mechanical and structural problems rather than improving aerodynamic
performance. At some point, it became clear that airfoil improvements were necessary to achieve increased rotor lift-to-drag ratio and meet the high lift requirements
of the retreating blade.
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2.1.1 Early Laminar-flow Airfoil Development
From the 1930s to the late 1940s, the fixed-wing community led most of the airfoil
technology efforts with the development of laminar-flow airfoils. The NACA 6-series
airfoils were designed based on the philosophy that the boundary layer remains
laminar in favorable pressures gradients and undergo transition in adverse pressure
gradients. By manipulating the mean lines and the position of maximum thickness,
airfoils could be designed to extend favorable pressure gradients and increase the
runs of laminar flow [20]. Despite the relevancy of these discoveries, their impact
on rotorcraft design practice at the time was modest. Only a few design studies
were performed that tried to apply these laminar flow concepts to rotary wing
airfoils [21, 22]. A full-scale rotor test was performed [23], but the test campaigns
did not evolve into flight tests nor production helicopters. Several factors may have
contributed to this outcome: first, there was a strong belief that rotorcraft flowfield
conditions were not favorable; high turbulence levels, surface roughness due to
insects, dirt or erosion, as well as crossflow transition were thought to prevent any
relevant presence of laminar flow. Second, fabrication techniques and materials
used on the blades also did not favor long runs of laminar flow. But perhaps more
decisively, these early laminar-flow airfoils demonstrated poor stall characteristics
because of their sharp leading edges [2].
The airfoil that was considered most promising from the family of rotorcraft
airfoils developed at the NACA was the NACA-8-H-12 airfoil. The airfoil shape is
presented in Fig. 2.1 [22]. The drag polar and design pressure distributions were
computed with XFOIL [24] and are presented in Fig. 2.2. The airfoil was designed
to obtain laminar flow at the lift coefficients expected in hover, which resulted in a
very definite drag bucket from cl ≈ 0.2 to 0.9. Also noticeable is the large reflex
near the trailing edge to achieve near zero pitching moments. A blade was built
based on this airfoil and tested at the Langley helicopter test tower [23]. Gains in
total torque coefficient of about 7% were obtained at low to moderate thrust levels,
but required higher manufacturing tolerances than what was considered practical at
the time. In general, these laminar-flow airfoils also showed low cl,max , abrupt stall,
and somewhat high sensitivity to roughness, and therefore, were not considered for
rotorcraft use.
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Figure 2.1: NACA 8-H-12 airfoil.
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Figure 2.2: XFOIL results for the NACA 8-H-12 airfoil.

2.1.2 Consideration of Camber
The direct correlation between camber and airfoil pitching moment contributed to
a very late consideration of camber in the design of rotorcraft airfoils. It was not
until the 1960s that cambered airfoils found their way in production helicopters [25].
The first airfoils considered were based on NACA 5-digit series, which at that time
had already been replaced by more advanced designs in most fixed-wing aircraft.
Davenport and Front [2] recognized that gains could be achieved by a proper use of
camber near the leading edge. By focusing on leading-edge camber, aft-loading is
prevented and the pitching moment can be kept small while achieving some gains
in maximum lift. A new set of airfoils were developed at Boeing-Vertol based on
this concept. The design process consisted in manipulating geometric features such
as camber, thickness, and leading-edge radius based on previous experience and
lessons learned acquired from the NACA 4-, 5-digit, and 6-series sections. The
idea was to combine desired features into a single airfoil in order to obtain a better
balance between a high drag divergence Mach number and cl,max at Mach numbers
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from 0.3 to 0.5. Among these airfoils, the V23010-1.58 airfoil was introduced
following a number of modifications to the NACA 23012 airfoil. The goal was
to maintain the high lift characteristics of the NACA 23012 airfoil by matching
its camber line and upper surface pressure distributions, but then decreasing the
thickness to 10% in order to obtain lower drag in the high Mach number regimes.
The leading-edge radius is maintained as large as that on the NACA 23012 airfoil
in order to achieve similar stall characteristics. The shapes of both of these airfoils
are shown in Fig. 2.3.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) NACA 23012 airfoil, and (b) V23010-1.58 airfoil.
Significant performance gains were achieved by replacing the traditional symmetrical profiles with these “high-lift” cambered airfoils. The V23010-1.58 airfoil
was adopted on the blades of the new variants Boeing Vertol CH-46D “Sea Knight”
and the CH-47C “Chinook” tandem-rotor helicopters. This led to reduced power required, increased payload, and an expansion of the overall flight envelope. Figure 2.4
presents the blade performance improvements with respect to figure of merit and
the rotor stall boundary. A gain of around 6% in figure of merit was obtained for
the CH-47C at a blade loading of 0.09. In forward flight, the operational envelope
of the two helicopters were expanded in both lift capability and maximum speed.
The contribution of the new airfoil shapes are responsible for about 17% of those
gains in maximum lift [26].
During this period, other manufacturers also began to include cambered sections
on their helicopter rotors. In the United Kingdom, the NPL 9615 airfoil was
developed starting from the NACA 0012 airfoil [27, 28]. The design was also based
on geometrical manipulations focusing mostly in nose region of the airfoil. The
rear portion of the airfoil (aft from the maximum thickness point) is unaltered,
while the nose is drooped (leading-edge camber), the thickness is decreased, and
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Figure 2.4: Cambered airfoil benefits (adapted from Ref. [26]).
the leading-edge radius is increased. One of the goals was also to decrease upper
surface curvature in order to improve transonic behavior. This airfoil and its
variant (NPL 6360 [29]) were used on the the Westland WG-13 Lynx helicopter. In
Germany, the Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm MBB 105 was introduced in 1970 using
modified versions of the NACA 23012 airfoil. In Italy, the Agusta A109 helicopter
(introduced in 1976) used the NACA 23012 airfoil inboard and the NACA 13106
airfoil outboard. In France, the Aérospatiale AS332 Super Puma (introduced in
1978) adopted the NACA 13112 airfoil inboard and the NACA 13106 outboard.
In the early 1970s, Sikorsky designed the SC1095 airfoil under the S-70 helicopter
development for the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) program,
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which later resulted in the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter. The blade was initially
intended to use a single airfoil section and was designed with emphasis on the high
Mach-number regime. The airfoil was designed with less camber and thickness
compared to airfoils derived from the NACA 230XX airfoils, which were popular
at the time. It introduced distinct leading-edge radius for the upper and lower
surfaces, and a maximum camber position that was further aft at around 27%c [30].
A NACA 5-digit airfoil using the same design cl = 0.1, thickness, and a similar
position of maximum camber is compared to the SC1095 airfoil in Fig. 2.5. As it
can be seen, the airfoils are very similar, except for regions in the upper and lower
surfaces near the nose. The airfoil demonstrates a good drag divergence Mach
number with some compromise at the maximum lift at low to moderate Mach
numbers.
NACA 5−series
SC1095

Figure 2.5: SC1095 airfoil (in red) compared to a NACA 5-digit airfoil (in black)
with similar thickness, camber position, and design lift coefficient.

During the testing of the first UH-60A prototype, it was determined that the
rotor did not meet the UTTAS maneuverability requirements [31]. At around this
time, improved materials and manufacturing techniques were finally allowing the
use of multiple airfoils along the blade span. Therefore, a decision was made to
add some leading-edge camber to the SC1095 airfoil, resulting in a new shape, the
SC1094-R8 [32], which was applied at radial locations from 0.47R to 0.85R of the
blade. Both airfoil shapes are shown in Fig. 2.6.
At Bell helicopters, the use of cambered airfoils started with the application
of the Wortmann FX-69-H-098 airfoil. During the airfoil development, Wortmann
explored some transonic airfoil concepts that were emerging at the time [33]. The
airfoil was used extensively at Bell helicopters, including use on the Bell 214 “Huey
Plus” and the Bell 209 AH-1J SeaCobra. The airfoil shape is also shown in Fig. 2.6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.6: (a) SC1095 airfoil, (b) SC1094-R8 airfoil, and (c) FX 69-H-098 airfoil.

2.1.3 Transonic airfoil development
In the 1950s and 1960s, much of the airfoil research shifted to the development of
transonic airfoils. This was motivated by the need to postpone the transonic drag
rise at cruise conditions for fixed-wing aircraft. Some improvements were possible
by the introduction of wing sweep, but the potential of further gains prompted
the investigation of airfoils that could postpone or avoid shock-wave drag. The
concepts developed during this period ultimately culminated in the development of
supercritical airfoils by Richard Whitcomb at NASA Langley Research Center [34].
These types of airfoils became the basis for modern commercial aircraft.
Rotorcraft blades also experience transonic flow, primarily near the tip on the
advancing side of the disk or on the retreating side during pitch-up at high lifts,
but strict rotor airfoil requirements often limit the direct application of fixed-wing
supercritical airfoils in rotors. A key feature that distinguished Whitcomb supercritical airfoils was the presence of a strong aft-loading. The pressure distribution
is flat in the mid-chord portion and an increased aft-camber allows for increased
lift in the subsonic regions of the airfoil. The pressure distributions of one of the
first generations of these airfoils is shown in Fig. 2.7, along with the airfoil shape.
These airfoils produce much weaker shock waves and dramatically postpone the
wave drag rise of conventional airfoils.
An unfavorable consequence of an increased aft-loading, however, is the increased
nose-down pitching moment. While these effects are manageable in fixed-wing
aircraft, rotors have much more stringent requirements that require nearly-zero
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pitching moments. For this reason, the pre-Whitcomb developments in supercritical
flow technology are of special importance when considering rotorcraft airfoils. It is
also essential to review the rapid emergence of theoretical methods for solving and
designing airfoils that operate in transonic flow. These advancements started in
the 1960s and 1970s with the development of techniques to solve the non-linear
full potential equations, followed by the appearance of methods to solve the Euler
equations in the 1980s and, since then, by the evolution of numerical solutions
to the Navier-Stokes equations. Following these developments, several helicopter
manufacturers began to apply some of these concepts to obtain airfoils that are better
suited to transonic flow. In the late 1960s and 1970s, a number of programs across
different manufacturers took place to design new rotor airfoils [2,25,26,30,33,35–38].
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Figure 2.7: Pressure distributions for the NASA/Langley Whitcomb Integral
Supercritical Airfoil at near design conditions (adapted from Ref. [34]).
Efforts that intended to postpone the airfoil drag rise date back to the 1940s.
One of the first airfoils to be designed specifically with this intention were the
NACA 1-series [39]. The goal was to delay the occurrence of local supersonic flow
over the airfoil, that is, increasing the critical Mach number. This was accomplished
by pursuing uniform velocity (pressure) distributions at the design lift coefficients
and avoiding pressure peaks. These airfoils provided improvements in the drag rise
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Mach number compared to NACA 4-digit airfoils, but with penalties in the high
lift at low speeds. For this reason, they found use primarily on propellers.
The NACA 6-series airfoils were designed with aft-loading for improving the
runs of laminar flow. Perhaps by chance, this characteristic also resulted in
good transonic behavior. The NACA 6-series airfoils with small thickness showed
improvements in the critical Mach number and drag rise with respect to previous
NACA 4- and 5-digit airfoils. One disadvantage was their very thin trailing-edges
that led to difficulties in structural design and fabrication. A solution was to modify
their thickness distribution aft from 80 percent chord, giving rise to a new family of
airfoils, designated the NACA 6A-series [40]. These airfoils found widespread use in
fixed-wing production aircraft; many of the first generation subsonic jet aircraft in
the U.S. used NACA 6-series airfoils or their variants. Some helicopters still make
use of these airfoils, such as on the outboard blade sections of the Boeing AH-64
Apache and also on Robinson R22/R44 helicopters. One feature identified in some
airfoils of this family was the occurrence of a leading-edge compression after a region
of supersonic flow, but without the drag penalties typically associated with shock
waves [2, 41]. Figure 2.8 presents the pressure distributions obtained experimentally
for the NACA 64A010 airfoil at increasing Mach numbers up through the drag
rise. For M=0.66 and M=0.71, the drag is low despite large supersonic regions
that reach local Mach numbers of 1.35 and 1.44, respectively. Downstream of the
strong leading-edge expansion, a mild compression region is established that seems
to influence the character of the shock wave [41]. At M=0.76, the compression is
no longer effective and the drag coefficient almost triples in value. It was later
recognized that the drag rise would occur as soon as the shock wave moves rearward
from the the airfoil crest 1 .
The correlation between the drag rise and the position of the shock wave with
respect to the crest location was probably first recognized by Herbert Pearcey at
the National Physics Laboratory in England [42]. He identified similar aerodynamic
behavior while performing wind-tunnel experiments on swept wings. Pearcey was
able to establish empirical rules to manipulate the supercritical flow in the upper
surface of airfoils. He developed a series of airfoils which became commonly known
as “peaky” airfoils due to their large low-pressure peaks near the leading edge. The
The crest is defined as the point where the tangent to the surface is parallel to the freestream
direction.
1
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Figure 2.8: Pressure distributions for the NACA 64A010 airfoil at α = 4.2° at
increasing Mach numbers (adapted from Refs. [2, 41]).

peaky airfoils provide an isentropic recompression of the supersonic flow ahead
of the shock wave. They make use of a favorable reflection pattern of expansion
and compression waves that allows for weaker terminating shock or, for a given
shock strength, higher local Mach numbers and lower minimum pressures [33]. This
concept was very important because it challenged the conservative design practices
of the time that would try to avoid leading-edge supersonic flow to prevent drag
divergence. The drag rise could be postponed somewhat independently of the
critical Mach number.
An example of the Mach number distributions on a peaky airfoil compared to
a conventional airfoil is given in Fig. 2.9a. As seen, the peaky design allows for
fairly high local supersonic speeds (Mlocal ≈ 1.5) with a practically “shock-free”
recompression. Schlieren photographs revealed that some shock waves could still
be present, but weak enough to not cause any relevant increases in drag. This
is in contrast with conventional airfoils in which the supersonic flow ends with a
strong pressure rise through a shock wave. As the Mach number increases, the
peaky airfoil will eventually form stronger shock waves, but the drag rise can be
considerably delayed, as seen in Fig. 2.9b.
Derivatives of the Pearcey sections soon began to be applied on second generation
of fixed-wing jet aircraft such as the Boeing 747, DC-10, and the Airbus A300 [44,45].
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Figure 2.9: Performance comparison between a conventional and a peaky airfoil [43].
One of the first to apply and further investigate these concepts for rotorcraft was
F.X. Wortmann from the University of Stuttgart, while designing the FX-69-H-098
airfoil for Bell helicopters [33, 46]. Wortmann was particularly interested in the
effect that the isentropic compression ahead of the shock has on improving airfoil
cl,max at high Mach numbers. Since there was no theoretical method for calculating
the pressure distributions of peaky airfoils at high angles of attack, he made use of
existing experimental data to back his design concepts. Wortmann realized that by
manipulating the crest pressure coefficient, airfoils could be designed to have the
optimum peaky distribution at a desired Mach number. This would allow airfoils
to have increased cl,max at the moderate Mach numbers seen on the retreating
side of rotors, for example. This concept was applied in the development of the
FX-69-H-098 airfoil, for which results are presented in Figure 2.10. The local Mach
number distributions are given for a constant angle of attack of 11 deg. The high
velocities near the leading-edge demonstrate the effectiveness of the peaky effect,
allowing for a considerable isentropic recompression that allows for larger regions
of low-pressure ahead of the shock and, therefore, an increased lift. The optimum
condition is reached at M = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 2.10b.
Boeing Vertol was also one of the first to investigate the use of peaky airfoils
for rotorcraft. One low-drag peaky airfoil, originally designed for fixed-wing applications, was identified as a potential candidate for use in rotors. The VR-1
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(a) Local Mach number distributions at sev- (b) cl,max variation with Mach number.
eral freestream Mach numbers for α = 11°.

Figure 2.10: Wind tunnel results for the FX-69-H-098 airfoil [46].
airfoil (Vertol Research-Airfoil 1) had undergone static and pitch oscillation tests
at the Boeing Supersonic Wind Tunnel and demonstrated what was believed to be
promising unsteady aerodynamic characteristics [26]. Boeing was interested in the
dynamic performance of airfoils, hoping that it could lead to improvements in the
rotor stall characteristics. The wind-tunnel measurements revealed positive pitch
damping characteristics and high values of dynamic cl,max at Mach numbers that
correspond to the ones found on the retreating blade (M = 0.4). The understanding
of the time was that flutter in pitch was the primary cause of increased loads during
rotor stall. The maximum normal force coefficients for the VR-1 airfoil for different
pitching frequencies are presented in Fig. 2.11a in comparison to other commonly
used airfoils at the time. The pitch damping for some of the same airfoils at
1/rev frequency is shown in Fig. 2.11b. The VR-1 airfoil raised attention given its
ability to obtain high dynamic lift at high pitching frequencies and a positive pitch
damping at 1/rev.
The static performance, however, did not correlate well with the pitchingairfoil results: the airfoil revealed poor static lift at M = 0.4 despite the steep
dynamic lift slope with increasing frequencies. In order to investigate whether
this characteristic was beneficial, model-scale rotor tests were conducted in 1970.
The results demonstrated improvements in the hover figure of merit, but with a
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Figure 2.11: Maximum normal force coefficient and aerodynamic pitch-damping
ratio for several airfoils (adapted from Refs. [26, 47, 48]).
considerable penalty in the stall boundary compared to a rotor equipped with the
V23010-1.58 airfoil. It became clear that further research was needed to better
understand the role of unsteady aerodynamics in rotor stall and how to properly
quantify airfoil’s dynamic stall performance. As stated in Ref. [26], “Many questions
on the dynamic airfoil characteristics cannot be answered at this time with regard
to Reynolds number effect, the benefit of high dynamic lift, and the benefit, if any,
of positive aerodynamic damping characteristics.”
The results obtained in these tests largely influenced subsequent design practices
at Boeing. Given the poor forward-flight rotor performance, the VR-1 airfoil was
discarded and peaky airfoils were not considered during the remainder of the
program. Moreover, the better agreement between 2-D static and rotor results led
to the conclusion that static characteristics provide a more realistic representation
of rotor stall performance. Static airfoil characteristics, such as cl,max at M = 0.4,
continued to be used as the standard design criteria for improving rotor stall
boundaries. These conclusions were largely influential in the community and may
have contributed to a delay in the consideration of unsteady effects in the design of
airfoils for years to come.
In 1971, the VR-7 and VR-8 airfoils were developed under the Heavy Lift
Helicopter (HLH) Advanced Technology Component (ATC) rotor development
program. Based on the experiences with the VR-1 airfoil, the VR-7 airfoil was
designed starting from a NACA 62-X12 series for their low drag and reasonable
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transonic characteristics. Changes were made primarily to the mean line to achieve
lower pitching moment coefficients and decreased leading-edge local velocities
at high lift. An emphasis was given in maximizing the static cl,max at M=0.4,
while keeping a low drag in hover. The VR-8 was the corresponding tip airfoil
designed to have 8% thickness, mostly by reducing the upper surface thickness of
the VR-7 airfoil. The airfoil shapes can be seen in Fig. 2.12. No oscillating airfoil
tests were performed and a model-scale rotor equipped with the VR-7 inboard
and the VR-8 airfoil outboard was tested. The performance was compared to a
baseline rotor equipped with the V23010-1.58 airfoil, but also another configuration
incorporating a thin section (V13006-.7 airfoil) on the outboard portions of the
blade. Figure 2.13 presents a summary of the results comparing hover and rotor
stall boundary capabilities of several model helicopter rotors at selected conditions.
The stall boundary is based on the fatigue “endurance” limit for the rotor, which
is defined as the thrust level at which the alternating torsion load is three times
the unstalled load at design lift [49]. As seen, the addition of the outboard airfoil
(V13006-.7) transitioning at 0.85R or 0.7R on the blade result in improvements
in the hover performance due to a decrease drag at tip Mach numbers, but large
penalties in the stall boundary are felt. The only airfoil combination that provided
gains in both conditions was the VR-7/8 blade. The VR-7 airfoil alone is able
to improve the lift capability of the rotor by a few percent, but the addition of
the VR-8 airfoil at the tip allows the figure of merit to also increase. The gain in
the stall boundary was only seen at µ = 0.35, while at µ = 0.3 and µ = 0.4 there
was no change, and a loss of 3% was seen for µ < 0.3 compared to the baseline
V23010-1.58 blade [49].
Despite being designed with a forward camber position, the VR-7 airfoil required
the use of a 5%−chord trailing-edge tab deflected 6 deg to reduce its nose-down
pitching moment to accepted levels (see Fig. 2.12). This resulted in a small penalty
in cl,max , but the stall inception characteristics were maintained [49]. The HLH
program was canceled in 1974, but these two airfoils were adopted on a new version
of the Boeing “Chinook” CH-47D helicopter and subsequent variants that remain
in use to this date.
Another example of an airfoil that made use of peaky concepts was the RAE 9615
airfoil, described previously as the section used on the Westland Lynx helicopter [28].
Pearcey himself was involved in its development, but only small and conservative
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.12: (a) VR-7 airfoil, and (b) VR-8 airfoil.
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Figure 2.13: Effect of different rotor airfoils on hover efficiency and stall boundary
(adapted from Ref. [49]).

modifications were made from the baseline NACA 0012 airfoil. The airfoil shape
is presented in Fig. 2.14. A droop was added to delay stall by reducing the local
velocities near the leading edge on the upper surface at high angles of attack.
The use of peaky characteristics was restricted to the lower surface of the airfoil,
primarily as a way to mitigate the high velocities induced by the nose droop at
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small negative angles of attack. Figure 2.15 shows the lower surface Mach number
distribution for the RAE 9617 airfoil that closely relates to that of the RAE 9615.
The recompression effect behind the leading edge allows for high lower-surface
velocities without incurring an increased shock strength.

Figure 2.14: RAE(NPL) 9615 airfoil shape.
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Figure 2.15: Lower surface pressure and local Mach number distributions for the
RAE 9617 airfoil at M = 0.85 and α = 0° (adapted from Ref. [28]).

While Pearcey empirically demonstrated the possibility of “shock-free” transonic
flows, a mathematical solution to the problem was only obtained later by Nieuwland
at the Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR) [43,50]. The results obtained by Pearcey
motivated Nieuwland and his colleagues to revisit classical methods for solving
transonic flows, in particular, hodograph methods. These methods make use of
hodograph transformations to linearize and then solve the transonic full potential
equations. Nieuwland was able to obtain solutions for a family of shock-free profiles,
classified as quasi-elliptical airfoils. Since the equations assume isentropic flow, the
method is only valid for producing shockless shapes. The original method did not
find widespread use given its complexity and the limited scope of practical airfoils
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that could be derived [51]. Nevertheless, this method was successfully used by NLR
for designing airfoils for rotorcraft applications [36, 52].
Bell helicopters was awarded a contract from NASA and subcontracted NLR to
develop new transonic rotor airfoils. The FX-098 airfoil had been optimized for high
lift at M=0.5, but it was not well suited for high speed conditions. The goal of this
program was to determine if it was possible to further reduce or eliminate shockwaves
at the transonic conditions experienced by a rotor both during maneuvers and high
speed flight. Given that the hodograph method is able to provide “shockless” flow
only at one design point (specific cl and M ), the high speed flow condition was
prioritized. This is the condition that produces the largest extent of supersonic
flow on the airfoil upper and lower surfaces and would, therefore, help define larger
portions of the airfoil shape. The other segments of the shape were defined during
the refinement stages in order to fulfill maneuver and hover requirements. The
design procedure was conducted as follows: the hodograph method helped identify
airfoils that satisfied the high speed requirements; the most promising of which
were selected based on a crude estimate of their drag and cl,max performance using
approximate methods [36, 52]. The airfoils were further optimized for high lift by
trial and error using a semi-empirical subsonic potential flow method [36]. These
modifications were restricted to the subsonic flow regions of the airfoil (aft of 70%c
in the upper surface and aft of 20%c in the lower surface) with the goal of minimally
affecting its transonic flow performance at high speed. The resulting airfoil was
designated NLR-7223-62 and is presented in Fig. 2.16. In the U.S., this airfoil
is often referred as the NLR-1 airfoil. Some features are readily apparent, such
as the forward location of the leading-edge camber and the reflex camber at the
trailing edge, which provide high lift with low pitching moments; also the relatively
flat upper surface that is a consequence of the favorable transonic characteristics.
The airfoil was further investigated extensively, including a 2-D pitching oscillation
wind-tunnel test [53] and a flight test [54, 55]. Despite its good high Mach number
performance, the airfoil demonstrated poor low-speed characteristics and it was
never used in a production helicopter.
Another aspect of the Bell/NLR investigation was to develop an airfoil without
any restriction on the zero-lift pitching moment coefficient. The design was intended
to study the effect that such a limitation can have on airfoil performance characteristics. The resulting airfoil shape is presented in Fig. 2.16. The modifications were
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limited to the rear portion of the airfoil, where a large aft camber was introduced.
The study was limited in scope but concluded that with those design methods
used, the effect of the pitching moment requirement was not significant. The airfoil
cl,max was found to be only slighly higher (about 4%) than that of the NLR-7223-62
airfoil.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.16: (a) NLR-7223-62 airfoil (also known as NLR-1), (b) NLR-7223-43
airfoil, and (c) FX-090 airfoil (extracted from Ref. [52]).
F.X. Wortmann was independently contracted by Bell to provide a design having
the same requirements as the NLR-7223-62 airfoil, including restrictions on the
pitching moment [52]. He leveraged the experience obtained during the development
of the FX-098 airfoil with guidelines provided by Pearcey and Osborne [56] to
obtain shockless flows. The resulting airfoil was designated FX-090 and is also
presented in Fig. 2.16. Both NLR-7223-62 and FX-090 airfoils provide similar
performance characteristics, as shown in Fig. 2.17, where plots of cl,max and cd,min
with respect to Mach number are presented . These results were obtained at the
United Aircraft Corporation high speed wind tunnel. Compared to the FX-098
airfoil, both airfoils provide an increase in the drag divergence Mach number of
around 0.02-0.025, but a penalty in the maximum lift at moderate Mach numbers.
The low cl,max achieved by the NLR airfoil was attributed to early trailing edge
separation. Also, for hover conditions (M=0.6, cl = 0.6), the airfoil demonstrated
considerable drag creep2 . An interesting geometric feature that these airfoils share
can be seen in Fig. 2.18, where the upper-surface curvature distribution is plotted.
Drag creep is attributed to a gradual increase in drag below the drag divergence Mach number,
usually caused by the presence of a weak shock wave.
2
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These peaks were found to be important to achieve shock-free upper surfaces and
also improve high lift at moderate Mach numbers [52]. The position of the peak
with respect to the shock wave at a given flow condition was found to be related
to the airfoil cl,max , similar to what Pearcey found with respect to airfoil crest
positions. At the optimum position, the peak provides an expansion of the flow
prior to the shock, reducing its strength or allowing for an increased lift (see II in
Fig. 2.19).
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Figure 2.17: Performance comparison between NLR and Wortmann airfoils (adapted
from Ref. [52]).
As experimental evidence was supporting the possibility of obtaining virtually
shock-free airfoils, a number of researchers started to engage in improving transonic
airfoil design and analysis methods. The original method of Nieuwland was found
to be quite cumbersome and restrictive in terms of the classes of airfoils it is able to
produce [52]. During the 1970s, other methods based on hodograph transformations
emerged trying to address some it these issues, including the work of Boerstoel
and Huizing [51], the method of complex characteristics of Garabedian and his
colleagues [57], and the fictitious gas method of Sobiecsky [58]. Detailed overviews
of these methods can be found in Refs. [59, 60]. The method of Garabedian was
perhaps one of the most widely known and successful methods for producing
shock-free profiles [61]. It uses complex characteristics to obtain solutions on the
hodograph plane, which are then mapped back to the physical plane. Its use by the
industry was not extensive as it required a lot of trial and error to obtain physical
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realizable shapes in the physical plane [62, 63]. The original and improved versions
of this program were compiled in a series of three books entitled “Supercritical
Wing Sections” [62, 64, 65]. One notable airfoil produced by the method is the
75-06-12 “Garabedian-Korn” airfoil, which has become a common benchmark airfoil
used to validate numerical methods in CFD. It has been later found that the design
does result in a shock-free airfoil, but at a slightly different Mach number and lift
coefficient condition than for which it was originally designed [66]. Figure 2.20
presents its pressure distributions and Mach number contours at the shock-free
condition.
Another issue of the time was that hodograph methods only provided a solution
of the flow field at one design point, therefore, there was a need to develop tools that
could calculate flows over supercritical airfoils at off-design conditions, including
drag creep and drag rise. The transonic problem is challenging because of its nonlinearity, but also because in steady flow the governing equation is of mixed type:
subsonic portions are elliptic and the supersonic parts are hyperbolic. In 1970, the
influential work by Murman and Cole [67] provided the basis for numerically solving
the transonic equations efficiently. It introduced a type dependent differential
scheme that switched from central differencing in the subsonic zones to upwind
differencing in the supersonic zones. The scheme was initially applied to the
transonic small disturbance theory and provided stable and reasonably accurate
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Figure 2.19: Effect of curvature peak relative to shock location (adapted from
Ref. [52]).

solutions. Shortly after, Garabedian’s group, later joined by Antony Jameson
from Grumman, worked on extending these schemes to solve the transonic (full)
potential equations [62, 64, 65, 68, 69]. An analysis program was developed and
included boundary-layer effects by accounting for displacement thickness. An
integral boundary-layer method based on the semi-empirical formulas of Nash and
Macdonald [70] for computing the turbulent boundary layer were adopted. The
effect of the laminar boundary layer was neglected and transition location was
user-defined, typically near the leading edge. In later versions of the method, an
iteration between the viscous and inviscid solutions was introduced [62, 65]. This
method was the first to include boundary layer effects into a transonic potential-flow
calculation [71]. A pressure distribution comparison between theory and experiment
is presented in Fig. 2.21 for a supercritical airfoil developed by the Garabedian and
Korn hodograph method. As seen, even for a complex multiple shock case, very
good agreement is obtained.
This method was very successful and substantially improved the state of the
art in the prediction of supercritical flows with shock waves. As a result, it was
widely adopted by industry to aid in the design of supercritical airfoils.
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Figure 2.20: Pressure distributions (left) and Mach number countors (right) for the
Garabedian-Korn airfoil at M=0.751 and cl = 0.625 (adapted from Ref. [66]).

Another method that became available at the time was the inverse-design
method of Carlson [72]. It also solves the transonic full potential equations but,
rather than using a hodograph approach, it solves the equations in the physical
plane and using a cartesian coordinate system. One advantage of this procedure is
that it allows the design of airfoils by specifying pressure distributions that can
include shocks. This was later found to be advantageous since airfoils designed to be
shock free often demonstrate poor off-design performance [73]. The method employs
a mixed-inverse (direct-inverse) approach to facilitate the control of trailing-edge
closure; rather than specifying the pressure distribution of the entire airfoil, the
leading edge geometry is prescribed.
Another emerging technique was that of designing airfoils by numerical optimization. In general, these programs consist of coupling analysis methods to
optimization algorithms that modify the geometry iteratively until some “cost”
function is satisfied. A notable example of the application of such methods to
airfoils is that of Hicks and Varderplaats [74, 75]. One advantage of optimization
methods was that they allowed for the consideration of multiple design objectives
simultaneously, while others such as those using hodograph methods did not. An34

Figure 2.21: Pressure distributions comparison between the method of BauerGarabedian-Korn-Jameson and wind-tunnel results (taken from Ref. [62]).

other advantage was that different combinations of optimizations algorithms and
analysis methods could be used as they become available. The main disadvantage
of these methods was computational cost, which prevented them from being used
in routine design efforts.
The advances also drew attention from the rotorcraft industry, as there were
prospects that airfoils could be designed taking into account the transonic conditions
at high lift and high speed flight. From mid-1970s to early 1980s, a number
of airfoil design investigations were performed by industry and in government
labs, such as those conducted by Boeing [3, 38, 76–78], by Lockheed-Georgia [79],
U.S. Army/NASA Langley [80, 81], U.S. Army/NASA Ames [75], ONERA and
Aerospatiale [37, 82], Bell Helicopters [83, 84], and the German Aerospace Center
(DFVLR) and MBB [85].
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Leo Dadone from Boeing, under a contract for the U.S. Army, wrote a report in
1976 to document the state of the art of airfoil research and provide an overview of
the available analysis and design methods [77]. Along with a paper presented a year
before (Ref. [76]), this served as an important source of information for rotorcraft
airfoil designers of standard practices, representative flow conditions, and rotor
design criteria that are to be used when designing helicopter airfoils. In general
terms, this design methodology is still practiced by the industry today.
A couple of years later, NASA contracted Boeing to develop an inboard airfoil
capable of providing high drag divergence Mach numbers without compromising
maximum lift capabilities, while still maintaining low pitching moments and reasonable drag in hover [38, 78]. There was an expectation that recent improvements
on theoretical methods for transonic flows would allow for a larger exploration of
the design space and better compromises between these conflicting requirements. A
direct design methodology was adopted with airfoils being modified by successive
changes in camber and thickness distributions, followed by analysis using a variety of
theoretical methods. At low and moderate Mach numbers, a potential-flow method
coupled with a boundary-layer code was used. For high Mach numbers, crestline
theory [86], or the code of Bauer-Garabedian-Korn-Jameson (BGKJ) [62], was
used. The crestline theory was favored for most of the calculations, including the
determination of the drag divergence boundary, since it was simpler and had been
extensively validated and correlated with wind-tunnel data. The BGKJ method was
used primarily for determining the drag characteristics at Mach numbers greater
than the divergence values, and for obtaining solutions to determine cl,max at M=0.5,
which was considered of second priority. Since none of these methods are able to
reasonably predict when cl,max should happen, an empirical criteria was adopted: it
was stipulated that at M=0.4 and M=0.5, the maximum lift is achieved whenever
the local Mach number near the leading edge exceeds Ml = 1.4, or when turbulent
separation reaches the x/c = 0.85 chordwise location. These calculations were
performed using the potential-flow method at M=0.4, and both potential-flow and
BGKJ methods at M=0.5. The resulting airfoil was designated the VR-11X. The
resulting shape is presented in Fig. 2.22.
The airfoil design was derived from contour modifications starting from the
NLR-1 airfoil, which had been extensively studied and tested in Boeing wind
tunnels. The VR-11X shape would be remarkably similar to the NLR-1 airfoil
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if the upper surface of the latter is simply scaled by a factor that would make it
match the new airfoil thickness (see Fig. 2.23). Dadone performed an extensive

Figure 2.22: VR-11X airfoil shape.

NLR 7223−62, yscale=1.42
VR−11X

Figure 2.23: VR-11X airfoil shape compared to a modified version of the NLR7223-62 airfoil with the upper surface scaled.

comparison between state-of-the-art rotor airfoils and observed that most airfoils
would be bounded by a characteristic curve, as shown in Fig. 2.24. The trade-off
between cl,max at M=0.4 and Mdd could be exercised by scaling the airfoil thickness,
or to a lesser degree the camber, changing the airfoil performance within this curve.
Interestingly, the NLR-1 airfoil was the only airfoil that was positioned outside of
this boundary with an unusually high drag divergence characteristic [38]. Starting
from this airfoil, therefore, allowed for modifications that were focused on improving
its maximum lift capabilities, while minimizing the effect on drag divergence.
The VR-11X airfoil provided a considerable increase in performance compared
to other airfoils. However, the airfoil did suffer of premature trailing edge separation
as a result of its very steep pressure recovery in the upper surface. This is visible in
the potential-flow pressure distributions that are presented in Fig. 2.25. The airfoil
also showed some drag creep due to a weak shock wave in the lower surface.
In 1978, in a effort to design a rotor to cruise at a high speed of 180-knots,
the VR-12 airfoil was designed and tested at Boeing/Vertol [3, 87, 88]. The design
started from the VR-11X airfoil and consisted of changes primarily on the pressure
recovery on the upper surface, and near the leading-edge on the lower surface,
to prevent drag creep (see Fig. 2.25). According to Ref. [3], the VR-12 airfoil
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Figure 2.24: VR-11X airfoil shape compared to NLR-7223-62 airfoil with the upper
surface scaled.

represented the best compromise possible within the limits of the methods used
and requirements specified: maximum lift capability at M=0.4, low-drag divergence
Mach number at zero lift, while meeting hover drag requirements and restricting
the sectional pitching moments to nearly zero. A tip airfoil was also created, the
VR-15, by scaling down the upper and lower surfaces of the VR-12 airfoil using
different amounts (see Fig. 2.26). This combination of airfoils was tested in 2-D
and 3-D rotor wind-tunnel experiments [87]. An improvement of 6% in rotor figure
of merit and 25% in cruise lift-to-drag ratio was obtained over a baseline CH-47D
rotor that uses the VR-7/8 airfoil. The stall inception was also compared: at
µ = 0.3 a 9% increase in rotor cT /σ was obtained. Figure 2.27 shows the results for
the figure of merit and the stall boundary. The VR-12/15 airfoil combination was
used on the Boeing Model 360, an experimental medium-lift cargo helicopter that
worked as a technology demonstrator with significant use of composites materials.
The VR-12 airfoil was also later adopted during the development program of the
RAH-66 Comanche helicopter.
The combination of high lift at M=0.4 and high drag divergence Mach number
achieved with the VR-12 was difficult to reach. Despite not being used in a
production helicopter, the airfoil is still accepted by the community as one of the
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Figure 2.25: Potential flow pressure distributions for the VR-11X and VR-12 airfoils
and their shapes.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.26: (a) VR-12 airfoil, and (b) VR-15 airfoil.
best helicopter airfoils in that regard.
Lockheed-Georgia was also contracted by NASA to develop an airfoil with the
same requirements as the VR-11X airfoil [79]. The design was performed using
the direct-inverse method by Carlson [72], followed by an optimization of the
leading edge shape using the method of Vanterplaats and Hicks [74, 75, 89]. The
optimization was used to obtain a leading-edge shape that would give a certain
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Figure 2.27: Performance comparison between VR-7/8 rotor and VR-12/15 rotor
(adapted from [87]).
prescribed pressure distribution. After the optimization, the nose-droop had to be
manually increased to obtain the desired high lift characteristics. The transonic
analysis was conducted using the BGKJ method [62]. The laminar boundary
layer method of Thwaites, along with the Michel-Smith transition criteria, were
incorporated into the BGKJ program to improve profile-drag calculations and
allow for natural transition calculations [79]. Nevertheless, a forced transition at
5%-chord was assumed for most calculations since large runs of laminar flow were
assumed to not be possible in practice. The design started with the FX-69-H-098
airfoil, and ended with the resulting airfoil (LG10SC) presented in Fig. 2.28. The
airfoil was able to achieve the primary performance goals with a cl,max = 1.5 and a
Mdd,0 = 0.81.

Figure 2.28: Lockheed-Georgia supercritical airfoil (LG10SC).

Other institutions were also performing airfoil design programs. Figure 2.29
presents a summary of the 2-D performance of some key airfoils compared to
earlier designs. These are wind tunnel results obtained from a number of sources
[4, 75, 78, 79, 82, 87, 90–93]. The dates refer to either when the airfoil was designed
or the earliest report found on it.
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Figure 2.29: Comparison of 2-D performance characteristics for a number of
rotorcraft airfoils.

Another particularly interesting design methodology was the one applied by
DFVLR (DLR) and MBB [85, 90, 94]. The airfoil design manipulations were
performed using a low-speed, full-inverse conformal mapping method developed
by Richard Eppler from University of Stuttgart [95, 96]. This extremely powerful
method has a unique way of specifying the velocity distributions on the airfoil that
allows the user to account for multiple design points simultaneously. The method
has a subsonic analysis portion that combines a high-order panel method to a
integral boundary-layer method. At DLR, an iterative design process is adopted,
in which the Eppler code is used for providing the airfoil shape manipulations
and the performance at subsonic conditions, while the analysis method of BauerGarabedian-Korn III [65] is used for computing the flow at transonic conditions [85].
In the early 1980s, DLR designed two airfoils, the DM-H1 and DM-H2 [85], which
were later improved giving rise to the DM-H3 and HM-H4 airfoils [90]. The 2-D
performance of the last two airfoils is also shown in Fig. 2.29. They have been used
on the blade of the Eurocopter EC-135 helicopter.
Among the airfoils listed in Fig. 2.29, others have also been applied in production
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helicopters, such as the OA2-series airfoils on the Eurocopter EC130 and some
versions of the Eurocopter AS365/366 Dauphin; the OA3-series airfoils on the
Eurocopter EC130; and the SC2110/SSC-A09 airfoils on a variant of the Black
Hawk, the UH-60M. At this point, it had become common practice to place at
least two airfoils along the blade radius: a high lift airfoil inboard, suitable for the
retreating blade, and special tip airfoils and planforms to address the transonic
conditions at high speeds. Tip airfoils were being designed to take advantage of
blade sweep and/or taper.
The 1980s were marked by the consolidation of full potential methods and
transition to the use of Euler solvers. For airfoil design and analysis, viscous/inviscid
interaction codes were still the preferred choice since Navier-Stokes methods were
not only much slower, but offered no improved accuracy due to uncertainties of
turbulence models [73]. Analysis and design methods based on the full potential
equation continued to evolve and mature. A notable example is the GRUMFOIL
code of Melnik et al. [97], which is a interactive full potential/integral boundarylayer method with an extended treatment of curved wakes and pressure gradient
effects at the trailing edge. This code has had several versions over the years [98].
A few years later, Volpe and Melnik introduced a new inverse transonic design
method that solved one of the longstanding issues of inverse transonic design codes
that were formally ill-posed [99,100] . The method ensured that all of the necessary
constraints were satisfied to guarantee that airfoil shapes can be uniquely defined
by “arbitrarily” prescribed velocity distributions. While the Eppler code addressed
the Lighthill constraints in the incompressible sense [96], this was the first method
to properly treat these constraints in transonic flow.
Full potential codes improved dramatically the state of the art and were widely
adopted in industry, but they had a fundamental disadvantage: they assume
isentropic flow, which resulted in an incorrect treatment of shock waves. Euler
equations were the next logical step in trying to improve this issue.
In the mid-1980s, Drela and Giles introduced a new design and analysis method
using the Euler equations [101, 102]. The ISES code introduced a number of
important contributions to the field of airfoil design and analysis. The code solves
the conservative steady Euler equations on a streamline grid coupled to an integral
boundary-layer formulation. The viscous formulation is based on a two-equation
dissipation-type closure for the laminar and turbulent boundary layers and wake,
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with a lag equation added to the turbulent formulation [102]. A transition prediction
method based on an approximation of linear stability theory (en method) is derived
and included in the program. The approximate envelope method simplifies the
full en method by tracking only the maximum amplitude of the most amplified
frequencies [103, 104]. The model allows for accurate predictions of flows at a
wide range of Reynolds numbers, including when laminar separation bubbles are
present. All of the equations (Euler, integral boundary layer, transition, and
viscous-inviscid matching conditions) are solved simultaneously by a global NewtonRaphson method [102]. This eliminates the need for iterations between the solvers
and makes the code very suitable for strong viscous-inviscid interactions. The
solution method is fast and reliable, even in the presence of substantially separated
flows [73]. The program properly handles shocks and has been proven to be a
reliable prediction method for transonic flows, including transonic drag divergence.
On the design mode, a mixed-inverse design method is available in which a desired
pressure distribution can be specified over a region on the upper surface, and
the geometry is specified for the rest of the airfoil. The Lighthill constraints are
addressed to achieve a well-posed problem, as similar to the GRUMFOIL code. The
method is mostly useful for airfoil re-design/modification activities. The viscous
coupling is allowed to be included in the design mode, but in practice this is not
suggested as the inverse solution becomes ill-posed if there are any regions of
separated flow [101, 103].
Since then, the program has undergone a number of upgrades including the
ability to solve multi-element airfoils (MSES) [105] and the introduction of a
optimization module, LINDOP [106]. The code remains widely used for airfoil
design and compressible flow analysis [103]. Examples of rotor airfoil design efforts
that have used MSES include the work by Mattos and Wagner from University of
Stuttgart [107] and by Kania et al. [108, 109].
More recently, Martin et al. [7] performed an airfoil design study directed
towards heavy-lift helicopters and tilt-rotors. The design methodology used a
combination of the Eppler Code [20] for design manipulations and MSES [103] for
the analysis, which is also coupled to the LINDOP optimizer [110]. Most of the
preliminary design work was performed with the Eppler code, and the optimization
was only applied when the airfoil was close to satisfying the objectives. Rather than
letting the optimizer take over in an automated approach, the results of each step
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were used to modify the design pressure distributions using the Eppler code. An
interesting blade design concept based on tailoring the pitching moment distribution
along the blade radius was explored. A similar approach had been pioneered by
Westland helicopters that supported a specially modified Lynx helicopter that set
a world speed record at the time [111], and was also used in the design of the
ONERA/Eurocopter OA-4 series airfoils [112]. This technique allows for some
relaxation of the low pitching moment requirements at some radial stations, as
long as the effects are compensated by use of positive pitching-moment airfoils at
other radial locations. Therefore, the integrated pitching moment load at the blade
root is still kept within limits. A less strict pitching moment requirement allows
the use of aft-loaded airfoils, possibly improving their high lift capability and/or
drag divergence characteristics. Martin et al. [7] used this concept to develop new
airfoils for a heavy-lift helicopter and a tiltrotor. The airfoil design routine was
successfully applied, but the inability of the analysis tools to predict some key
airfoil characteristics hurt the design outcome. Considerable differences were found
between cl,max predictions and wind tunnel results. The authors highlighted the
limitations of current analysis methods (MSES or CFD) as optimization tools in
aerodynamic design.
Somers and Maughmer engaged in a program to design and test a number
of rotorcraft airfoils for the U.S. Army [113]. A highlight of this effort is that
airfoils were designed to intentionally take advantage of laminar flow. Most of rotor
airfoils in use today have been designed assuming that large runs of laminar flow
are not operationally realistic due to high free-stream turbulence, blade roughness
due to surface contamination (insect, dust, etc) or blade erosion, for example.
These studies, however, were intended for small UAV or high-altitude helicopters
that operate at low to moderate Reynolds numbers. In this regard, laminar flow
was considered a possibility. A design approach of using the Eppler code for the
design manipulations and low-speed analysis, and MSES for high Mach number
computations was adopted. Some of these airfoils were selected for testing at the
Penn State, Low-Speed, Low-Turbulence wind tunnel [114–118]. The majority of
the derived airfoils successfully addressed the main design objectives and constraints.
One of the required features for all airfoils was that the maximum lift coefficient
would be relatively insensitive to roughness. This was accomplished by careful
tailoring the upper surface pressure distribution such that the transition point would
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move to the leading edge before cl,max was achieved. The effect of leading-edge
roughness on cl,max was the topic of another study on airfoils for wind-turbine
applications [119]. Figure 2.30 presents pressure distributions and experimental
data on lift and transition locations for an airfoil specifically designed with this
purpose.
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Figure 2.30: Aerodynamic characteristics of the S903 airfoil (adapted from [119]).

2.1.4 Consideration of Unsteady Effects
Most of the rotorcraft airfoil design programs described up to now make use of little
or no unsteady aerodynamic considerations. The importance of unsteady flow and
its effects on rotor design was recognized in the 1970s. It had became clear that
further research in unsteady aerodynamics was necessary to bring the technology
to the next level [26]. In the following decades, many government and industry
research programs were focused on furthering the understanding of dynamic stall.
In the late 1970s, an extensive pitching-airfoil wind-tunnel investigation was
conducted by the U.S. Army at NASA Ames [9]. A number of rotorcraft airfoils
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designed by different organizations (see Fig. 1.6) were tested in a common facility
in order to compare their dynamic stall performance and understand the effects of
airfoil geometry. As detailed here, however, most of these airfoils were designed
with similar requirements and not in a consistent way to identify cause and effect.
Therefore, while these investigations substantially improved the understanding
of the phenomena, the impact of these discoveries on airfoil design practice was
modest. One possible reason was that dynamic stall behavior was attributed to
be more dependent on the parameters of airfoil motion than on the airfoil shape
itself [11]. This becomes increasingly true as airfoils penetrate further into deep
dynamic stall, which is a condition that is dominated by fully developed vortex
shedding. In this regime, details of airfoil geometry become less important as
the flow separates completely from the airfoil upper surface. There are situations,
however, in which airfoil geometry have a strong impact on the dynamic stall
performance. At light stall, performance is closely related to the type of boundarylayer separation that is developed with different motion parameters and flow
conditions [11, 12, 120]. Airfoils could be tailored to manipulate when the transition
from light to dynamic stall occurs, for example. While experiments identified the
potential of exploring these concepts, theoretical methods were still not capable of
predicting the phenomena with confidence. A number of semi-empirical methods
were developed in the following years [121, 122], but while fast, there were mostly
post-dictive in the sense that they required unsteady wind-tunnel data to correctly
set a number of constants required to obtain a solution [1]. The complex physics of
the problem involving compressible, viscous, and unsteady flows with larges amounts
of separation suggested a level of fidelity that only Navier-Stokes equations could
possibly achieve. In the 1990s, with the advances in computing power, numerical
methods, and turbulence models, CFD solutions of the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations began to be applied to the problem of predicting
dynamic stall on airfoils and wings [123–125]. The computation expense of these
solutions, however, made them still impractical for routine design. Other methods
based on the extension of interactive zonal approaches to unsteady flow provided a
less “expensive” solution, but with much decreased accuracy. A good overview of
the methods available in this period can be found in Ref. [125].
A research exercise led by ONERA provided an example of the use of such
methods to incorporate unsteady aerodynamics into the design of rotor airfoils
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[112, 126]. The optimization method by Vanderplaats was adopted in combination
with a conservative full potential solver coupled to an unsteady integral boundary
layer method [126]. A weak coupling method was adopted and coarse grids were
used to reduce computational cost. To avoid poor pressure drag predictions, no
integration is carried around the airfoil. Only the wave drag is considered and is
calculated by a control volume approach around the supersonic region. The viscous
drag is calculated via the Square and Young formula at each step, neglecting any
unsteady effects [126]. The design method was applied to high speed (µ = 0.45)
and low-loading conditions without the presence of stall. Sinusoidal variations of
Mach number and angle of attack were considered at a pre-defined pitch amplitude.
No pitching moment constraints were enforced. One of the exercises started with
the OA309 airfoil and achieved a 5% decrease in the average drag over the cycle.
No results were shown on the effect on the pitching moments [112, 126], or at
higher-loading flight conditions.
More recently, a work led by the U.S. Army (Ref. [127]) demonstrated an
effective passive way to improve compressible dynamic stall on a rotor airfoil. The
design method was the same used in Ref. [7] using MSES and the LINDOP optimizer
(steady-state design), but the goal was to alleviate dynamic stall using a retrofit
glove that could be added on top of an existing rotor blade. A multi-point design
optimization was performed considering static conditions that are representative of
hover (M-0.6), of the retreating blade (M=0.4), and for the advancing blade drag
divergence. The key design parameter used for improving dynamic stall was to
try to minimize the peak local Mach number to prevent it from reaching M = 1.4
during an oscillation. A leading-edge glove for application on the VR-7 airfoil was
designed and is presented in Fig. 2.31 , along with the airfoil contours with and
without the glove. The configuration was tested for 2-D static and pitching-airfoil
conditions in the U.S. Army AFDD Dynamic Stall Testing and Research facility
(DSTAR) at NASA Ames, which is capable of flow speeds up to M = 0.4. Once
again, discrepancies in the prediction of cl,max compared to experiments were found.
During pitch oscillations, while the glove by itself was not able to suppress deep
dynamic stall, it reduced the supersonic pocket at the leading edge, modifying the
stall type from a leading-edge shock stall to a trailing-edge stall. With the addition
of vortex generators, the trailing-edge separation was delayed and dynamic stall
was suppressed up to Mach numbers of 0.375 [127]. Some lift and pitching moment
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test results at deep dynamic stall are presented in Fig. 2.32. At a Mach number
of 0.4, however, the glove failed to suppress leading edge separation and vortex
formation, resulting in no improvements in the deep stall behavior of the VR-7
airfoil at this condition.
The leading strategies being considered at the time to alleviate the effects of
compressible dynamic stall included leading-edge slats [128] or droop [14]. But these
configurations used passive solutions, which might find difficulties in application
due to their adverse effect on other rotor flight conditions such as hover or high
speed flight.

(a) Molded glove with vortex generator.

(b) Baseline VR-7 airfoil and the designed leadingedge glove contour.

Figure 2.31: Detail of the glove applied to the VR-7 airfoil (adapted from Ref. [127].
Since the 2000s, a number of research efforts have been published on the
use of optimization to design airfoils that included considerations of unsteady
aerodynamics [129–135]. The majority of these efforts are based on adjoint optimization [130, 131, 133, 135]. The application of control-theory in the field of
aeronautical design was pioneered by Jameson in the late 1980s [136]. The idea is
to turn the design into a control problem in which the controls are the aerodynamic
surfaces. Over the years, the adjoint approach has been developed for equations
of different levels of fidelity (potential flow, Euler, Navier-Stokes) and applied
to a number of optimization problems (2-D airfoils, 3-D wings, complete aircraft
configurations, etc). The extension of these methods to unsteady flow has only
been developed recently [130, 131, 137, 138]. The main advantage of the method is
the ability to handle a large number of design variables very efficiently compared to
other methods. The computational cost of obtaining the sensitivity derivatives of
an objective function is comparable to the flow solution and essentially independent
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(a) Lift coefficients.

(b) Pitching moment coefficients.

Figure 2.32: Pitching-airfoil test results comparing the VR-7 airfoil with new
configurations including gloves and vortex generators at M = 0.275, Re = 1.8 · 106 ,
α = 12 ± 5°, k = 0.10 (adapted from Ref. [127]).
of the number of design variables [131]. This is attractive for aerodynamic shape
design that typically requires many parameters to properly describe the geometry.
One disadvantage is that the method is gradient-based, therefore, it tends to be
limited in the exploration of the design space. Also, it requires separate adjoint
solutions for each operating condition, which can be computationally prohibitive
for multi-point routine design efforts [139].
Reference [135] presents an example of the use of an 2-D unsteady discrete
adjoint method applied to the design of a rotorcraft airfoil. The design used the
SC1095 as the starting airfoil and had the goal of alleviating the pitching-moment
peak during a deep dynamic stall oscillation, while keeping a similar dynamic lift
variation with time. The two-dimensional URANS finite volume solver NSU2D was
used in the study. The optimized shape compared to the baseline airfoil is shown in
Fig. 2.33, while the numerical lift and pitching moment comparisons are presented
in Fig. 2.34. The new airfoil was able to reduce the leading edge vortex strength
and consequently the pitching moment peak. But the solution still demonstrated
some weak vortices and large hysteresis on lift, which are a result of large flow
separation during pitch down. This behavior was expected given that the optimizer
was trying to enforce the exact same lift evolution as the baseline airfoil undergoing
deep dynamic stall. The design exercise also did not address other helicopter flight
conditions or requirements.
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Figure 2.33: Comparison between the baseline SC1095 airfoil and the resulting
optimized airfoil (obtained from Ref. [135]).

(a) Lift coefficients.

(b) Pitching moment coefficients.

Figure 2.34: Numerical results for a baseline SC1095 airfoil and the resulting
optimized airfoil under pitch oscillations at M = 0.302, Re = 3.86 · 106 , α =
9.92 ± 9.9°, k = 0.148 (extracted from Ref. [135]).
Another interesting work uses an unsteady optimization based on an evolutionary algorithm to design rotor airfoils [134]. This class of optimizations have
the advantage of performing a more global design search exploration, but with
penalties in cost. In this work, the computational overhead is remediated by applying a surrogate-type approach that uses a combination of a Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition procedure (POD) and an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The
process requires some pre-processing that consists in defining sample design spaces
to train the ANN. The unsteady CFD calculations are only performed at this stage
and can be done independently. The actual optimization process only requires the
computation of static airfoil characteristics, and then both the POD and the ANN
are used to reconstruct the unsteady flowfields and obtain the objective functions.
An example optimization case using this method was performed in order to alleviate
dynamic stall and reduce drag at low angles of attack [134]. Angle of attack and
Mach number variations are taken from a moderate speed, high loading condition
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(µ = 0.24, cT /σ = 0.13). The resulting optimized airfoil has an increased camber
and thickness (Fig. 2.35), which is expected from a point-design high lift optimum.
The airfoil prevents dynamic vortex formation, but the drag rises on the advancing
side of the cycle (Fig. 2.36). The optimization also did not consider other flight
conditions. Therefore, it is not clear whether the airfoil would be able to meet more
limiting transonic conditions at higher speeds, or low-drag requirements at hover.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.35: (a) Baseline SC1094-R8 airfoil, and (b) optimized airfoil [134].
While these optimization methods are evolving and hold much promise in
the future, the usual computational resources required to perform a multi-point,
unsteady CFD optimization are still much beyond the desired for routine design
studies. For rotor design, the methods need to be able to efficiently address rotor
requirements throughout its operational envelope. For the stall boundaries, there
seems to be a lack of suitable criteria to be used in optimization; particularly
one that can properly quantify dynamic stall performance in all necessary flow
conditions. Reference [140] has recognized the need to revisit current design
by including unsteady-flow criteria, and suggested the use of some parameters
such as time-averaged coefficients, peak-to-peak pitching moments, pitch-damping
parameters, among others. These criteria were later adopted for the design of two
airfoils, the EDI-M112 and EDI-M109 [141]. The airfoil coordinates or details of
the designs are not publicly available, but the airfoils have been tested in 2-D
pitching-airfoil experiments at the DLR Transonic Wind Tunnel Göttingen [141].
An example of the pitching airfoil results for lift and pitching moments at M=0.3
are presented in Fig. 2.37. No results were shown quantifying the performance of
these airfoils at other rotor operating conditions such as hover, or high speed flight.
The results for high-lift forward flight, however, give examples of improvements that
can be attained by properly accounting for unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic
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(a) Lift coefficients.

(b) Pitching moment coefficients.

(c) Drag coefficients.

Figure 2.36: Numerical results for a baseline SC1094-R8 airfoil and the resulting
optimized airfoil under pitch oscillations with M = 0.45 ± 0.16, α = 9 ± 11.8°,
ω = 27rad/s (extracted from Ref. [135]).
stall during the airfoil design.

2.2 Dynamic Stall
Dynamic stall has been a topic of research for over 50 years and a vast amount
of literature is present. Many comprehensive reviews on the subject are available
[1, 12, 142–145], therefore, only a brief overview will be presented here.
Dynamic stall is a complex flow phenomenon that often limits the speed of
helicopters. It is associated with high speeds and/or high-loading conditions such
as during maneuvers or operation at high altitude, high temperature, or high gross
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(a) Lift coefficients.

(b) Pitching moment coefficients.

Figure 2.37: Pitching-airfoil test results for the EDI-112 airfoil at several pitching
amplitudes at M = 0.3, Re = 1.8 · 106 , α = 10 ± 4 − 7°, k = 0.06 (extracted from
Ref. [141]).
weight. (recall Fig. 1.4). In general, it will occur on the retreating side of the rotor
where high angles of attack are present as a consequence of blade collective and
cyclic pitches that are necessary to ensure proper trim and propulsive forces in
forward flight. Unsteady aerodynamics play an important role because of the time
scale of the angle of attack variations, especially in the retreating blade where the
local incoming velocities are smaller. In those regions, the stall can become more
severe, with large hysteresis effects compared to a fixed-wing static stall. The result
is a stall that occurs dynamically and is associated with large variations in the
airloads and the possibility of aeroelastic instabilities. These effects can be a source
of many problems on a rotor such as increased power, vibrations, loads, and even
loss of control, which will ultimately define its performance limits.

2.2.1 Flow Morphology
In a formal sense, dynamic stall is found to occur anytime the effective angle of
attack of an airfoil, subject to an unsteady motion or event, is taken past its static
stall limit. In a helicopter, these changes can be caused by blade pitching, flapping
(or plunging), variations in the wake-induced and incoming velocities3 , etc. At
Perhaps not as intuitive, dynamic stall may occur as a result of variations of incoming Mach
or Reynolds numbers, as the stall angles may be highly dependent on these parameters or due to
the appearance of shock waves.
3
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these conditions, the mechanisms of separation and stall will differ considerably
from static stall. The first noticeable difference is that boundary-layer separation
is delayed and lift is allowed to continue to increase until a possibly much higher
angle of attack. Whenever flow separation occurs, it is typically followed by the
formation and convection of a strong vortex over the upper surface of the airfoil
that causes increases in the drag and pitching moment. As the vortex convects
downstream, full separation is established and lift stall occurs. If a pitch down
follows, considerable hysteresis effects are felt, postponing the reattachment process
to much lower angles of attack. The general features of a deep dynamic stall can be
seen in Fig. 2.38 for an airfoil undergoing an sinusoidal oscillation in pitch about
the quarter-chord point, α = 10 + 10 sin ωt 4 .
At stage 1, the flow is completely attached and the boundary layer is still thin.
The unsteady loads lag the static behavior, as predicted by linear unsteady theory.
The lags are a result of three main effects: a shed-wake, an induced camber, and a
delayed boundary-layer response. The shed wake is a consequence of the change
in circulation, similarly to the starting vortex on a lifting airfoil. During pitch-up,
the wake will induce velocities on the airfoil, decreasing its lift and alleviating the
pressure gradients. The induced camber is a quasi-steady effect that is a result of
the kinematics of the pitch-rate motion; pitching up about the quarter-chord point
will induce a linear variation of normal velocity across the airfoil that will also
alleviate the leading-edge pressures for a given lift. Both of these effects contribute
to a lag in the pressure distributions. The boundary-layer will also take some time
to react to these variations in the pressure gradients, adding to the total lag of the
response [1, 146].
At stage 2 of the process, the angle of attack increases beyond that of static
stall and often reverse-flow will start to occur within the boundary layer. Whether
or not separation occurs at this stage will depend on the airfoil geometry, the
flow conditions, and motion parameters. The mechanisms of unsteady separation
have been found to be considerably different than that for steady boundary layers
[146–148]. In unsteady flow, reverse-flow may develop within the boundary layer
without the occurrence of separation of the outer flow. In this regard, the reverse 
flow criteria of vanishing shear stress at the wall, τw = µ ∂u
= 0, does not
∂y
w

Sinusoidal pitch motions, α = αm + αa sin ωt = αm + αa sin ks, will be shown as α = αm ± αa
in the remaining of this text.
4
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Figure 2.38: Schematic of the flow morphology and unsteady airloads during
dynamic stall over the NACA 0012 airfoil undergoing a sinusoidal pitch motion
(adapted from Ref. [1]).

imply separation in unsteady flows [147]. A schematic of the flow-filed around an
upstream-moving separation is presented in Fig. 2.39, as postulated by Sears and
Telionis [147]. In this work, an unsteady-flow separation criteria was proposed as the
point off the boundary where τw vanishes and the local streamwise velocity equals
the velocity of the moving separation. This criteria requires a prior knowledge
of the separation speed, which makes it difficult in application. Recently, a more
rigorous 2-D unsteady separation theory has been formulated by Haller [149].
At stage 3 (Fig. 2.38), the onset of stall is said to occur by the formation
and detachment of the dynamic stall vortex. The detailed morphology of this
phenomenon is still a area of intense debate and investigation. Many studies have
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Figure 2.39: An schematic of the streamline pattern in the vicinity of an upstream
moving separation (from Ref. [148]).

been performed that attempt to demonstrate the fluid dynamic process that governs
vortex initiation through the use of particle image velocimetry (PIV) [150–152].
The work of Mulleners and Raffel [152] focused on the vortex initiation on the
OA209 airfoil during deep dynamic stall at a low Mach number (M = 0.17). It was
identified that a shear layer is formed between the flow reversal region and the outer
flow. This shear layer undergoes instabilities that distribute the initial vorticity
into clockwise individual lumped vortices. These small-scale vortices spread along
the airfoil upper surface and eventually coalesce into one large-scale vortex. As
the primary vortex grows, counterclockwise vortices emerge near the surface and
are pushed towards the leading edge causing the primary vortex to detach, as in a
vortex-induced separation [152].
After the vortex erupts from the surface, it immediately starts convecting
downstream over the upper surface of the airfoil. This vortex carries a low-pressure
wave that allows lift to continue to increase past the static cl,max [12]. The vortex
lift may also increase the lift-curve slope at this stage, particularly at low Mach
numbers [153]. At the same time, the low pressure shifts the airfoil center of
pressure and results in a increase of the nose-down pitching moment and a drag
increase. This point represents the start of moment stall, which precedes lift stall.
Lift stall takes place as the vortex convects away from the trailing edge into
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the wake (point 4). At this point, lift decreases rapidly, full airfoil separation is
established and peaks in pitching moment and drag are seen. Immediately after,
secondary vortices can also be shed, producing further peaks in lift, drag, and
pitching moment [12].
As the airfoil starts the pitching-down motion, the reattachment process begins
from the leading edge towards the trailing edge. Considerable lags are also present
at this stage [154]. This is expected; even in steady flow, as considerably more
energy is required to promote flow reattachment than to prevent flow separation.
Also, the negative pitch rate promotes an opposite camber effect [1]. As a result,
reattachment takes place at a much lower angle of attack than static stall.
Overall, very large hysteresis loops are established for lift, pitching moment,
and drag. These pitching moment loops are associated with the aerodynamic
torsional damping of the blades and the possibility of rotor aeroelastic instabilities,
such as stall flutter [155–157]. Stall flutter is a single-degree-of-freedom, selfsustaining, limit-cycle pitch oscillation of an elastic body. It occurs when the overall
aerodynamic and structure system’s damping becomes negative [157]. Typically
in a helicopter, the limit cycle will not occur in practice because the low angles of
attack in the advancing side promotes attached flow and positive damping [158].
The aerodynamic contribution to the torsional damping is typically associated to
the work per cycle, as follows [155],
1 I
Ξ = − 2 cm (α) dα
παa

(2.1)

where αa is the amplitude of the pitch oscillation (half of the peak-to-peak values).
Following from this equation, the torsional damping will be positive (stable) when
the pitching moment loops are counterclockwise, and negative (unstable) when
the pitching moment loops are clockwise. Examples of these two situations can
be seen in Fig. 2.40, where an increase in mean angle of attack, while keeping
the Mach number and reduced frequency the same, may considerably change the
aerodynamic torsional damping. This airfoil damping behavior at a lower reduced
frequency was also previously shown in Fig. 2.11b. While Eq. 2.1 is the standard
procedure for estimating negative pitch-damping (stability) boundaries, it represents
a cycle average; therefore, it can be misleading when used to identify stabilizing
or destabilizing physics of the dynamic stall process. Recently, a more precise
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formulation for describing the aerodynamic torsional damping has been developed
by Bowles et al. [157]. In this method, a time-resolved aerodynamic damping is
derived with the aid of a Hilbert transform. This damping methodology allows for
a more accurate identification of variations in time of the aerodynamic damping
over a cycle [157, 158].
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Figure 2.40: Experimental lift and pitching moment for the V23010-1.58 airfoil
under different pitch oscillations at M=0.4. Data obtained from Ref. [47].

2.2.2 Stall Mechanisms
Many researchers have investigated the factors that contribute to the onset of the
vortex shedding phenomenon. Studies conducted by McCroskey et al. [159, 160]
measured the reverse flow characteristics of a number of different airfoils at Mach
number less than 0.3. Later on, experimental investigations at higher Mach numbers
led by Chandrasekhara and Carr [145, 161–164] helped improve the understanding
of how compressibility influences dynamic stall. In general terms, the onset of
stall is said to be triggered by different boundary-layer separation mechanisms that
include the following:
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• Trailing-edge stall
• Abrupt trailing-edge stall
• Bursting of the laminar separation bubble
• Leading-edge adverse pressure gradient stall
• Shock-induced separation
• Shock-bubble interactions
The occurrence of one or a combination of these mechanisms will depend on
airfoil geometry, flow conditions (Re and M), and motion parameters. The trailingedge stall has been described by the gradual forward progression of reverse-flow
on a thin layer at the bottom of the boundary layer [12]. Once the reverse-flow
approaches the leading edge, a vortex erupts and moves downstream over the
airfoil. This was the mechanism depicted in Fig. 2.39. Generally, this type of stall
is preferred because it tends to result in less severe dynamic stall vortices and
associated pitching moment peaks [9,127,141,165–168], as well as improved torsional
damping behavior [78, 166]. It is typically associated with lower Mach numbers
(M ≤ 0.2) [169] and airfoils with blunt noses and large amounts of leading-edge
camber [12, 165]. An early study by the U.S. Army investigated the boundary layer
separation mechanisms of a number of variations of the NACA 0012 airfoil [159]. A
summary of the reverse-flow measurements obtained for these airfoils is shown in
Fig. 2.41, during the pitch-up portion of the cycle. These results are for low Mach
numbers and Re = 2.5 · 106 . As seen in the plot, the ONERA Cambre airfoil, a
nose-cambered version of the NACA 0012 [170], provides an example of a gradual
trailing-edge separating airfoil at these conditions.
Another type of trailing edge separation was demonstrated by the original
NACA 0012 airfoil. The stall was initially thought to be a result of a leading-edge
laminar separation bubble failing to reattach; however, reverse-flow measurements
with and without boundary-layer trips showed that the shed vortex was fed by an
abrupt turbulent separation behind the bubble [159]. This mechanism is typically
referred as an abrupt trailing edge stall; the reverse-flow region grows rapidly
from the trailing edge towards the leading edge (Fig. 2.41) and the turbulent flow
suddenly breaks down originating a strong vortex.
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Figure 2.41: Summary of unsteady reverse-flow measurements for different airfoils
undergoing pitch oscillations at Re = 2.5 · 106 , α = 15 ± 10°, k = 0.15 (adapted
from Ref. [148]).

A third mechanism observed was a leading-edge stall caused by the inability of
the laminar separation bubble to reattach. This was identified for a sharp-leadingedge modification of the NACA 0012 airfoil and the inverted ONERA Cambre
airfoil [159]. These airfoils demonstrated thin-airfoil static stall [11, 165] with the
formation of large bubbles near the leading edge on the upper surface. In the
dynamic cases, the separated laminar flow in the bubble was not able to reattach
and a separation front moved downstream before a reverse-flow originating from
the trailing edge reached mid-chord. This type of stall mechanism is often named
“mixed-stall” due to the presence of competing separation fronts from both leading
and trailing edges.
In the comprehensive dynamic stall study of Refs. [9, 171, 172], reverse-flow hotfilm measurements were obtained during separation and reattachment for several
airfoils at a range of Mach numbers (M ≤ 0.3). Results of four airfoils at selected
conditions are presented in Fig. 2.42. The plots show the time histories of the
pressure coefficients, where each line represents a chordwise location from the
leading edge to the trailing edge. The progression of reverse-flow movements during
separation and reattachment are included as crosshatched bands with the arrows
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indicating the movement directions. The circles denote the presence of laminar
separation bubbles. The pitch motion is the same for all cases, but different Mach
numbers are taken to exemplify the many different mechanisms of stall observed.

Figure 2.42: Different stall events for four different types of boundary-layer separation for α = 15 ± 10°, k = 0.10 (adapted from Ref. [11]).

Two of these airfoil demonstrate separation fronts that resemble those shown
for variations of the NACA 0012 airfoil. On the top left, the NLR-7301 airfoil
(Fig. 1.6) demonstrates a trailing-edge stall similar to the one described for the
ONERA Cambre airfoil. An indication of the dynamic vortex is clearly seen by
the small peaks propagating downstream right after the reverse-flow reaches the
leading-edge region. On the bottom left, a mixed-stall case is shown for the VR-7
airfoil at M = 0.3. This mechanism resembles the one shown for the sharp-nose
version of the NACA 0012 airfoil, in which reverse-flow disturbances originating
from leading and trailing edge meet somewhere in the mid-chord. It can be seen
that although the trailing edge reverse flow shows up first, it is the leading-edge
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front that is dominant and triggers the formation of a dynamic stall vortex.
On the bottom right of Fig. 2.42, an interesting form of mixed-stall is seen for
the AMES-01 airfoil at M=0.18. The reverse-flow first originates at a quarter-chord
position and propagates in both directions. The small trailing-edge reverse-flow
do not seemed to influence the results. As the upstream reverse-flow reaches the
leading edge region, a vortex is shed downstream. This behavior seems to be related
to details of the airfoil pressure distributions, particularly in the region between
x/c=0.1 and 0.25, where large pressure gradients are present. While in steady
flow these gradients are not enough to cause separation, a combination of pressure
and boundary-layer lags in unsteady flow may have contributed to initiation of
reverse-flow in this region rather than near the trailing edge.
On the top right of Fig. 2.42, the NLR-1 airfoil demonstrate a pure leading
edge stall at a M = 0.25. Reverse flow shows up near the leading edge and
starts spreading downstream, closely followed by a leading edge vortex. Large
pitching moment peaks were obtained compared to the trailing-edge stall case. The
separation originated downstream of the separation bubble, as confirmed by testing
with boundary layer trips. Given that the maximum local Mach number was barely
sonic (Mlocal = 1.01 [171]), the most likely mechanism was that of leading edge
stall, a result of strong pressure gradients downstream of the pressure peak.
While airfoils in this study demonstrated either leading-edge or trailing edge stall
at lower Mach numbers (M ≤ 0.2), leading-edge stall is increasingly the dominant
mechanism at higher Mach numbers. At M = 0.3 all airfoils demonstrated either
leading-edge or mixed-stall behavior, as shown in Fig. 2.43. The only exception
was the NLR-7301 airfoil, which is blunt-nose, aft-loaded, supercritical airfoil
designed for fixed wing applications that showed trailing-edge stall throughout
the Mach number range studied. At M = 0.3, most airfoils developed local
supersonic flow near the leading edge. Despite no indication of the formation of
shock waves at this condition [11], studies later conducted by Chandrasekhara and
Carr [145, 161–163, 169] indicated that these supersonic pockets may have a strong
influence over the onset of dynamic stall.
Chandrasekhara and Carr performed a number of experiments on a NACA 0012
airfoil for a combination of Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers [161–163,169,173].
Tripped boundary layer cases were also tested with the goal of simulating higher
Reynolds numbers that are more representative of full-scale rotors. In general, it
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Figure 2.43: Mach number effect on the reverse flow characteristics of several airfoil
under pitch oscillations for α = 15 ± 10°, k = 0.10, Re/M ≈ 1.3 · 107 (adapted from
Ref. [145]).

was determined that for a M ≥ 0.2, dynamic stall may be strongly influenced by
compressibility effects. Under these conditions, three primary forms of leading-edge
stall may be developed [163]. At low Reynolds numbers and moderate Mach
numbers (M ≈ 0.3), dynamic stall was found to be caused by bursting of the
laminar separation bubble. If the airfoil was tripped to eliminate the bubble and
simulate higher Reynolds numbers, a leading edge stall resultant from the high
adverse pressure gradients near the pressure peak was found. At high Mach numbers
(M ≈ 0.45) the shock waves were strong enough to cause shock-induced dynamic
stall. At these conditions, the vortex was found to emerge under supersonic outer
flow and the bubbles did not have a strong influence in the dynamic stall qualitative
behavior. At the intermediate Mach numbers, a complex interaction between
laminar separation bubbles and the supersonic flow was found to influence the onset
of dynamic stall. Large differences in the pressure gradients near the leading edge
were seen for cases with and without boundary-layer trips at these conditions [163].
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2.2.3 Dynamic Stall Regimes
The physics of oscillating airfoils can also be categorized based on the severity of the
stall. As originally proposed by McCroskey et al. [11, 12], four important regimes
are present: no stall, dynamic stall onset, light dynamic stall, and deep dynamic
stall. The occurrence of each regime is determined primarily by the maximum
angle of attack during the cycle, αmax , but the reduced frequency of oscillation, k,
can also play an important role. Reduced frequency is often used as a parameter to
measure the degree of flow unsteadiness [1]. Figure 2.44 extracted from Ref. [120],
exemplifies these different regimes for the NACA 0012 airfoil being oscillated in
pitch at k = 0.1.

Figure 2.44: Unsteady airloads for the NACA 0012 airfoil under pitching motion
with increasing maximum angles of attack, α = αm ± 10°, k = 0.10 (obtained from
Ref. [120]).

At low values of αmax , the flow remains essentially attached and the loads are
characterized by hysteresis loops, as seen on the first plot on the left. These clockwise
loops are a result of phase lags in the loads with respect to the instantaneous angle
of attack. Because no separation or stall occurs, this regime can still be described
by unsteady linear theory.
As the value of αmax is increased to 14°, small amounts of separation start
to distort the loops, but no major influence on the pitching-moment coefficient,
cm , is noticed. The stall onset condition is defined as the maximum dynamic lift
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without relevant penalties in either cm or cd . From the application perspective, this
condition represents the limiting useful unsteady lift for a given reduced frequency,
Mach number, and Reynolds number. In general, increases in cl,max are obtained
with respect to static stall (recall Fig. 1.7). The increases are heavily dependent
on airfoil geometry and the mechanisms of boundary-layer separation [11]. The
stall onset occurs during a narrow angle of attack band; small increases in angle of
attack will result in the occurrence of light stall. The progression from stall onset
to light stall was found to be accompanied by an abrupt increase in nose-down
pitching moment for the rotorcraft airfoils tested in Ref. [9].
As seen in Fig. 2.44, a ∆αmax = 1° will bring the NACA 0012 airfoil into
light dynamic stall at αmax = 15°. As a result, larger extents of boundary-layer
separation during increased portions of the cycle will take place. This is apparent by
a considerable increase in the hysteresis loops of the airloads. The vortex-shedding
phenomenon is present, but not as well-defined, as is the case in the deep dynamic
stall regime. Nevertheless, major changes in the loads are seen, with considerable
increases in drag and nose-down pitching moment. This condition is also more
prone to the possibility of negative pitch damping that can result in torsional
instabilities (see the left plot in Fig. 2.40). Another distinctive feature of this
stall regime is the scale of the viscous-separated zones, which tends to remain on
the order of magnitude of the airfoil thickness, as seen in Fig. 2.45a. Qualitative
behavior of light dynamic stall is sensitive to all dynamic stall parameters (M ,
k,αmax ,Re), and especially airfoil geometry [9, 11].

(a) Light stall regime for a trailing-edge
stalling airfoil.

(b) Deep stall regime.

Figure 2.45: Schematics of flow field separation for light and deep dynamic stall
regimes (extracted from Ref. [143]).
As higher values of αmax are achieved (20°), strong and well-defined vortices
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originate near the leading edge of the airfoil and convect downstream over the
blade. These vortices dramatically influence the loads, resulting in much increased
lift followed by large nose-down pitching moments and increases in drag. This
is referred as the deep dynamic-stall condition and is shown in the last plot in
Fig. 2.44. It is characterized by large amounts of separated flow, but it has more
stable pitch-damping behavior compared to the light-stall regime (compare plots
in Fig. 2.40). Also, the scale of the viscous-separated regions reaches the order
of the airfoil chord length, as shown in Fig. 2.45b. For deep stall at M < 0.3,
motion parameters such as k and αmax have been suggested to be more relevant
than airfoil geometry [11]. Recent investigations have demonstrated that Mach
number and airfoil geometry become important parameters during compressible
dynamic stall [127].
Deep dynamic stall is typically avoided in the operational envelope of a helicopter.
Flying at this condition can result in severe control-system loads and vibration.
Moreover, aeroelastic and feedback control effects can lead to the growth and
occurrence of stall in regions other than those on the retreating blade, which
can result in loss of lift and propulsive force capability, as well as in control
effectiveness [5].
As described here, the boundaries between light and deep dynamic stall are
broad and mostly qualitative. A recent experimental investigation at DLR [152]
revised McCroskey’s classification of light and deep dynamic stall (Fig. 2.45). By
use of a proper-orthogonal-decomposition (POD) analysis of the flowfield, a new
definition of the dynamic stall onset angle was proposed. Based on experimental
results for the OA209 airfoil, it was suggested that light stall was encountered when
dynamic stall onset took place during downstroke, whereas deep stall would happen
when the onset of stall occurred during upstroke [152].
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Chapter 3 |
Overview of Methods
In order to include effects of unsteady aerodynamics into the early stages of airfoil
design, it is crucial to have a tool to analyze and predict dynamic stall performance.
The method should be reliable and provide a good balance between accuracy
and computational time, so that it could be useful during design studies. Many
methods with different levels of fidelity are available, ranging from relatively simple
semi-empirical to more sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods.
Empirical methods are generally based on sets of equations to describe the
linear attached flow behavior and a different set to describe the non-linearities due
to separated flow and stall [1]. They tend to be post-dictive in nature because
they require prior knowledge of how the airfoil performs statically and dynamically to set the value of the empirical constants. Typically, these constants are
derived by comparison to results from two-dimensional, pitching-airfoil wind-tunnel
experiments. The models are built to predict only integrated loads such as lift
and pitching moment rather than flowfield characteristics; therefore, they may
lack generality when applied to different airfoils or conditions for which they were
not previously calibrated [6]. Despite these shortcomings, semi-empirical models
are still considered standard in comprehensive rotorcraft analysis codes such as
CAMRAD II [174] and RCAS [175]. When tuned appropriately, these methods
have shown good correlation with experiments and their computational efficiency
makes them very attractive for rotor analysis.
An overview of the many semi-empirical methods that have been used to model
dynamic stall is given in Ref. [1]. Perhaps the most widely used are the LeishmanBeddoes (L-B) method and its variants [121, 176, 177] and the ONERA method and
its variants [122, 178]. Other examples include the Boeing-Vertol Method [179] and
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Johnson’s Method [180]. Comparison between these models have been reported in
several publications [181–183].
The L-B model approaches the problem by representing the key physics of the
unsteady phenomena; therefore, it tends to be more general and has empirical
parameters compared to other models [1, 177, 184]. The model is composed of three
different components: 1) an attached-flow model for the unsteady linear airloads;
2) a separated flow formulation for the nonlinear airloads; and 3) a dynamic stall
model for the effect of vortex shedding on the airloads. The unsteady attached
flow model is based on the superposition of indicial aerodynamic responses given
by an apparent mass loading derived from piston theory, and a circulatory loading
formulated similarly to a Küssner type gust function. These indicial responses are
superposed by numerically solving the Duhamel’s integral to obtain the response
to an arbitrary time history of angle of attack. The formulation for treatment of
flow separation is based on the Kirchoff-Helmholtz model, which relates lift to a
separation point on a flat plate. The onset of dynamic stall is defined by a criteria
that correlates critical leading-edge suction pressures to normal-force coefficients.
After detachment, the vortex effects on the airloads are modeled using a linear
lift overshoot along with a time constant that is used to track vortex convection.
Pressure and boundary-layer lags are also introduced using first-order time-delay
functions. Most of the model parameters can be obtained using static airfoil data;
exceptions include two time constants that control the pressure and boundary-layer
lags, a parameter that controls vortex-induced lift accumulation and dissipation,
and a time constant for the vortex convection. Unsteady pitching-airfoil data is
typically required to set these four parameters. The constants that define the
indicial response also depend on unsteady characteristics and may vary with airfoil
shape and Mach number [185], although a unique set has been found to give good
results for several airfoils and conditions [121].
The ONERA models also handles the unsteady behavior by distinguishing
between attached flow and separated regions. The models are formulated in
the form of partial differential equations, which facilitate their integration into
aeroelastic analysis. Initially, this provided an advantage over the L-B model.
Later on, however, the L-B model was also extended to state-space form [186].
The ONERA model requires around 20 coefficients for each Mach number, which
are determined by parameter identification from experimental measurements on
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oscillating airfoils [187].
These two models are currently the preferred choices in comprehensive codes.
A representative comparison between the L-B and two variants of the ONERA
model is provided in Fig. 3.1, adapted from Ref. [182]. Results are for a NACA
0012 airfoil under a deep dynamic stall condition. As seen, L-B and ONERA BH
provide reasonably good reconstruction of lift and pitching moment coefficients.
The L-B model provides slightly better representation of the cm loops, especially
during the reattachment process, which typically result in better predictions of the
pitch damping behavior.

(a) Lift coefficient.

(b) Pitching-moment coefficient.

Figure 3.1: Airloads comparison between experimental data and predictions using
three dynamic stall models for an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil at α = 11.84 ± 9.87,
k = 0.1, M = 0.3 (adapted from Ref. [182])
Another way to compute the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of pitching
airfoils is by use of interactive external flow and boundary-layer models. These
methods compute the inviscid outer flow by solving the potential-flow (incompressible) or Euler (compressible) equations, and computing the near-body viscous
effects by solving the boundary layer equations. As described here, these methods
have been used in the design of rotor airfoils since the 1960s. While the methods
traditionally only consider steady-state aerodynamics, some have been extended to
compute unsteady flows such as the unsteady interactive boundary layer method
(UIBL) developed by Cebeci [188].
The UIBL model combines an unsteady panel method with an unsteady
boundary-layer calculation. The code assumes incompressible flow, therefore,
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it cannot predict the effects of supersonic pockets and shock-induced dynamic stall.
The potential-flow panel method is an extension of the classical Hess and Smith
method to accommodate unsteady flow. The airfoil surface is still represented
by source and vorticity singularities, but they are time dependent. Every change
in vorticity on the airfoil is balanced by vortex shedding into the wake, which is
modeled by an additional vorticity wake panel at the trailing edge that detaches
into free vortices at each time step. An schematic of the panel-method at time-step
k is shown in Fig. 3.2. The panel method is coupled to an unsteady boundary-layer
calculation. The Cebeci-Smith algebraic eddy viscosity formulation is used. To
handle the singularities in the regions of reverse flow, a characteristic box numerical
scheme is used [188]. Viscous-inviscid interactions are performed using the wall
transpiration analogy. The model has been found to give accurate results up to
occurrence of stall [188].

Figure 3.2: Schematic of the unsteady panel method of Cebeci [188]. γw denotes an
uniform vorticity distribution on the trailing-edge panel, and Γ the overall airfoil
circulation.

Computational fluid dynamic methods (CFD) represent the next step in fidelity
when modeling dynamic stall. Predicting this very complex phenomena requires
consideration of compressible, unsteady, and viscous flows with large amounts of
separation, which suggests the application of the Navier-Stokes equations. While
direct numerical simulation is far from being feasible, CFD methods have been
relying on the solution of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS)
that require engineering models to describe turbulence and boundary-layer transition. CFD methods represent the state of the art in dynamic stall modeling,
although results are still very dependent on the applied turbulence modeling, type
of solver, grid topology, time-step size, etc. Also, the improved fidelity comes with
the penalty of increased computational expense.
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3.1 Comparison Between Analysis Methods
A comparison between models of different levels of complexity was performed in
order to assess their applicability during design [19]. The analysis methods selected
for the study are the L-B model, the UIBL method by Cebeci, and a CFD method.
First, the models are investigated for their ability to predict dynamic stall onset
condition. This is a particularly useful condition during design, since it represents
the maximum useful dynamic lift possible without large penalties in drag and
pitching moment. The condition is obtained by assuming a sinusoidal oscillation
of the form, α = αm ± 10, in which the mean angle of attack is increased until
a pitching moment break first occurs. Therefore, the maximum lift is directly
dependent on how well the pitching moment is being predicted. The computations
are compared to wind tunnel experiments presented in Ref. [9].
The CFD calculations are performed using ANSYS Fluent 14. The RANS
equations are solved using a pressure-based, coupled scheme. The coupled algorithm
solves the momentum and pressure-based continuity equations together rather than
typical pressure-based segregated solvers. The full implicit coupling is achieved
through an implicit discretization of pressure gradient terms in the momentum
equations, and an implicit discretization of the face mass flux, including the RhieChow pressure dissipation terms. The remaining equations (energy, turbulence,
etc) are solved in a decoupled fashion [189]. Second-order accuracy in both time
and space is adopted. The Spalart-Allmaras one-equation turbulence model with
rotation correction (SA-R) [190] is used. The unsteady calculations are performed
time-accurate with 45000 time steps per cycle (average of 1125 time steps per degree)
and included 10 sub-iterations at each time step. The airfoil pitching motion is
accomplished by rotating the entire domain by use of a User-Defined-Function
(UDF). Structured O-grids with 250x150 cells are adopted with a farfield boundary
located 40-chords away from the airfoil. This somewhat coarse surface grid is
selected to minimize computational time. The first point off-body is defined to
assure a y + ≤ 1 for all Reynolds numbers considered, and a stretching ratio of
approximately 1.10 is applied outward. Grid and time-step convergence studies are
performed in Ref. [19] and presented in Section 3.2.1.
For the L-B calculations, a fixed set of empirical constants are used. The goal
of the present study is to evaluate tools that can be used during design, so no
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prior knowledge on the unsteady aerodynamics are expected to be available a
priori for a given airfoil shape. The model parameters have been derived using
the experiments by McCroskey et al. [9] and are listed in Refs. [121, 176]. All the
constants that are dependent on static airfoil behavior are updated for each airfoil
shape, as static airfoil aerodynamics can be readily predicted using fast tools such
as XFOIL or MSES. For the dynamic stall onset cases presented next, the static
wind-tunnel results are used; therefore, this represents the best case scenario for
which uncertainties in the static predictions are eliminated.
For the UIBL method, the dynamic stall onset cases are considered to be the
maximum mean angle of attack for which the solutions are found to converge.
For most cases, this condition happens before any break in the pitching moment
coefficient is evident. Four inviscid-flow and boundary-layer calculation cycles are
performed to obtain the converged harmonic solutions.
A representative result from the comparison between these three methods and
experimental data is shown in Fig. 3.3 for the VR-7 airfoil [19]. The qualitative
aspects of the lift variations are captured reasonably well by all three methods.
It is important to note the differences in the mean angles of attack, which result
from the predictions of the onset of pitching moment break. The angle of attack
amplitude was kept the same to ensure that the pitch rate (α̇) variations are the
same. The L-B method predicts a much earlier occurrence of dynamic stall, which
results in about a 10% decrease in dynamic cl,max and a lower average lift compared
to experiment. Smaller differences in dynamic cl,max are seen for the other methods,
with the UIBL method predicting it within 5% and the CFD method within 0.5%.
It is also interesting to see that these two methods predict a lower lift-curve slope
but that the two predictions somewhat agree with each other. At this point it
is worth mentioning that the experimental results of Ref. [9] are uncorrected for
wall effects1 . Therefore, the lift-curve slopes may be affected by wind-tunnel wall
interference, while both UIBL and CFD methods assume two-dimensional airfoils
in free air.
For the pitching moment, once again all methods predict the qualitative aspects
of the loops reasonably well. This is somewhat expected since the dynamic stall
Correcting for wall effects in unsteady flow with separation is a difficult task, see for example
Refs. [9, 120]. Recent wind-tunnel investigations address the problem by minimizing these effects,
rather correcting for them, by adapting the wind tunnel walls for the mean angle of attack of the
oscillation (see for example Ref. [141]).
1
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onset condition enforce all cases to not have any pitching moment peak. The
UIBL method is the only one to notably underpredict the mean values of cm .
These differences seems to be consistent with previous steady-state results shown
in Ref. [19], where the the UIBL method was found to completely miss the values
of static cm at the full range of angles of attack for the VR-7 airfoil. The unsteady
lags are generally captured, given the size of the hysteresis loops.
For the drag, no results for L-B model were computed. The CFD method does
a good job and agrees quite well with the experimental results in this case. The
differences can probably be attributed to the fact that the experimental results
only consider pressure drag, while the CFD includes the total profile drag. UIBL
completely under-predicts the cd variations for reasons that are not clear at this
point.
Another comparison was performed to access the capability of the methods to
predict the airloads under larger amounts of separation and stall. Calculations are
performed for fixed pitch-rate ramp motions for two airfoils, the S406 and S415
airfoils [114, 117]. The pitching motion is defined as,
α = αmin + α+ s

(3.1)

where the non-dimensional pitch rate is given by,
α+ =

α̇c
2V

(3.2)

The comparison has an additional intention of evaluating the L-B model applied
to airfoils for which no dynamic stall data is available a priori. Once again, the
empirical constants are the same as the ones used in the previous calculations, and
are given in Refs. [121, 176]. The difference is that the parameters that depend on
steady-state airfoil performance were now determined using the static CFD results
from Fluent. This makes for a fairer comparison between the two methods. No
unsteady wind-tunnel data is available for these airfoils; therefore, the comparison
is restricted to L-B, UIBL, and CFD methods. The results are shown for the
S406 and S415 airfoil in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The static values for the CFD are also
included for reference. These two airfoils were selected because they have similar
steady-state cl,max and cm behavior, but a much different dynamic stall.
Some of the key limitations of these models can be observed on these plots. The
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Figure 3.3: Airloads comparison between experimental data and predictions for an
oscillating VR-7 airfoil at a dynamic stall onset condition, α = αm ± 10, k = 0.1,
M = 0.3, Re = 4 · 106
boundary-layer formulation in the UIBL method only allows it to calculate flows
with no or mild separation; therefore, the solver has difficulty achieving convergence
after stall occurs. As before, the last converged point is assumed to be the initiation
of stall. The UIBL method also predicts some oscillations that show up as an
increase in the lift-curve slope when separation starts. Given that the solver is
incompressible, such an increase could be a attributed to the dynamic stall vortex,
as experimental evidence has shown at low Mach numbers [191, 192]. While such
large scale viscous phenomena cannot be predicted by a zonal method such as UIBL,
the appearance of a leading-edge separation that rapidly grows downstream has
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been predicted by the method in Ref. [188]. It is not certain at this point whether
or not a similar event is causing the lift oscillations or if they are a consequence of
a troubled viscous-inviscid interaction convergence.
In Fig. 3.4, a good agreement in the dynamic cl,max is seen between the methods,
except for the UIBL on the S406 airfoil. The qualitative lift behavior predicted
by L-B and CFD is similar up until stall occurs. Also, some differences are seen
between the lags in the lift response; CFD shows slightly higher lags that are
translated into slightly lower lift for a given angle of attack during the attached-flow
phase.
For pitching moment (Fig. 3.5), the differences are mostly visible between the
methods. As predicted by CFD, the dynamic stall is found to be completely
different for the two airfoils: the S415 develops a strong vortex as a consequence of
leading-edge dynamic stall, while the S406 display a gradual trailing-edge dynamic
stall. Large differences in the pitching moment coefficients are seen between the
two airfoils. The other methods, however, do not predict any relevant qualitative
difference between the airfoils. Both UIBL and L-B predict similar increases in
dynamic cm with respect to the attached-flow values for each airfoil. Therefore,
it seems that both methods fail to capture what seems to be major separation
behavior differences between the two airfoils.
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Figure 3.4: Lift coefficient comparison between three prediction methods for the
S406 and S415 airfoils undergoing a ramp motion at α+ = 0.0055, M = 0.3.
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Figure 3.5: Pitching moment coefficient comparison between three prediction
methods for the S406 and S415 airfoils undergoing a ramp motion at α+ = 0.0055,
M = 0.3.
The ability to predict stall mechanisms is of ultimate importance for a tool that
is intended for design. As shown previously, light and sometimes deep dynamic
stall are heavily dependent on the type of boundary layer separation that precede
vortex formation.
The achievement of good results from the L-B model depend on robust values
for its empirical constants, which are difficult to obtain. Some of these constants
control the pressure and boundary-layer lags that ultimately determine the onset
of flow separation and its characteristics. Other parameters control leading-edge
vortex formation and behavior. As many of these constants are airfoil dependent,
using pre-defined values will ultimately limit the model predicting capability and
generality. As shown here, airfoils with similar static characteristics were predicted
with similar dynamic characteristics, which is often not the case.
The UIBL method represents an increase in modeling complexity, but in general,
the results did not provide any substantial improvement over the results obtained
by the L-B model. The model failed to convergence at post-stall conditions and
even the ability to predict the onset of dynamic stall was limited. Moreover, the
model is incompressible, which would be a major drawback for use during rotor
airfoil design studies.
Overall, CFD provided the best agreements with respect to experiment. This is
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expected, as it is the most sophisticated method of the three, but it is also the most
computationally intensive. While the L-B model takes a few seconds and the UIBL
takes a few minutes to compute (3-7 minutes), the CFD cases shown here can take
up to 8 hours for the ramp cases and a minimum of 32 hours for the sinusoidal cases
to compute. While these computing times are still beyond what would be desired
during routine studies, CFD can still be used as a research tool. The method is
attractive because of the limited amount of experimental data available and the
cost and complexity of performing new tests. CFD can also provide flow details
and parameters that otherwise would be difficult to extract experimentally but
that would help identify how different airfoil designs behave under dynamic stall.
In the examples shown here, the CFD method was the only one capable of
identifying the different separation mechanisms for the S406 and S415 airfoils. This
is an essential capability in this research effort, which aims to perform design
studies to provide a better understanding of cause-effect between airfoil dynamic
stall behavior and design philosophies. Further validation studies are required to
obtain confidence that the CFD methodology is able to provide the correct trends
that are necessary in a design. The following sections present some additional
validation efforts.

3.2 CFD Methods
During the course of this research, two different CFD packages were used: ANSYS
Fluent and STAR-CCM+. As it will be shown here, both solvers provide very
similar results for the cases of interest. Both codes use finite-volume, cell-centered
discretization schemes on unstructured meshes.
Details of the Fluent solver used have been presented in the previous section.
For the STAR-CCM+ calculations, the RANS equations are solved using a densitybased algorithm. A coupled implicit solver is adopted with a second-order upwind
discretization. The inviscid fluxes are computed using a Roe Flux-Difference
Splitting scheme [193]. For the 3-D computations of Chapter 6, a third-order
spacial discretization based on MUSCL (Monotonic Upstream-Centered Scheme for
Conservation Laws) [194] is adopted and the inviscid fluxes are computed using
the AUSM+ scheme [195]. For the unsteady simulations, a second-order temporal
discretization is used with dual-time stepping sub-iterations.
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The Spalart Allmaras turbulence model is also used to provide RANS closure. The model is used either in its “fully turbulent” version, or coupled to a
transport-based laminar-turbulent transition model [196]. For the “fully turbulent”
simulations, the curvature correction proposed by Dacles-Mariani et al. (SA-R) [190]
is adopted, while the rotation and curvature correction by Shur et al. (SARC) [197]
was found to be more accurate when coupled to the transition model.
Different grid methodologies were required for computing variable incoming
Mach numbers and 3-D pitching wing simulations. Details of the methods adopted
for each of these conditions are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, respectively.
In the following section, grid and time step studies are presented for 2-D static and
unsteady pitching airfoil simulations at fixed Mach numbers.

3.2.1 Grid and Time-Step Studies
A grid and time-step study for 2-D pitching airfoil simulations was performed
by the authors in Ref. [19] using Fluent 14. Some of the results of this study
are reproduced here. Two surface grid resolutions were considered: one with 250
points and the other with 450 points on the airfoil surface. The grid in the normal
direction was not varied and extended 40 chord-lengths away from the body. The
first point off-body was chosen to match the y + ≤ 1 requirement and a stretching
ratio of approximately 1.10 was applied. The lift and pitching moment results for a
SC1095 airfoil oscillating sinusoidally at k=0.1 are presented in Fig. 3.6. As seen,
the coarser grid predicts larger separated regions than the finer grid. Maximum
lift changes about 1%, and pitching-moment around 3%, giving confidence that
the finer grid is close to achieving grid independence. For all the remaining Fluent
computations in the present study, 450 surface grid points are adopted.
A time-step and sub-iteration study was also performed. Studies performed by
Richter et al. [198] have indicated that, in general, similar accuracy is obtained
with any combination of time steps and sub-iterations as long the sum (total
number of iterations) is the same. For cases involving laminar-turbulent transition,
it was found that better accuracy was obtained using a combination of smaller
time steps with reduced sub-iterations. Smith et al. [199] further investigated the
issue and showed that it is critical to have a time step small enough to achieve
true second-order temporal convergence. With that in mind, three resolutions
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Figure 3.6: Surface grid study using Fluent and SA-R turbulence model for the
SC1095 airfoil undergoing sinusoidal pitching motion with α = 5 ± 10, k = 0.1,
M = 0.3, Re = 4 · 106 .
were considered based on the number of time steps for a full cycle of oscillation
(ts/cyc): 45000, 90000, and 180000. These values correspond to an average of 1125,
2250, and 4500 time steps per degree in angle of attack. Three different values
of sub-iterations per time step (sub) were considered: 3, 6, and 10. The lift and
pitching-moment coefficients for each case are plotted in Fig. 3.7 for the SC1095
airfoil during the same motion parameters as before. As seen, the results practically
reach temporal convergence at 2250 time steps per degree with 6 sub-iterations.
For the subsequent Fluent computations presented in the present work, 1000 time
steps per degree (ts/deg) are adopted with 20 sub-iterations.
STAR-CCM+ computations are now compared with results obtained using
Fluent. A VR-12 airfoil undergoing a constant pitch-rate ramp motion is simulated
using both solvers. For this case, the SA-R turbulence model is used in both
calculations and the results are presented in Fig. 3.8. As seen, both solvers
obtain very similar results, given that different solution methods are used. The
results generally agree at all portions of the motion including the attached-flow
and post-stall regions. The cl,max and cm peaks are also matched within 1% and
1.7%, respectively. The agreement gives confidence in the results obtained using
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Figure 3.7: Time step and sub-iteration study using Fluent and SA-R turbulence
model for the SC1095 airfoil undergoing sinusoidal pitching motion with α = 5 ± 10,
k = 0.1, M = 0.3, Re = 4 · 106 . Results are for a 250 surface grid points.
STAR-CCM+.
As it will be described in Section 3.2.3.1, the transport-equation transition
model of Ref. [196] is coded into STAR-CCM+. A time step study was conducted
to ensure that parameters previously selected for fully-turbulent simulations are
also adequate for use with the transition model. Pitch ramp cases are computed
for the VR-12 airfoil with ts/deg = 128, 250, 500, 1000 with 20 sub-iterations. The
results for lift, pitching moment, and drag coefficients are presented in Fig. 3.9. As
seen, differences are only seen in the post-stall regime. Temporal convergence is
achieved with 500 ts/deg; therefore, this is the adopted temporal resolution for the
remaining STAR-CCM+ calculations presented here.

3.2.2 Dynamic Stall Validation
A verification of the numerical methodology to predict dynamic stall onset was
presented in Section 3.1. Here, a comparison is performed for a deep dynamic stall
case obtained from the same set of wind tunnel experiments (Ref. [9]). The VR-7
airfoil is sinusoidally pitched at M=0.3 and k = 0.1. At this condition, the dynamic
stall vortex is fully developed and large flow separation and hysteresis effects are
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Figure 3.8: Numerical lift and pitching moment results using Fluent and STARCCM+ and the SA-R turbulence model for the VR-12 (tab) airfoil undergoing
pitch ramp with α+ = 0.0055, M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
present. Also, laminar-turbulent transition did not play a major role as confirmed
by fixed transition experiments for this airfoil at this condition [11]. At this point,
it is not certain if this was a result of high turbulence levels in the wind tunnel.
Nevertheless, the comparison is conducted using fully turbulent simulations using
Fluent and the SA-R turbulence model. First, a comparison for the steady state
lift and pitching moments is shown in Fig. 3.10. As seen, the agreement in lift is
reasonable but cl,max is over-predicted by about 8%. Also, both the zero-lift and
the stall angles of attack are not well captured. The pitching moment curves have
good qualitative agreement, but once again, the pitching-moment break happens at
different angles of attack. Predicting static stall onset and cl,max remains a challenge
for the community, especially using CFD - see for example Ref. [200]. Current
RANS turbulence models have shown difficulty in predicting the “useful” lift range,
from zero lift to cl,max . This may become a problem when comparing pitching-airfoil
cases at a defined angle of attack range. Using the same experimental angle of
attack range in CFD will result in the airfoil not being “pushed” beyond stall
similar amounts as in the experiment. Since the intention here is to validate the
numerical solver in its ability to predict unsteady effects, it would be desired to
isolate these steady-state discrepancies.
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Figure 3.9: Time step and sub-iterations study using STAR-CCM+ and the
SARC-en turbulence model for a VR-12 (tab) airfoil undergoing pitch ramp with
α+ = 0.0055, M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
One possibility is to apply an angle of attack scaling such as the one suggested in
Ref. [201]. The correction consists in calculating an equivalent angle of attack based
on a normalization of the static lift curve obtained by CFD and experiments. In this
correction, only steady-state data is used. First, the experimental pitching motion
is normalized between the experimental static zero-lift angle of attack (αzl,exp ) and
the experimental static stall angle of attack (αstall,exp ), as follows:
αnorm =

α − αzl,exp
αstall,exp − αzl,exp

(3.3)

Using this normalized pitching angle variation, the scaled CFD angle of attack
variation can be found from:
αscaled = αnorm · (αstall,CFD − αzl,CFD ) + αzl,CFD

(3.4)

where αstall,CFD and αzl,CFD are also static values, but obtained from CFD. Also,
the lift coefficients obtained from CFD may be scaled in the same manner for
consistency:
cl,max,exp
cl,scaled = cl,CF D ·
(3.5)
cl,max,CFD
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Figure 3.10: Steady-state comparison between CFD results using Fluent and SA-R
turbulence model and experimental results [9] for the VR-7 (tab) airfoil at M = 0.3,
Re = 4 · 106 .
Using this angle of attack scaling, CFD calculations for a pitching VR-7 airfoil
under deep dynamic stall is compared to experiments from Ref. [9]. The lift and
pitching-moment coefficients results are presented in Figure 3.11. Good agreement
is obtained for lift, with most of the flow features being captured. During the pitchdown phase, the numerical simulation predicts large oscillations in lift resulting
from the dynamic stall vortex. While the agreement may seem poor, it is important
to note that the experimental data shown here is phase-averaged for multiple cycles.
In general, measured airloads in the post-stall and especially during reattachment
phases have been found to vary quite a bit from cycle to cycle [127]. Recently, it
has become common practice to show this variability by plotting measured data for
several cycles [127] or including standard deviation by use of scatter bars [141, 168].
Unfortunately, such information is not available for the experiments by McCroskey
et al [9].
A reasonable agreement is obtained for the pitching moments. Stall starts a
bit sooner than the experimental result, but the three distinct pitching-moment
hysteresis loops that are characteristic of deep stall are somewhat captured. The
peak pitching moment is over-predicted by a considerable amount. This trend has
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Figure 3.11: Comparisons of airloads obtained from CFD with experiments (Ref. [9])
for a deep stall condition for the VR-7 airfoil. Flow conditions are: M = 0.3,
Re = 4 × 106 , k = 0.1, and α = 9.75 ± 9.88 (CFD pitching at statically-scaled
values: α = 11.1 ± 10.6° ).
also been obtained for different airfoils and conditions by other authors (Ref. [198,
202, 203]), which have also explored the use of different turbulence models such as
the k − ω SST and the Langtry-Menter’s transitional model. The pitching moment
coefficient is very sensitive to variations in vortex strength and location, as these
can dramatically shift the center of pressure of the airfoil. A study conducted by
Klein et al. [202] have that shown that improved agreements in the peak loads
can be obtained by modeling viscous wind tunnel side walls. The appearance of
wall-corner flow separation and high spanwise pressure gradients were shown to
play an important role into the measured dynamic data.
A recent study by Ramasamy et al. [204] has also shed some light into issues with
the typical phase-averaging procedure adopted in most dynamic stall experimental
efforts. It was determined that phase-averaged cm values were found to have
much lower magnitude than the average of individual cycle peaks for a pitching
VR-12 airfoil under several conditions. The “anomaly” was found to be a result of
variations in the angle of attack (or phase) at which the peaks occurred in each
cycle. Therefore, phase-averaged loads and scatter bars representations were found
to be inadequate. An example of the differences in cm is shown in Fig. 3.12 for
an oscillating VR-12 at M=0.3 and k=0.01, obtained from Ref. [204]. As seen,
the average of individual cm cycles was found to be around 10% higher than the
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phase-average, with some cycles showing close to 40% higher pitching moments
than the phase-average. Phase-averaged peaks of cl and cd were also shown to
be about 7.7% and 6.5% smaller than the average of individual cycles. This is a
problem for rotor analysis given that airload peak values are so important during
design. Nevertheless, these differences indicate that numerical results may have
better accuracy than demonstrated in typical comparisons .

Figure 3.12: Comparison between peaks in cm obtained by phase-averaging and
average of individual cycles for a VR-12 airfoil oscillating at M=0.2, α = 8 ± 10°,
k=0.01 (extracted from Ref. [204]).

Challenges in both experimental and numerical methods suggest that conclusions
from current validation efforts may still not be decisive. Even if URANS methods
are still not able to predict dynamic stall very accurately, it is believed that much
of the physics can be learned from the trends. For design, the qualitative aspects
of the phenomena may be of higher importance, in particular, how well the various
mechanisms of stall can be predicted under different flow conditions. A validation
case is performed to evaluate CFD in its capability to predict the reverse-flow
trends for the VR-7 airfoil at two Mach numbers, M = 0.185 and M = 0.3. The
pitching motion is given as α ≈ 15 ± 10 and k = 0.1 and the Reynolds numbers are
given by the ratio Re/M ≈ 1.3 · 107 . The chordwise loci for initial boundary-layer
reversal obtained from wind tunnel measurements (Ref. [9]) and CFD is presented
in Fig. 3.13. Once again, a scaled angle of attack is used based on the static cl
data. The y-axis represents the instantaneous angle of attack during pitch-up,
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but can also be interpreted as time. At M = 0.185, reverse flow starts near the
trailing edge and moves upstream, characterizing a gradual trailing-edge stall. At a
Mach number of 0.3, however, the stall mechanisms change into a mixed stall, with
reverse flow appearing near both trailing and leading edges of the airfoil and moving
towards one another. According to Ref. [11], a vortex erupts from the leading edge
disturbance, and the two fronts seem to meet and merge somewhere near mid-chord.
This is the mixed dynamic stall behavior introduced in Chapter 2. As seen in
Fig. 3.13, CFD is able to predict remarkably well the distinct stall conditions for
each Mach number, which gives confidence in the numerical methodologies adopted.
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Figure 3.13: Loci of the initial boundary-layer flow reversal for the VR-7 airfoil at
two Mach numbers. Results from wind tunnel (WT) experiments obtained from
Ref. [11] are compared to CFD. Arrows denote direction of propagation. CFD
pitching at statically-scaled values: α = 16.55 ± 10.55° for the M=0.185 case and
α = 17.6 ± 11.3° for the M=0.3 case.

3.2.3 Boundary-Layer Transition
An important aspect that has been historically left out of the design of rotors is
the consideration of boundary-layer laminar-turbulent transition. The presence
of laminar flow in rotor blades has been recognized by many authors [9, 205–207].
But issues such as high free-stream turbulence, surface contamination and erosion
have long implied that laminar flow is not practical in realistic rotor scenarios.
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Recently, a renewed interest in the topic of transition and its effect in rotor design
and analysis seems to be emerging. One example is the work of Somers [113],
described in Chapter 2, led by the U.S. Army. These airfoil design efforts were
intended for small VTOL vehicles that operate at lower Reynolds numbers. Full
scale application of natural laminar-flow airfoils are also being considered by Airbus
helicopters, as suggested by the design work by Klein et al. [140,141], also described
in Chapter 2. In addition, a number of rotor tests conducted by both DLR [208,209]
and U.S. Army/NASA [210] have demonstrated significant presence of laminar
flow on rotor blades, even with traditional “turbulent-flow” airfoil geometries.
These tests have been enabled by advances in infrared (IR) thermography that
allowed both model-scale and full-scale rotors to be tested. As a result of these
tests, it becomes clear that transition calculations are required for improving rotor
performance predictions. Also, these tests reinforce the idea that rotor blades
should be designed to take advantage of extensive runs of laminar flow.
It is important to keep in mind that transition may also have an effect on the
onset of dynamic stall, as discussed in Chapter 2. The effect is mostly notable
during stall by the mechanism of bursting of the laminar separation bubbles. These
events were identified primarily at lower Reynolds numbers, but across a significant
range of Mach numbers [163, 198]. During compressible dynamic stall, the bubbles
undergo complex interactions with shock waves and may promote an early onset
of dynamic stall. Regardless of the formation of bubbles, transition affects the
boundary-layer conditions downstream and, therefore, may influence the likelihood
of separation and its progression in either steady or unsteady flows.
The prediction of transition has long been achieved by the use of integral
boundary layer calculations. In application, the most popular methods are based
on either local correlations or linear stability theory [104,211]. The local correlation
methods are empirical and make use of integral boundary layer properties such
as local shape factors or pressure gradient parameters to establish the onset of
transition. Notable examples of such methods include Michel’s criterion [212], AHD
criterion [212], and Eppler’s criterion [96]. On the other hand, linear stability theory,
specifically the eN method [213–215], relies on the calculation of instabilities in the
laminar boundary layer that are monitored until some pre-defined amplitude has
been achieved. Variants of this method are found in several airfoil design/analysis
codes such as XFOIL and MSES, which are still widely used.
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Up until recently, CFD solvers have mostly relied on “fully turbulent” simulations
that do not explicitly account for transition effects. About 10 years ago, the
notable work by Langtry and Menter [211, 216] proposed a way to incorporate
local-correlation transition methods into CFD by use of transport equations . These
equations use local flow quantities to evaluate experimental criteria, which are then
used to trigger transition by coupling with the underlying turbulence model. Since
then, many variants of the original model have been introduced [217–220]. These
models are able to predict transition due to Tollmien-Schlichting instabilites (T-S),
separation-induced transition, bypass, and more recently, cross-flow instabilities
[217–219], in a manner that is fully compatible to modern CFD solvers.
One deficiency of local-correlation methods is that the upstream flow history
is not fully taken into account. This is normally addressed by the application of
the en method. Coder and Maughmer [196] have recently addressed this issue by
considering linear stability theory in the development of a one transport-equation
transition model. The model is based on the en approximate envelope method
developed by Drela [102], and uses the amplification factor as a transport variable.
It is able to predict Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities and separation-induced transition. The method has allowed CFD transition capability to finally bridge the
gap compared to traditional coupled inviscid-integral boundary-layer methods such
as XFOIL and MSES. Currently, it cannot predict cross-flow or bypass transition,
which may affect 3-D rotor predictions.
For the majority of simulations conducted in the present research, TollmienSchilichting (T-S) and separation-induced (either laminar separation or shock)
transition mechanisms are considered. The method based on linear stability theory
by Coder and Maughmer is adopted, since it has been shown to provide better
results [196]. Given that the method was not originally available in either of the
commercial codes (Fluent or STAR-CCM+), an effort was taken to implement it
into STAR-CCM+. Details of this implementation are given in Section 3.2.3.1.
Validations cases are presented for two dimensional airfoils at both static and
pitching-airfoil conditions.
For two-dimensional flow, T-S and separation induced transition are the dominant mechanisms. Since most of the studies conducted in the present research are
for 2-D airfoil configurations, the assumption is reasonable. For the 3-D dynamic
stall study presented in Chapter 6, the assumption is an approximation of what
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may happen in a rotor.
Very few studies have attempted to identify in detail these mechanisms in
a 3-D rotor. In general, it is expected that other transition mechanisms such
as cross-flow and bypass are also possible. A numerical study by Heister [221]
employed a CFD coupled with an external boundary-layer code and empirical
criteria to predict transition and compared the results to experimental data. While
the method allows for the use of many different transition prediction methods, it
is essentially a post-processing coupling that may limit its applicability to large
parallel simulations [104, 218]. The agreement with experiment was reasonable
and the predictions allowed an estimation of the different transition mechanisms
on a hovering rotor. Bypass was predicted at the tip region due to blade-vortex
interactions (BVI), cross-flow transition was predicted at some regions inboard
on the lower surface, but Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities or laminar separation
bubbles were the dominant transition mechanisms on most parts of the blade.
A similar investigation was conducted as part of the present research. High
quality transition measurements were obtained in a hover experiment conducted by
the U.S. Army/NASA at NASA Langley in the Summer of 2016 [210]. Numerical
predictions using STAR-CCM+ and the transition method of Coder and Maughmer
were performed and compared to the experimental results [222]. Other transition
methods are also explored here. CFD simulations of rotors in hover are challenging
and required special treatment of the boundary conditions, and modifications in
the turbulence models. Details of this effort along with results are included in the
Appendix A.
This study provided validation of the Coder-Maughmer transition model applied
in a 3-D rotor environment. Very good comparisons between predictions and
measurements were obtained supporting the claim that T-S and laminar separation
are the primary mechanisms that trigger transition in a rotor. Near the tip,
competing mechanisms make it hard to identify with precision which transition
types are predominant. Bypass transition may occur as a result of BVI and high
turbulence intensities, and cross-flow flow may occur as a result of significant radial
flow. At these regions, current methods have not been developed fully enough to
capture complete and reliable results.
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3.2.3.1

Transition Model Implementation

In this section, a short description of the amplification factor transport (AFT)
equation model developed by Coder and Maughmer [196] is presented, along with
details of its implementation into the commercial code STAR-CCM+. The model
is applied to the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation model with rotation/curvature
correction, giving rise to a two-equation transitional RANS closure. This combination is referred here as SARC-AFT or SARC-en , interchangeably. In this model,
the computation of transition is enabled by adding an amplification factor transport equation that models the growth of the approximate envelope amplification
factor [104, 196]:
∂ (ρñ) ∂ (ρuj ñ)
dñ
∂
+
= ρωFcrit Fgrowth
+
∂t
∂xj
dReδ2 ∂xj

"

µ+

µt
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dñ
where Fgrowth , Fcrit and dRe
are algebraic expressions that are used to estimate
δ2
the streamwise growth of the Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities. This equation is
introduced to STAR-CCM+ using a passive scalar transport equation. The source
term depends on the integral boundary-layer shape factor H12 that can be estimated
by a local pressure gradient parameter (HL ) given by

HL =

Sdw
Ue

(3.7)

where the velocity Ue is an estimate of the edge velocity on a boundary layer. It is
calculated using the compressible Bernoulli equation and assuming isentropic flow
and ideal gas relationships [196]. A discussion on the underlying assumptions of this
formulation can be found in Ref. [104]. At this point two considerations have to be
made when calculating this parameter for pitching airfoils and variable freestream
velocities. First, it would be more appropriate to use the unsteady Bernoulli’s
equation, which gives rise to the unsteady term, ∂φ
. At this point, it is not clear
∂t
how this term could be estimated in this context. Therefore, it is neglected and
a quasi-steady formulation is adopted. Second, Ue represents the local velocity
relative to the wall and is, therefore, not Galilean invariant. Thus, the equation is
adapted to account for the effects of body (mesh) motion, as follows,
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where Ue is the local flow velocity taken relative to a body-fixed reference frame
~ ref represents the cell velocity taken relative to the moving and rotating body
and U
frame of reference
~ ref = U
~ trans − α̇
~ × ~r1/4c
(3.9)
U
~ trans is the translational velocity of the body-fixed frame (positive for
where U
~ is the pitch rate vector (positive nose-up), and ~r1/4c is the
increasing speed), α̇
position vector to each cell center from the quarter-chord point. The velocity
used in the calculation of the Reynolds number based on wall distance (Rey - see
Ref. [196]) is also taken in the moving reference frame.
The integration of the transported amplification factor into the Spalart-Allmaras
model is obtained by modifying the original ft2 function [223] to be as follows,
"

ft2 = [1 − exp (2 (ñ − Ncrit ))] ct3 exp −ct4

 2 #

ν̃
ν

(3.10)

where ct3 = 1.2, ct4 = 0.05, and Ncrit is user-specified parameter that defines
the critical value at which transition occurs. Otherwise stated, the calculations
presented in this work use a Ncrit equal to 9, which corresponds to a turbulent
intensity of 0.07% [196]. In STAR-CCM+, the integration is accomplished from
the user level by using the “Turbulent Source Option” to subtract the original
source terms and add the modified ones. The resulting Spalart-Allmaras with
rotation/curvature correction is the same as originally proposed (see Ref. [197])
except for the new definition of ft2 given in Eq. 3.10 and the elimination of the trip
term, ft1 .
3.2.3.2

Steady-state verification

A brief verification of the Coder and Maughmer transition model (SARC-en ) is
conducted to confirm its implementation into STAR-CCM+. A validation case
described in the original implementation of the model (Ref. [196]) is repeated here
for consistency. Further validations of the model are available in Refs. [104, 196]
The PSU 94-097 winglet airfoil is considered at Re = 1 · 106 . This airfoil has
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been tested in the Low-Speed, Low-Turbulence Wind Tunnel at Penn State [224].
Numerical predictions of the airfoil drag polar using SARC-en are compared to
wind tunnel measurements and results using the Langtry-Menter model obtained
from Ref. [196]. The results are shown in Fig. 3.14a. As seen, the model based on
en does a much better job in predicting details of the drag bucket at the mid-cl
range. At higher angles of attack, both models deviate from experiments as a result
of deficiencies in the eddy-viscosity turbulence models [196]. Pressure distributions
are also presented in Fig. 3.14b comparing the STAR-CCM+ implementation and
experiments. As seen, the pressure distributions agree extremely well including
the location and extent of the laminar separation bubble. These results are in
agreement to the ones presented in Ref. [196], despite differences in the solver and
the version of the Spalart Allmaras turbulence model used.
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Figure 3.14: Comparisons between predicted and measured aerodynamic characteristics of the PSU 94-097 airfoil at Re = 1 · 106 . OVERFLOW and wind-tunnel
results obtained from Ref. [196].

3.2.3.3

Pitching-airfoil verification

It is also important to verify the transition model for unsteady conditions, specifically
for airfoils undergoing dynamic pitching motion. The transition models used in
CFD currently are based on methods that were developed for steady-state boundary
layers. While the unsteady RANS equations provide the framework for estimating
unsteady effects on the pressure and boundary-layer developments, the transition
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models are effectively applied in a quasi-steady manner. The verification of these
assumptions for industrial applications is still much of an ongoing effort that
requires further investigations. Here, results obtained for the SARC-en method are
compared to experiments to understand its strengths and limitations.
A number of researchers have numerically investigated the use of transition
models in the calculation of dynamic stall on airfoils and wings [198, 203, 225–227].
Most studies evaluate whether these models can improve predictions with respect to
measured airloads, such as cl , cd , cm . Perhaps a more effective approach would be
to validate these models with respect to measured transition locations. Experiments
of unsteady transition on pitching airfoils are rare in the literature, especially at
flow conditions that are relevant for rotorcraft. Recently, DLR has conducted
experiments on pitching airfoils equipped with hot films to provide a database
of unsteady transitions measurements for CFD validation [228–230]. While some
of this data has been published, the airfoil geometries are not publicly available.
Another method has been suggested by Gardner and Richter [231] that extract
experimental transition locations by analyzing standard deviation of surface pressure
measurements. Using this method, transition locations were obtained for the OA209
airfoil under two pitching conditions at M = 0.3 and Re = 1.15 · 106 [231]. Static
data for this airfoil at the same flow conditions are available in Ref. [168].
CFD computations using the SARC-en model are performed and compared with
both static and pitching airfoil experiments. The static lift comparison is presented
in Fig. 3.15. The agreement is reasonable; the cl,max is predicted within 5% of
the data but some differences are also seen in the lift-curve slope. As mentioned
before, predicting static cl,max remains a challenge even considering transition, and
neither CFD simulations or inviscid-flow/integral boundary layer methods have
been successful - see for example Refs. [7, 200].
Once again, it is desired to isolate the steady-state differences so that the models
are evaluated in their ability to predict the unsteady transition trends. Especially
during airfoil design and comparison, predicting trends and stall behavior is more
relevant than the exact angles of attack. Once again, the angle of attack scaling
based on static cl data is used.
CFD calculations are compared to experimental data for a OA209 airfoil undergoing two pitching motion histories, as shown in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17. For both
cases, the airfoil oscillates at a fixed mean angle of attack but with different pitch
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Figure 3.15: Static lift comparison between CFD and wind tunnel data from
Ref. [168] for the OA209 airfoil at M = 0.3, Re = 1.15 · 106 .

amplitudes, which results in different pitch rate variations. The reduced frequencies
are constant and equal to k = 0.03. The dynamic lift comparison for the lowest pitch
amplitude case is shown in Fig. 3.16a. At this condition, lift data demonstrates
some non-linear behavior due to occurrence of separated flow. This is observed by
the clockwise lift hysteresis loops at high angles of attack. CFD predictions have
reasonable agreement with experiment, but the duration and extent of separation
are under-predicted. The unsteady transition predictions are compared to measurements in Fig. 3.16b. Despite the differences in the integrated lift, the transition
predictions agree very well with the data. The transition variations and the size of
the loops are well captured by the model, which gives confidence that the lags in
the transition development are being modeled correctly. The unsteady transition
predictions for the higher pitch amplitude case are compared to measurements in
Fig. 3.17. The airfoil is pitched at a higher pitch rate and undergoes deep dynamic
stall. No experimental lift data has been published for this condition. Once again,
the trends are predicted very well. At first glance, the quantitative results at the
low angles of attack do not seem to be as good as the previous case. It is important
to realize, however, that the transition measurements are only as precise as the
distance between the pressure sensors. The next available sensor behind x/c = 0.23
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is only at x/c = 0.27. The lack of measurements at low angles of attack means that
transition is between x/c = 0.23 and x/c = 0.27, but the width of the hysteresis
loop suggests that it is not far from x/c ≈ 0.27. The largest difference between
predictions and measurements are less than x/c ≈ 0.02. Larger differences have
been seen between different transition measurement techniques - see Ref. [232].
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Figure 3.16: Dynamic results for the OA209 airfoil at M = 0.3, k = 0.03, α = 9 ± 4°
(CFD pitching at statically-scaled values: α = 8.48 ± 3.83° ). Wind tunnel data
obtained from Ref. [231].
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Figure 3.17: Upper surface transition results for the OA209 airfoil at M = 0.3,
k = 0.03, α = 9 ± 7° (CFD pitching at statically-scaled values: α = 8.48 ± 6.71° ).
Wind tunnel data obtained from Ref. [231].
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While a comprehensive validation is not possible given the lack of available
experimental data, the results obtained here give confidence in the ability of the
SARC-en model in predicting unsteady transition behavior for pitching airfoils.

3.3 Design Method
As previously discussed, the inclusion of unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic
stall into the design of rotorcraft airfoils suggest the use of CFD methods. These
calculations are required to capture complex unsteady and compressible flows that
may be affected by boundary-layer transition and separation, shock waves, and
their mutual interactions. It is, therefore, necessary to incorporate these methods
into a procedure that can be used to design or modify airfoils.
Examples of airfoil design methods used in practice have been discussed in
Chapter 2. In general, airfoil design manipulations can be obtained by modifications
in geometry (direct method) or in pressure distributions (inverse method). The
direct method can be performed by trial-and-error or the use of external optimizers
to make changes in shape features such as camber and thickness, or other forms of
airfoil parametrization.
Optimization methods can be powerful tools to aid aerodynamic design. Among
gradient-based optimizations, the adjoint approach is attractive given that a single
computation can provide sensitivity analysis for any number of design variables,
simultaneously. As discussed in Chapter 2, this approach has been extended to
unsteady flows in recent years [130,131,137,138]. In practice, however, even generally
regarded single-point designs will require the computation of multiple solutions,
which can become time consuming. In these cases, multi-point design is necessary
to prevent poor off-design performance - see for example Ref. [139, 233, 234].
For rotor airfoils, the problem is very challenging: not only airfoils have to
operate at numerous design conditions with conflicting requirements, but unsteady
simulations involving dynamic stall are much more computationally intensive.
Computations may take upwards of 36-hours to achieve a periodic solution for
sinusoidally pitching 2-D airfoils and strikingly 9-weeks for high-resolution 3-D
pitching wings - see for example Ref. [227]. Multiple computations like these would
be necessary to encompass all flow conditions and motion parameters that are
experienced by a rotor. Therefore, these optimization efforts are prohibitively
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expensive for the design studies intended here.
Also, care must be taken because optimizers have been shown to exploit the
weaknesses of numerical methods - see for example Ref. [7]. In the fixed-wing
industry, wing optimization is generally performed for cruise conditions, for which
computational methods have been extensively validated and uncertainties and error
bands are reasonably quantified [234, 235]. Rotor airfoils, on the other hand, have
to be optimized to operate at both high Mach numbers on the advancing side
and high-lift and possibly dynamic stall on the retreating side without the use
of high-lift systems. Numerical solutions at these conditions and especially for
dynamic stall have not nearly the same accuracy. Also, the Reynolds numbers are
much lower than for transport aircraft, which brings in the extra uncertainty of
predicting laminar-turbulent transition.
Given these considerations, optimization methods were not considered in the
present work. The intention here is to conduct design exercises that can help
improve the understanding of how airfoils can be modified to improve dynamic
stall and extend the rotor operating envelope. Typically, prescribing pressure
distributions (inverse design) allows for a more intuitive specification of the airfoil
aerodynamic characteristics. Currently, there is no direct way to solve the inverse
design problem for RANS equations [139]. One possibility is to use methods that
will drive changes in geometry to match pressure distribution inputs [106, 236].
These methods can be useful but are effectively direct methods that use optimization
to avoid the need for a inverse formulation [73]. Therefore, they pay a penalty in
computational cost compared to other inverse methods.
A more interesting alternative is adopted for the present work. The Eppler
airfoil design and analysis code [20, 237] is adopted here to provide the design
manipulations. This design tool is an extremely versatile, inverse airfoil design code
that has been constantly improved over the past 50 years. It is based on an inverse
conformal mapping method with prescribed velocity-distribution characteristics
and has been successfully applied at Reynolds Numbers from 3 · 104 to 5 · 107 [20].
It allows a very intuitive and effective way of designing airfoils by manipulating
incompressible velocity (or pressure) distributions to obtain desired boundary-layer
development. Surface pressures are specified in a piecewise manner by determining
angles of attack for which certain portions of the airfoil will obtain a flat pressure
distribution. This allows for the specification of pressure gradients at multiple
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design points (angles of attack) independently and, therefore, it is a effective way
to perform multi-point design. A set of shape parameters can also be used to
prescribe characteristics of the pressure recovery in the rear part of the airfoil. For
analysis, the code uses a panel method coupled with an integral boundary-layer
calculation. Transition is predicted using an en method. Rather than computing
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation during run time, solutions were pre-tabulated from
which amplification rates for the T-S waves can be interpolated [237]. The code
also employs a Mach number correction that is valid for local subsonic flows.
To provide analysis at Mach numbers for which compressibility effects may play
a role, MSES or CFD computations are performed. This hybrid iteration approach
of using the Eppler code for manipulation of the airfoil pressure distributions and
compressible flow tools for analysis has been used by many authors [7, 85, 90, 113].
Finally, airfoil unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic stall analysis are performed
using CFD. This extra iteration will provide the ability to relate steady-state
pressure distributions and dynamic stall behavior, which is one of the main objectives
of this work.
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Chapter 4 |
Airfoil Design Criteria
Rotor blades operate in variety of flow conditions throughout their operational
envelope. Each section of the blade will see an unique combination of Mach
number, Reynolds number, and angle of attack (or lift coefficient), and all of these
parameters will vary around the azimuth in forward flight. This multitude of
conditions require a sophisticated multi-point design procedure; but it is important
to narrow down these variations into representative flow conditions to make the
problem more tractable. Determining which conditions are most relevant and
should be considered during airfoil design is not an easy task.
As an example, variations of Mach number around a typical rotor are presented.
The variations for a rotor section can be approximated by the following expression:
Mlocal = Mtip · (r/R + µ sin ψ)

(4.1)

where Mtip is the tip Mach number. The maximum expected advance ratio will
determine the maximum local Mach number that a given section will experience. An
example of this variation is presented in Fig. 4.1a for a rotor section at r/R = 0.75
and a typical Mtip = 0.65. As seen, the Mach number approaches M ≈ 0.75 at this
station at the advancing side of the blade. At the retreating side, values vary from
M ≈ 0.23 to M ≈ 0.49. In general, rotor blades will employ two or three different
airfoil shapes across their radius, so it is expected that a given airfoil has to be
designed to operate at a range of radial locations. The effect of changing the radial
position is to shift the Mach curves up or down, as shown in Fig. 4.1b, which shows
Mach variations for an advance ratio of µ = 0.4.
Over the years, a number of requirements and criteria have been established that
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Figure 4.1: Example of Mach number variations seen by sections of a rotor with
Mtip = 0.65.
suggest representative Mach numbers, lift, drag, and pitching moment characteristics
to ensure that the rotor operates satisfactorily in all flight conditions. Typical
requirements are presented in Fig. 4.2. The contours represent envelopes of lift and
Mach number variations that are expected. At hover, for example, the requirement
considered is of low drag at M = 0.6 and cl = 0.6, which is typically assumed to
be the critical condition. This requirement should be adjusted depending on the
radial location that an airfoil is intended for. Operating Mach number and cl will
vary with r/R, but also will depend on parameters such as blade twist and takeoff
weight.
At the advancing side of the blade near the tip, high drag divergence is required
at low values of lift. This is to prevent the rapid build up of drag at high speed
flight due to the formation of strong shock waves. At these conditions, it is also
desired that the static pitching moment does not increase substantially before
drag divergence. This is the so-called Mack tuck condition, which is typically a
consequence of compressibility effects and formation of shock waves on the airfoil.
These shocks can induce early separation aft of the airfoil, rapidly shifting its center
of pressure [7, 38, 77]. This increase in pitching moment on the advancing side may
be a limiting condition for the rotor in high speed forward flight, especially if it
precedes the drag rise.
In fact, pitching moments are required to be near zero throughout the Mach
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Figure 4.2: Typical rotorcraft airfoil requirements (extracted from Ref. [5]).

number range. The intention is to avoid high alternating torsional loads in forward
flight, when large variations of dynamic pressure and angle of attack are present [5].
In general, low values of cm0 are suggested. Its choice as a representative parameter
is based on the fact that at zero lift, the pitching moment is a pure couple [38].
Once again, this is an approximation, especially at low and moderate Mach number
conditions for which operating lift coefficients are high.
At the retreating blade, the requirements are for a high steady-state cl,max at
0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.5, and a low cm0 . The issue with these requirements is that they may
not result in the desired behavior when unsteady-flow conditions are introduced.
As discussed before, the dynamic stall performance is strongly dictated by the
mechanisms of boundary-layer separation and stall development [11]. Airfoils with
certain static characteristics may show completely distinct behavior dynamically; for
example, an airfoil with a static trailing-edge stall characteristic may develop leadingedge stall when pitched-up. Ultimately, the behavior will depend on a combination
of airfoil shape, maximum angle of attack achieved during the oscillation, and other
parameters such as the reduced frequency, Mach number, Reynolds number, etc.
An improved design criteria that considers unsteady aerodynamics would be
beneficial. It is important to find efficient ways to compare airfoils undergoing
dynamic stall at these various conditions. Once again, fewer but representative
conditions should to be selected to limit the number of design objectives. Also,
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proposed dynamic stall metrics need to correctly identify desired characteristics
that will enable an expansion of the helicopter operating envelope.

4.1 Dynamic Stall Metrics
The most common way to compare the dynamic stall performance between airfoils
is to consider sinusoidal pitch oscillations at a given pitch amplitude and reduced
frequency. This is how airfoils are typically tested in a wind tunnel; therefore, it has
been the standard way of qualifying airfoils, even in numerical simulations. In the
experiments performed by the U.S. Army in the 1970s and 1980s, this method was
used to assess airfoil performance under light and deep dynamic stall conditions [9].
One issue of using a common pitch variation is that airfoils with different amounts
of camber or different static-stall angles of attack may not be “pushed” equivalently
past stall. The airfoils may also be producing quite different variations in lift
coefficient, therefore, the comparison may become ambiguous. Results taken from
this study for the aerodynamic coefficients under static and deep dynamic stall
are presented in Fig. 4.3. The dynamic results are for common pitching motion
parameters. The static stall angles of attack are also included for reference. As seen,
the NLR-7301 airfoil has a much lower value of dynamic peak pitching moment.
This is a result of two contributing effects. The airfoil demonstrates a gradual
trailing-edge stall and indeed behaves better in dynamic stall. However, at this
condition, the improved characteristic is “artificially” intensified by a lower dynamic
stall inception. The common maximum angle of attack pushes the airfoil a reduced
amount beyond stall. Despite not being a rotorcraft airfoil, the results for the
NLR-7301 airfoil suggest that similar behavior may be seen if airfoils with different
levels of camber are compared using this procedure.
Another comparison method, also suggested in Ref. [9], is to evaluate airfoils
at their dynamic stall onset condition. This provides a measure of the maximum
dynamic lift capability with no relevant penalty in the pitching moment coefficient.
This condition occurs at different maximum angles of attack for each airfoil, so it
provides a fairer comparison for the lifting capability. Results obtained from the
same experimental investigation (Ref. [9]) were previously presented in Fig. 1.7.
The disadvantage of this method is that it does not demonstrate how the airfoil
behaves post-stall, whether the stall is abrupt, and for the cases in which the airfoil
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Figure 4.3: Experimental airloads comparison between static and deep dynamic
stall conditions with α ≈ 10 ± 10°, k = 0.1, M = 0.3.
has a soft trailing-edge stall, it may be difficult to define this condition exactly.
In addition, relying on a dynamic cl,max itself as a metric may not be adequate
because it only occurs during one point in the oscillation. It does not fully represent
the lift cycle, as no information is given about the intensity of the stall hysteresis
effects. The value of cl,max may also be momentarily affected by the presence of
vortices, which may result in erroneous perceptions of increased lift capability. An
example of such behavior is presented in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental data [9] showing lift hysteresis and vortex effects on cl,max
for the VR-7 airfoil with α ≈ 15 ± 10, k = 0.2, M = 0.185.
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Better ways to represent and qualify airfoil performance during dynamic stall
are needed to provide guidance during airfoil design and selection. Parameters that
are more representative of how the blade operates can aid in designing shapes that
are more suitable to rotors.
In the following sections, an investigation of the conditions in which dynamic
stall occurs in a rotor is presented. Then a few different methods with increasing
complexity are proposed for qualifying airfoils at these flow conditions.

4.1.1 Rotor Unsteady Aerodynamic Conditions
The unsteady effects on a rotor are a consequence of variations in local velocities
and angles of attack, which are affected primarily by blade dynamics and a complex
wake system. For a harmonic forcing, the degree of flow unsteadiness is typically
measured by the reduced frequency (k). The potential-flow theory of Theodorsen
provides a reference in terms of this parameter to what will be the expected
amplitude and phase lags of the aerodynamic response to oscillating airfoils [1].
This is an useful parameter for characterizing unsteady aerodynamics on an airfoil
undergoing a defined oscillating frequency at a constant velocity. Therefore, it
is typically used in pitching-airfoil experiments at constant Mach numbers. In
general, values in the range of 0 ≤ k ≤ 0.1 are considered to simulate the expected
conditions in a rotor.
In actuality, for a rotor in forward flight, the reduced frequency becomes a
non-unique parameter as the local velocities are varying around the disk. Therefore,
some of its usefulness is lost and an analysis in the time domain becomes more useful
to characterize the unsteady flow. For blade pitching motion, a more adequate
parameter is the non-dimensional pitch rate, α+ , which has been introduced before.
This parameter will also vary with rotor azimuth angle, but it can provide a better
estimate of the “instantaneous” flow unsteadiness. It provides an indication of the
pressure and boundary-layer lags that expected to follow. It is important, therefore,
to investigate a range of representative values of α+ for a rotor in forward flight.
As previously discussed, dynamic stall in a rotor blade is more likely to occur at
high blade loading conditions, such as during maneuvers or operation under high
payloads, high temperature, high altitudes (recall Fig. 1.4). The stall boundaries of
the UH-60A helicopter have been explored as part of a extensive flight test program
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conducted by NASA/U.S. Army in the 1990s [13, 238]. A diagram showing the
test points is presented in Fig. 4.5. Here, all cases are for level flight conditions,
therefore, the weight coefficient is approximately equal to the thrust coefficient
(cW /σ ≈ cT /σ). The McHugh boundary [8] is included as a reference for the
maximum rotor lift capability of typical helicopters1 . Advanced ratio sweeps were
performed for six different blade loadings, where the red dots indicate the maximum
speeds achieved for each one of them. At low blade loadings, the speed is limited
by large increases in drag due to transonic flow. As the blade loading increases,
dynamic stall become increasingly more relevant. Dynamic stall was identified in the
three highest blade loadings and was the dominant limiting factor at cW /σ ≈ 0.12
(at µ ≈ 0.3) and cW /σ ≈ 0.13 (at µ ≈ 0.237).
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Figure 4.5: Flight test points and stall boundaries for the UH-60A helicopter
(adapted from Ref. [239]).

It would be desired to obtain realistic variations of the non-dimensional pitch
rates at conditions such as these near the rotor stall limit. Unfortunately, effective
angles of attack in a rotor environment are extremely hard to obtain experimentally.
An alternative is to use comprehensive analysis codes to simulate the rotor at
This boundary represents the maximum lift limit for a 1/10-scale CH-47B rotor measured in
a wind tunnel. The wind tunnel model was built with enough structural strength to enable the
true thrust limit to be achieved.
1
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these conditions. With the purpose of providing some representative values, RCAS
calculations are performed using a numerical model of the UH-60A helicopter. The
calculations are done considering elastic blades, free-flight trim, Leishman-Beddoes
dynamic stall model, and a dynamic inflow wake model. Effective angles of attack
are obtained by considering the effects of the wake and blade dynamics for trimmedrotor solutions. From these angles, the non-dimensional pitch rate can be derived
using blade section local chord and velocity. The variations in angles of attack,
Mach numbers, and non-dimensional pitch rates are presented in Fig. 4.6 for two
advance ratios, µ = 0.237 and µ = 0.30. Results are presented for the radial
locations r/R=0.59 and r/R=0.76, which are useful to define the requirements for
an inboard rotor airfoil. A constant blade loading of cT /σ = 0.12 is assumed, which
is close to the stall limit shown in the UH-60A flight test (Fig. 4.5).
Some important trends can be observed from these plots. First, the angle of
attack variations are discussed. The different values between distinct radial locations
are a consequence of blade twist and variations in the induced angles of attack (nonuniform wake). As the advance ratio is increased, higher lift coefficients are required
in the retreating side of the blade to compensate for the lower local velocities,
therefore, higher angles of attack amplitudes are needed. Higher mean angles are
also needed because rotor thrust requirements are increased to compensate for
higher airframe drag. Both of these changes in angle of attack are accommodated
by increases in blade collective and cycle pitch controls.
The Mach number variations closely follows the expression previously presented
in Eq. 4.1. Variations in radial location shift the curves up and down; whereas
changes in advance ratio change the amplitude of Mach variation without affecting
the Mach values at ψ = 180° and 360° (hover values).
Finally, the non-dimensional pitch rates are calculated based on the first two
parameters and the local blade chord. As expected, the values are higher in the
retreating side of the blade, where local velocities are smaller. The same happens
for inboard sections, where the non-dimensional pitch rates are higher due to lower
Mach numbers. At µ = 0.24, the rates are mostly within α+ ≈ 0.006 during
pitch-up, except during a short period around ψ ≈ 300° for which a peak value of
α+ ≈ 0.009 is achieved.
At µ = 0.3, the non-dimensional pitch rates have increased amplitudes as
a result of the Mach number variations. Two short period peaks in α+ can be
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Figure 4.6: RCAS results for a UH-60 model at cT /σ = 0.121 and different advance
ratios and radial locations.
identified during the pitch-up portion of the cycle; at the inboard section the values
reach α+ ≈ 0.011 at ψ ≈ 200° and α+ ≈ 0.013 at around ψ ≈ 300°.
In order to better understand the critical values in a cycle, all three plots need
to be analyzed at the same time. As previously discussed, pitch rates and Mach
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numbers are important parameters that will determine the severity of the dynamic
stall. High values of either or a combination of the two parameters may result in the
formation of strong dynamic stall vortices. However, dynamic stall will only occur
if the angles of attack (or lift coefficients) are approaching stall limits. Therefore,
regions of high pitch rate during the cycle are only critical if the airfoil is close to
stall.
Combining these three parameters into one plot can facilitate the analysis. The
results for α+ and α are plotted against Mach number for r/R = 0.59 and µ = 0.3,
and are presented in Fig. 4.7. The blue curve represents the non-dimensional
pitch rate, whereas the green curve refers to angles of attack during the oscillation.
Arrows indicate the cycle directions and dashed curves represent the increasing
Mach number portions of the cycle.
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Figure 4.7: Non-dimensional pitch rate and angle of attack diagram obtained from
RCAS for a UH-60 model at cT /σ = 0.121, µ = 0.3, and r/R = 0.59.

After analyzing the variations, it can be concluded that the first pitch-rate
peak during pitch up (α+ ≈ 0.011 at M = 0.32), is probably not going to be the
first one to cause dynamic stall. This is because the angle of attack at this point
(α ≈ 12) probably does not reach even static stall at this Mach number. At this
pitch rate, lags would also extend the static stall margins considerably. At this
thrust level, the critical condition for dynamic stall is the second loop in pitch
rate, where its values reach (0 ≤ α+ ≤ 0.013) with Mach numbers varying within
the range 0.2 ≥ M ≥ 0.25. The resultant stall mechanisms will depend on airfoil
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characteristics, and CFD calculations are likely required to simulate the complex
flow phenomena that are expected. A discussion on these mechanisms is left for
later.
In summary, this diagram is useful because it allows for the direct identification
of the critical variations of pitch rate and Mach number at a given radial location
and advance ratio. The procedure can be repeated to identify critical conditions
at the desired range of advanced ratios. The question now becomes as to how
to evaluate different airfoils at these conditions in an efficient manner, in order
to facilitate the design process. Simplified airfoil pitching motions at key flow
conditions are desired in the initial design stages to minimize computational cost.
Procedures using CFD simulations with increasing fidelity are discussed next.

4.1.2 Constant Pitch-Rate Ramps
At the most basic level, simulating airfoils undergoing fixed pitch-rate ramps at
constant Mach numbers can offer some important preliminary information about
their dynamic stall behavior. Ramp results are obtained at a fraction of the time
of sinusoidal or complex variable pitch-rate/Mach number computations, making
them very attractive during initial design when computational overhead is critical.
One interesting feature is that the results are no longer dependent on the angle
of attack amplitude, as long as the minimum angle is small enough for the flow
to be fully attached and the maximum angle is large enough to cause full stall.
This is a consequence of the acceleration effects being decoupled from the unsteady
aerodynamic problem. A single ramp-up motion can provide important qualitative
information that will help identify the stall mechanisms for a particular airfoil
at a given Mach number and pitch rate (α+ ). These mechanisms can typically
be identified based on pressure and shear-stress distributions that are easily postprocessed from CFD. Because there is no need to find a converged harmonic solution,
the run-time is shortened at least by a factor of four.
As previously discussed, pitch rates are associated with the aerodynamic lags
(both in the pressure and boundary-layer developments) that will ultimately enable
delays in the onset of stall. Lags in the evolution of separation means that large
suction pressures and build-ups of vorticity that otherwise would not be possible
in steady flow may occur. As a consequence, once stall is established, its severity
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can be dramatically increased especially if dynamic stall vortices are shed. Ramps
allow the evaluation of how each of these lags play out for a given airfoil, ultimately
influencing the onset of stall and its characteristics. The formation of dynamic
stall vortices and their severity can be efficiently identified. Some examples are
presented next.
Airloads obtained from CFD for the VR-7 and the VR-12 airfoils undergoing
a ramp motion are presented in Fig. 4.8. These results are for M = 0.3 and
α+ = 0.004 and consider transition by use of the SARC-en turbulence/transition
model. The angles of attack are increased considerably past stall to investigate
dynamic stall characteristics. The static characteristics are also included in dashed
lines. At this condition, the airfoils demonstrate a very different dynamic stall
behavior. The VR-12 airfoil shows large increases in pitching moment and drag,
which are indicative of the formation of dynamic stall vortices. The VR-7 airfoil,
on the other hand, shows a much softer dynamic stall with minimum penalties in
cm and cd in the initial post-stall phases. For α ≥ 21°, both airfoils shows some
oscillations in the loads as a result of some minor secondary vortex formation.
Large differences in dynamic cl,max are seen, similar to the trends observed in
static cl,max . At first glance, it seems obvious that the VR-7 airfoil will provide
less lifting capability than the VR-12 airfoil; however, it is difficult to establish a
conclusion based on a pitch ramp results and for only one condition. As previously
discussed, whenever dynamic stall limits the forward speed of a rotor, it would
do so by the advent of large pitching moments (torsional loads) or possibly large
drag values (rotor power). At the condition presented here, the VR-12 airfoil
demonstrates much larger pitching moments and drag; therefore, it is possible
that the rotor may not be able to reach this condition, preventing the airfoil from
providing its full dynamic cl,max potential. Thus, it is a combination of lift and
pitching moment behavior that will determine the “useful” airfoil lift capability.
A precise evaluation of this trade-off will require more realistic airfoil evaluations,
which will be addressed in the following sections. The examples shown here focus on
establishing ways to compare airfoils with respect to their dynamic stall mechanisms
and pitching moment and drag penalties.
An indication of the mechanisms of stall is presented in Fig. 4.9, which compares
the wall shear stress distributions for both airfoils just before stall. The locations
for which shear stresses become zero indicate the presence of reverse flow. As seen,
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Figure 4.8: CFD computations using the SARC-en model for the VR-7 and the
VR-12 airfoils undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, α+ = 0.004,
Re = 1.5 · 106 . Dashed lines represent steady-state results.
reverse flow on the the airfoils originates near the trailing edge and moves upstream.
The main difference is that the movement on the VR-12 airfoil occurs much more
abruptly, resulting in a sudden break down of the turbulent flow and formation of
a strong dynamic stall vortex. The progression of reverse-flow can be obtained by
post-processing these wall shear stresses and is shown in Fig. 4.10. A jump on the
reverse-flow front is observed from x/c ≈ 0.52 to x/c ≈ 0.18 within a ∆α = 0.5°.
This is an example of an abrupt trailing-edge dynamic stall, a mechanism previously
introduced in Section 2.2.2. The vortex convects downstream causing a change
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in the center of pressure and inducing large nose-down pitching moments. The
low-pressure vortex can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.11, which presents the pressure
coefficient contours for both airfoils after the occurrence of stall. The VR-7 airfoil
shows a gradual trailing edge stall with no strong vortex formation at this pitch
rate and Mach number.
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Figure 4.9: Numerical wall shear stress evolution during pitch-up ramp motion at
M = 0.3, α+ = 0.004, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
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Figure 4.10: Reverse-flow progression for the VR-12 and the VR-7 undergoing a
pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, α+ = 0.004, Re = 1.5 · 106 .

Calculations for different pitch rates and Mach numbers can be efficiently
obtained using ramps. As discussed previously, such variations can dramatically
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(a) VR-12 airfoil at α = 19.75°.

(b) VR-7 airfoil at α = 17°.

Figure 4.11: Numerical pressure coefficient contours for the VR-7 and the VR-12
airfoils at angles of attack near dynamic pitching moment peaks. Ramp motion at
M = 0.3, α+ = 0.004, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
change the separation and stall mechanisms. Results for an increased pitch rate
(α+ = 0.0055) are presented in Fig. 4.12. At this condition, the VR-7 no longer
has the advantage of a soft stall and undergoes much larger penalties in cm and
cd . The reverse-flow behavior for both airfoils is presented in Fig. 4.13. While the
VR-12 airfoil undergoes a similar evolution pattern, the VR-7 presents a much
different stall mechanism. A reverse-flow disturbance originates near the leading
edge and propagates downstream meeting with a forward moving front from the
trailing edge. This is an example of mixed dynamic stall, which has also been
introduced previously. While reverse flow first appears at the trailing-edge, it is
the leading-edge separation that triggers the formation of a strong dynamic stall
vortex. The vortex originates from the “bursting” of the laminar separation bubble,
which is no longer able to reattach. This is clearly seen in Fig. 4.14a, where the
wall shear stresses are presented at the vicinity of the leading edge of the VR-7
airfoil. The reattachment point rapidly moves downstream and a vortex is formed
in the process. The bubble separation seems to be induced by its interaction with
a shock wave, which is visible in the local Mach number distributions in Fig. 4.14b.
The local Mach number near the leading edge reaches almost M = 1.4, which is a
often considered the critical condition for shock induced separation.
These results support the idea that mechanisms of stall are very dependent
on airfoil shape and motion parameters. With increases in pitch rate and also
Mach number, strong dynamic stall will eventually take place; therefore, it is
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Figure 4.12: CFD computations using the SARC-en model for the VR-7 and the
VR-12 airfoils undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, α+ = 0.0055,
Re = 1.5 · 106 .
important to determine these boundaries for each airfoil. This is especially useful
to identify better performing airfoils during design or selection efforts. With the
results for a range of pitch rates, a diagram can be constructed to evaluate the
peak pitching moment evolution. An example of such diagram is presented in
Fig. 4.15a, comparing the VR-7 and VR-12 airfoils. A Mach-scaled pitching moment
coefficient is adopted since it provides a better measure of actual moments expected
in practice. Also, it allows for comparisons across different Mach numbers. As
seen, the VR-12 airfoil starts to show penalties in cm as early as α+ = 0.003, while
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Figure 4.13: Reverse-flow progression for the VR-12 and the VR-7 undergoing a
pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, α+ = 0.0055, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
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Figure 4.14: Numerical wall shear stress and local Mach number evolutions for the
VR-7 airfoil during pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, α+ = 0.0055, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
the VR-7 airfoil requires much larger pitch rates (α+ = 0.0055) for that to happen.
In this respect, the VR-7 airfoil provides a better dynamic stall behavior since it
would be able to operate “vortex-free” at a wider range of pitch rates. Whether
these results will translate into expansions of the rotor operating boundaries will
also depend on the airfoil lift characteristics. A “first-order” estimation of the
useful dynamic lift can be obtained by comparing the maximum lift obtained at
the critical “vortex-free” limits. For the examples presented at M = 0.3, the VR-7
airfoil provides a dynamic cl,max ≈ 1.74 at α+ = 0.004, while the VR-12 airfoil
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provides a dynamic cl,max ≈ 1.80 at α+ = 0.002, a difference of about 3%. The
difference is much smaller than the one obtained for static cl,max of each airfoil
(about 9%). This method provides an approximate but useful way to estimate
lift gains, which can be obtained relatively fast by ramp motions. A more precise
evaluation of lift capability requires a better consideration of the rotor conditions
which will be discussed in the following sections.
The pitch-rate diagrams can be calculated for multiple Mach numbers or, instead,
by considering sweeps of Mach number. Here, an example of the second option is
presented. As the Mach number increases, the stall mechanisms will be influenced
by compressibility effects with the possibility of shock waves and their interaction
with the boundary layer. A diagram for the same airfoils is presented in Fig. 4.15b.
Both airfoils already develop dynamic stall vortices at the baseline conditions of
M = 0.3 and α+ = 0.0055, so the evolution in pitching moment coefficients are
due to changes in vortex magnitude. The stall mechanisms do also vary with the
appearance and increasing role of supersonic pockets near the leading edge of the
airfoils. At M = 0.4, for example, the VR-12 airfoil no longer demonstrates an
abrupt separation behavior; instead, a shock-induced separation triggers dynamic
stall. The local Mach number and the wall shear stress distributions near the
leading edge for a number of angles of attack are presented in Fig. 4.16. In the
first two plots (Figs. 4.16a and 4.16b), the flow behavior is described prior to
the onset of leading-edge separation. At α = 10.5°, transition occurs through
a laminar separation bubble and just a small supersonic region is present. At
α = 11.5°, another small reverse-flow region is formed within the supersonic flow
behind the laminar separation bubble. This is an unsteady phenomena and within
the supersonic pocket, therefore, limited “communication” exists between the two
bubbles. With increasing angle of attack, transition moves forward and occurs
following the shock induced separation. At this condition, the flow is still able
to reattach and the bubble is still stable (α ≤ 13°). At α = 13°, a shock wave is
present right at the reattachment point of the bubble. When the angle of attack is
further increased (Figs. 4.16c and 4.16d), the shock waves become even stronger
(local Mach number surpasses M = 0.4) and the bubble is no longer able to reattach.
Therefore, the reverse-flow front propagates downstream initiating the dynamic
stall process with the formation of a strong vortex. A similar stall mechanism is
observed for the VR-7 at this condition; however, local Mach numbers reach nearly
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M = 1.6, which results in even stronger shock waves. The outcome is a pitching
moment penalty that slightly exceeds that of the VR-12, as shown in Fig. 4.15b.
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Figure 4.15: Pitching moment peak evolutions for the VR-12 and VR-7 undergoing
a ramp motion with Re/M = 5 · 106 .

4.1.3 Stall-Inception Plots
The examples presented in the previous section suggest that a lot of understanding
can be obtained from pitch ramps. They provide an efficient way to parameterize
airfoil behavior in dynamic stall and can be very useful in preliminary design
efforts. Ramps do not, however, fully represent how airfoils operate in a rotor
environment. In reality, pitch rate and Mach number will constantly vary, as was
shown in Section 4.1.1. As a consequence, not only do the aerodynamic lags change
accordingly, but some extra effects due to pitch acceleration may take place.
To facilitate the analysis, pitch rate variations are generally studied by use of
sinusoidal pitch oscillations. Rather than considering the complex multi-harmonic
angle of attack variations that are a consequence of pitch controls, blade dynamics,
and an unsteady wake, only the first harmonic is typically modeled. The idea is
to capture at least the general changes in cl that are commonly experienced by a
trimmed rotor blade in forward flight. Most dynamic stall experiments also assume
this type of oscillation, which also makes it a convenient choice for numerical
analysis. With that in mind, it is important to identify what can be learned from
these simplified motions that can help understand airfoil dynamic stall behavior
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Figure 4.16: Numerical wall shear stress and local Mach number evolutions for the
VR-12 airfoil during pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.4, α+ = 0.0055, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
in a more realistic rotor environment. With respect to ramp motions, two extra
degrees of freedom will influence the outcome of the results: the angle of attack
mean value (αm ) and amplitude (αa ). Therefore, at least four parameters need
to be defined when comparing different airfoils: M (and Re), k, αm , αa . Issues
of using the same parameters to compare different airfoils under dynamic stall
have been previously discussed. The intention here is to suggest ways to improve
these evaluations while also using metrics that are more representative of a rotor in
forward flight.
In a sinusoidal oscillation, the non-dimensional pitch rate will vary in time in
the following form:
(4.2)
α+ = αa k cos ωt
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where αa is taken in radians, and the term αa k represents the maximum nondimensional pitch rate. This term uniquely determines the pitch rate variations
within a oscillation cycle; therefore, it is more intimately related to the expected
aerodynamic lags. In the present context, it is a more useful parameter than the
reduced frequency by itself, and helps reduce the number of relevant parameters.
This parameter has also been used to characterize dynamic stall in Refs. [12, 177]
An equivalent average pitch rate in the cycle can also be defined by matching the
period of oscillation to that of a ramp motion, as
π
2αa
2αa k
+
= + ⇒ αavg
=
k
αavg
π

(4.3)

where once again the value of αa is taken in radians. Another physically important
parameter is the maximum angle of attack during the cycle (αmax = αm + αa ).
This has been shown to be determinant for the occurrence of different stall regimes
(see Section 2.2.3).
The pitch rate diagrams introduced in Fig. 4.15 have established pitch-rate
boundaries to prevent the formation of strong vortices. It is important to correlate
these ramp results to more realistic sinusoidal oscillations. In particular, it would
be useful to understand how pitch acceleration effects may influence previous
conclusions obtained from ramps.
The VR-7 airfoil was shown to have desired behavior up to α+ = 0.004. First,
results for oscillating airfoils assuming a similar maximum pitch rate in the cycle
+
(αmax
= αa k ≈ 0.004) are presented. Rather than comparing the airfoils at a
single αmax , a sweep of values is considered. This is done in order to accommodate
the fact that different values of αmax are required for each airfoil to penetrate
stall. Examples of results obtained for the VR-7 airfoil at M=0.3 are shown in
Fig. 4.17. The curves show how the airfoil operates as it transitions from a no-stall
condition to a stalled condition under sinusoidal pitch oscillations at a constant
Mach number. All sinusoidal cases with increasing αm consider the same value of
+
+
αmax
= αa k = 0.0042 (and corresponding cycle average αavg
= 0.027) in order to
maintain a common variation of the aerodynamic lags.
Results from αmax sweeps like these can be used to create stall inception plots,
as shown in Fig. 4.18. The evolution of the penalties in pitching moment (Fig. 4.18a)
and drag (Fig. 4.18b) can be easily analyzed from these plots. Each data point
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Figure 4.17: CFD computations using the SARC-en model for the VR-7 airfoil
undergoing sinusoidal pitching motion with increasing Amax. Flow conditions are
+
+
M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 and αmax
= 0.0042 (αavg
= 0.0027), k = 0.04.
represents a different converged oscillation case, here obtained for increments of
∆αmax = 1°. Once again, Mach-scaled coefficients are used to provide a more
consistent comparison across different Mach numbers. Instead of plotting peak
parameters, such as dynamic cl,max and cd,max , cycle time-averages are used as
metrics for lift and drag. The averages better summarize the results since they are
influenced by all phases of the oscillation, including hysteresis and reattachment
processes. Reference [140] has also suggested the use of time-averaged coefficients
as metrics to qualify dynamic stall behavior. Here, peak values for the pitching
moments are used instead of average values. The peak cm values are specifically
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important in this context because they are drivers on the blade structural and
control systems sizing.
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Figure 4.18: Numerical results indicating stall inception for the VR-12 and VR-7
airfoils undergoing sinusoidal motion. Flow conditions are M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106
+
+
and αmax
= 0.0042 (αavg
= 0.0027), k = 0.04, α = αm ± 6°.
The results help qualify dynamic stall performance of the VR-7 and VR-12
airfoils under sinusoidal oscillations. At this Mach number and motion parameters,
very noticeable differences are seen between the two airfoils. The VR-12 airfoil
demonstrates low penalties in pitching moment and drag for αmax ≤ 17°. The
limiting case (αmax = 17°) is the dynamic stall onset condition that has been
previously introduced. If the motion exceeds these angles, dynamic stall takes
place and further penetration into stall will result in the formation of vortices of
increasing strength that dramatically affect cm and cd . This is the classical behavior
that has been described in Section 2.2.3 for the different stall regimes. The VR-7
airfoil, on the other hand, does not seem to reach its stall onset condition, at least
from the point of view of penalties in pitching moment. A limitation in lift or high
drag values may actually become more critical for this airfoil at these conditions.
The behavior is somewhat expected, given the ramp motion results for the
VR-7 airfoil that were shown for a range of α+ (Fig. 4.15). Since the maximum
pitch rate during the sinusoisal cycle (Fig. 4.18) only slightly exceeds the critical
value of α+ = 0.004 established before (Fig. 4.15), the airfoil never undergoes
full dynamic stall. In fact, neither of the two airfoils experience the same level of
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pitching moment peaks obtained at a constant α+ = 0.004 (Fig. 4.15). Once again,
+
this is due to the oscillatory nature of the pitch rate; αmax
is reached at ωt = 45°,
then rapidly decreases to zero in the upper portions of the cycle. Therefore, for
cycles with low αmax , the large pitch-rate portions of the motion will occur when
attached flow conditions are present. By the time separation starts, instantaneous
pitch rates (and subsequent aerodynamic lags) are still low enough to not cause
severe dynamic stall. As cycles with increasing αmax are considered, higher pitch
rates will be acting prior and during the stall events; therefore, pitching moment
and drag penalties will tend to increase, but likely will not reach the critical ramp
+
values. Higher values of cycle αmax
are required so that average pitch rates during
stall match the ones for ramps at α+ = 0.004.
+
+
Results for oscillations with larger pitch rates, αavg
= 0.0055 (αmax
= 0.0087),
are presented in Fig. 4.19. The pitch-rate variations reach values that resemble the
ones experienced by a rotor at high loadings and µ ≈ 0.24 (Fig. 4.6). The results
for this condition were obtained using a fully turbulent model (SA-R), but the
trends are expected to be similar. Once again, a stall onset condition can be easily
identified for the VR-12 airfoil (αmax = 17°), but not for the VR-7 airfoil given its
+
gradual stall progression. Compared to the lower αavg
case, the VR-7 now does
seem to further penetrate into dynamic stall given the higher instantaneous pitch
rates being felt. Nevertheless, pitching moments and drag still evolve at a lower
rate compared to the VR-12 airfoil, which can be beneficial in operation.
In particular, these stall characteristics may have an important influence over
the stall margins that are typically established in rotor operations. This will directly
affect the maximum useful dynamic lift for each airfoil. Airfoils that demonstrate
abrupt stall inception such as the VR-12 airfoil, for example, may require larger
margins to avoid that unexpected perturbations in the angle of attack (due to gusts,
blade dynamics, unsteady wake, etc) could result in severe dynamic stall loads,
or losses in lift and trim capabilities. The VR-7 airfoil, on the other hand, may
operate with tighter margins, since a much more docile stall inception is observed.
At this point, a few considerations need to be made about the ability to compare
airfoil dynamic lift capability by use of these plots. For a given cm threshold, a
estimate of the maximum useful average lift can be compared between the two
airfoils. The location at which the curves cross would then determine the conditions
for which one airfoil provides better average lift than the other. However, the
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Figure 4.19: Numerical results indicating stall inception for the VR-12 and VR-7
airfoils undergoing sinusoidal motion with increasing αmax . Flow conditions are
+
+
M = 0.3, Re = 1.5·106 and αmax
= 0.0087 (αavg
= 0.0055), k = 0.04, α = αm ±10°.
results can be somewhat misleading if not properly interpreted. Since a fixed angle
of attack amplitude is considered for all cases, once separation and hysteresis take
place, the cl amplitudes in the cycle will begin to decrease. This effect can be
observed in Fig. 4.17. In analogy to a rotor, differences in the cl amplitude would
mean different trim conditions. Therefore, the determination of the maximum
dynamic lift will depend on lift amplitude (trim) requirements for a given section.
To better understand this behavior, Fig. 4.20 presents stall-inception results
for the the same high-pitch rate conditions, but now calculating lift averages for
different parts of the oscillation cycle. The regions with high angles of attack are
associated with “retreating-side” rotor conditions, whereas the regions with low
angles of attack are associated with “advancing-side” rotor conditions. Once again,
these are simplified representations of a rotor environment, since high angles of
attack do not generally align perfectly with the retreating side of the disk, and
Mach numbers will also vary around the azimuth (recall Fig. 4.6).
As seen, the average “retreating-side” lift may reach a limit and possibly start
to decrease, whereas the average “advancing-side” lift may continue to increase
regardless of stall. Normally, a certain cl amplitude is required to maintain trim on
a rotor. If stall is preventing lift from increasing at the retreating side, at some
point the rotor will no longer be able to achieve trim. The issue is that this behavior
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Figure 4.20: Sinusoidal stall inception plots with respect to the lift average from
different portions of the cycle. Results are for the VR-12 and VR-7 airfoils at
+
+
M = 0.3, Re = 1.5·106 and αmax
= 0.0087 (αavg
= 0.0055), k = 0.05, α = αm ±10°.
may vary depending on the airfoil, which means that the lift imbalance will evolve
differently for each airfoil as separated flow starts to take place.
In this regard, in order to properly compare lift capability across different
airfoils, the results need to be plotted against an equivalent trim parameter that
indicates cl amplitude. An approximate trim parameter is defined here as the
difference between the average lift between the retreating and advancing sides:
χ = (M 2 cl,adv )avg − (M 2 cl,ret )avg . The results are plotted in Fig. 4.21 against total
average lift. For a given trim parameter (lift amplitude), the average dynamic
lift can be compared between the airfoils, also respecting a limit peak cm that
is stipulated based on the structural requirements. For the sake of analysis, a
maximum allowable peak value of M 2 cm = −0.02 is considered here. The associated
lift boundaries to prevent the pitching moment limit can be obtained from Fig. 4.19a,
and are traced in dashed lines for each airfoil. Comparisons for dynamic lift between
the airfoils are only taken for common values of the trim parameter in order to
ensure that the lift variations are similar.
For a χ = −0.11 (∆cl,avg ≈ 1.2), the maximum dynamic lift for the VR-7 airfoil
is a about 10% smaller than the one for the VR-12 airfoil. This difference decreases
to 5% at χ = −0.10 (∆cl,avg ≈ 1.1), and at χ = −0.09 (∆cl,avg ≈ 1.0), an increase
of 1.5% in lift over that of the VR-12 airfoil is seen. Drag is also lower for the VR-7
airfoil for the last two described conditions (Fig. 4.19b).
This is a very interesting result. Despite having demonstrated much smaller
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Figure 4.21: Lift evolution during stall inception with respect to a trim parameter.
Results are for sinusoidally pitching VR-12 and VR-7 airfoils at M = 0.3, Re =
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1.5 · 106 and αmax
= 0.0087 (αavg
= 0.0055), k = 0.05, α = αm ± 10°.
static and dynamic lift for ramp results, the VR-7 airfoil has been able to achieve
higher average lift capability under some specific conditions. The lift, pitching
moment, and drag variations for the two airfoils at χ ≈ −0.09 are presented in
Fig. 4.22 with respect to the time in the cycle. As seen, the VR-7 airfoil achieves
higher lifts during the reattachment phases; the lower maximum instantaneous lift
and earlier stall is compensated by a more contained hysteresis effect. Overall, the
average lift is slightly higher, and lower values of pitching moment and drag are
seen.
A similar procedure is conducted to evaluate lift capability at the lower pitch
+
rate case shown before. The results are presented in Fig. 4.23 for αmax
= 0.0042
+
(αavg = 0.0027) and M = 0.3. Recall that the angle of attack amplitude is this
case is lower (αa = 6°), which results in lower trim parameter values. At this
condition, dynamic lift for the VR-7 airfoil is consistently lower by 7%-9% across
the entire simulated sweep of αmax . This is somewhat similar to the differences
obtained between the static cl,max . Given that much lower average pitch rates are
seen during the cycle, the aerodynamic lags are much smaller and, consequently,
small increases in dynamic lift are experienced by the airfoils. This is especially
critical for the VR-7 that demonstrates early occurrence of separation.
A methodology was presented here to evaluate the effect of variable pitch rate on
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Figure 4.22: CFD computations for the VR-7 and VR-12 airfoils undergoing
sinusoidal pitching motion with χ ≈ −0.09. Flow conditions are M = 0.3, Re =
+
+
1.5 · 106 and αmax
= 0.0087 (αavg
= 0.0055), k = 0.05.
the dynamic stall behavior of airfoils. Sinusoidal motions provide an simplified way
to simulate these variations and to investigate the evolution of pitching moment and
drag penalties. Compared to constant-pitch ramp motions, the results allow the
study of the influence of hysteresis effects and flow reattachment on the integrated
loads.
Stall inception plots were introduced to facilitate the comparison of different
airfoils. A correlation between ramp and sinusoidal motions can be established
and help to understand dynamic stall characteristics for airfoils with different stall
mechanisms. Airfoils that demonstrated gradual dynamic stall during ramps were
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Figure 4.23: Lift evolution during stall inception with respect to a trim parameter.
Results are for sinusoidally pitching VR-12 and VR-7 airfoils at M = 0.3, Re =
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also shown gradual stall inception behavior during oscillations. A procedure to
evaluate lift capability was also explored. The interpretation of the results was
found to be not so straightforward, given that comparisons should be performed at
similar lift amplitudes. Nevertheless, some useful information and trends can be
extracted from the analysis. Examples shown here consisted of pitching oscillation
with sweeps of αmax and average pitch rates, but results for other Mach numbers
would also be necessary to fulfill all operating conditions.

4.1.4 Trimmed Stall Inception Plots
In general, ramps and sinusoidal oscillations provide a unique ability to investigate
trends, which can be very helpful during design studies. Motion parameters and
flow conditions can be incrementally varied, simplifying the analysis and helping
identify the effects of geometry modifications on dynamic stall performance. These
simulations are necessary, but an evaluation of the complete range of flight conditions
will still be very time consuming.
At some point, it becomes useful to consider all of the variations of Mach
numbers and pitch rates at the same time, mimicking what happens in a blade
section at a certain flight speed and thrust condition. This is necessary to more
accurately evaluate potential airfoil design candidates, especially for providing more
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accurate lift capability predictions while considering other important effects such
as trim and blade dynamics. Ultimately, the goal is to provide a way to evaluate
new airfoils and their ability to extend rotor operation, in particular, the rotor stall
boundaries (recall Fig. 4.5).
Comprehensive analysis codes are the most obvious option to simulate these
realistic rotor conditions. These codes have the ability to consider blade dynamics,
aeroelasticity, induced wake effects, and trim. The importance of considering similar
trim states when comparing airfoils near stall was highlighted in Section 4.1.3. As a
standalone, however, these codes may not provide accurate performance predictions
near the rotor stall limits. They rely on semi-empirical dynamic stall models, which
are essentially post-dictive and may also fail to predict some relevant physics of
dynamic stall (recall Section 3.1). Perhaps the most accurate alternative would
be to couple these comprehensive codes to a CFD method. CFD can provide
higher fidelity aerodynamics calculations, while comprehensive analysis can provide
computational structural dynamics (CSD) and trim calculations. Such CFD-CSD
couplings are complex and very computationally expensive, so they are out of scope
of this research effort. An alternate simplified coupling method is sought here. In
particular, one that does not require comprehensive analysis calculations for every
different airfoil is desired.
RCAS can provide realistic variations of the blade local angles of attack and
Mach numbers, which could be used as inputs for CFD calculations. Examples of
these variations using a numerical model of the UH-60A rotor have been presented
in Fig. 4.6. Effective angles of attack can be extracted and consider the combined
effects of the wake, pitch controls and blade motion. Also, RCAS can enforce
free-flight trim; therefore, the resulting angles of attack at each blade radial
location represent the section’s contribution to the total blade trim. However,
using a common angle of attack variation when comparing different airfoils would
not guarantee the same trim condition. Therefore, it is necessary to match lift
distributions, or trim states, instead of angles of attack. In this manner, consistent
comparisons can be made between different airfoils.
Contributions from several radial locations to the rotor trim are presented in
Fig. 4.24 for a UH-60A rotor operating at µ ≈ 0.24 and with two blade loadings.
Here, a more realistic trim parameter in the context of a rotor is used. The
parameter is proportional to the rolling moment produced by each section of the
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blade, which depends on radial location and azimuth angles. A Mach-scaled lift
coefficient is used as an approximate indication of the normal forces. The parameter
is defined as follows,
χrotor =


1 Z 2π  2
M cl · r/R · sin ψ dψ.
2π 0

(4.4)

As seen in Fig. 4.24, from the root to about r/R = 0.75, the blade produces more
lift at the advancing side. The rolling moment is compensated by the outboard
sections, where more lift is being produced at the retreating side. For a given radial
location, the trim behavior also may vary with blade loading. At inboard stations,
these variations are small and trim parameters remain relatively constant. On the
other hand, the contributions of some outboard stations to the rolling moments
seem to undergo larger changes with increases in cT /σ.
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Figure 4.24: Rolling moment contributions from each radial station for a trimmed
blade. Results obtained from RCAS for the UH-60A rotor at µ = 0.237.

During design routines, it would be desired to enforce similar trim behavior
between new airfoil candidates with a sweep of cT /σ. This is especially important for
predicting and comparing rotor stall limits, which is central to the current research
effort. As stated before, this can be accomplished by matching lift coefficient
variations between CFD and RCAS, rather than angles of attack. Consequently,
lift-dependent effects such as blade flapping and induced (wake) effects can also be
consistently considered.
A method to compare airfoils at realistic rotor conditions while also considering
trim is proposed. The idea is to make use of information obtained from RCAS
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simulations, which are post-processed and then used as inputs for CFD calculations.
First, a new CFD strategy for modeling variable incoming Mach numbers is
presented. Then, a procedure to obtain trimmed CFD solutions is outlined.
A numerical methodology to evaluate airfoil performance with realistic Mach
number and pitch rate variations is presented here. Different mesh strategies and
boundary conditions were found necessary to accommodate the time rate of change
of incoming Mach numbers. The schematic of the two dimensional mesh with the
new boundary conditions is presented in Fig. 4.25. An overset grid methodology is
adopted with a near body-fixed grid and a background grid. The background grid
is built using STAR-CCM+ trimmer mesher with appropriate refinement regions
at the airfoil vicinity and at the wake. The pitching motion is handled by rotation
of the near-body overset grid. A stagnation inlet boundary condition (B.C.) is
applied on the left boundary and the stagnation parameters are determined based
on the minimum Mach number in the cycle. Both near-body and background grid
are translated to obtain the variations of Mach number. A pressure outlet B.C. is
applied at the right boundary and symmetry planes are adopted at the top and
bottom boundaries. The near-body grid is built with the same grid resolutions as
discussed in Section 3.2.1. Best practices of overset grids are adopted according to
Ref. [240]. In particular, the grid is built so that cells at the overlapping regions
have similar sizes in order to minimize interpolation errors.
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Figure 4.25: Overset mesh and boundary conditions used for variable-Mach simulations.
A procedure for post-processing the results from RCAS and obtaining trimmed
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CFD solutions is presented next. The method is demonstrated for the SC1094-R8
and the VR-12 airfoils.
1. Extract lift coefficient and Mach number variations from RCAS for a desired
radial location at a given advance ratio.
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An example of these variations is shown in Fig. 4.26. A low cT /σ is selected,
for which no boundary-layer separation (or stall) is expected from any of
the airfoils compared. This ensures that all airfoils are able to provide the
prescribed lift coefficient variations, since they are operating within the “linear”
aerodynamic range.
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Figure 4.26: RCAS effective angle of attack and Mach number distributions for the
UH-60A rotor at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59, cT /σ = 0.08.

2. Calculate equivalent angles of attack for each airfoil that will match lift and
trim conditions from RCAS.
A trial and error procedure is typically enough and a couple of unsteady runs
for each airfoil provide sufficient information to set adequate values. Here, a
reasonable match is obtained just by varying the maximum and minimum
angles of attack in the oscillation for each airfoil. A comparison between the
resulting lift coefficients and equivalent angle of attack variations between
RCAS results for the UH-60A blade and CFD results for the SC1094-R8
and VR-12 airfoils is shown in Fig. 4.27. As seen, quite different values of
angle of attack are necessary to achieve reasonably similar lift coefficients.
The matched cl distributions do not need to be precisely the same as the
RCAS data, but a closer agreement between the airfoils compared in CFD
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is desired. For similar lift variations, the induced angles of attack as well as
blade flapping obtained from RCAS become consistent across the different
airfoils. This is approximate but useful alternative to CFD-CSD coupling.
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Figure 4.27: Comparison between CFD and RCAS results for µ = 0.237, cT /σ =
0.081, r/R = 0.59.
3. Extract induced angles of attack and effective pitch control variations from
RCAS for a sweep of cT /σ, then conduct Fourier analysis.
After obtaining the equivalent angle of attack variations, it is necessary to
find a way to maintain approximate trim while increasing thrust levels. It
is important to compare the performance of airfoils for a sweep of cT /σ in
order to evaluate their influence on the rotor stall boundaries. Repeating
the matching process for each cT /σ would not only be cumbersome, but may
not be the best alternative. First, boundary-layer separation will start at
different stages for each airfoil and, therefore, a complete match may not
be possible as airfoils begin to penetrate stall. And second, at some point
RCAS will fail to converge to a trimmed solution once large portions of the
baseline blade undergo stall. A method that is able to evaluate new airfoils
past stall is desired. For a given RCAS condition (µ, r/R, and cT /σ), the
angle of attack is decomposed into induced angles and pitch controls. These
variables can parameterized using Fourier series and then plotted for a sweep
cT /σ (Fig. 4.28). The induced angles of attack are approximated here using
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four harmonics of a Fourier series.
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Figure 4.28: Decomposing angle of attack into pitch and induced angles.
4. Interpolate pitch controls and induced angles of attack for a desired cT /σ,
then obtain “trimmed” angle of attack variations.
The curves presented in Fig. 4.28 can be fitted using polynomial functions,
then used to calculate pitch controls and induced angles of attack at any value
of cT /σ. From these values, an estimation of the trimmed angle of attack
variations is calculated from α = θ − φ.
5. Perform CFD calculations with the interpolated angles of attack and Mach
number variations for a sweep of cT /σ.
The “reconstructed” angles of attack are used to calculate the non-dimensional
pitch rates, which are then inputted into STAR-CCM+. Using this method,
extrapolations past the baseline stall boundary can be obtained; thus, potential increases in lift capability by new airfoils candidates can be evaluated.
The procedure can used for different radial locations or flight speeds.
An example of application of the method to compare different airfoils is presented.
A UH-60A flight condition is selected for which dynamic stall has been detected
during flight tests. Referring to Fig. 4.5, the high-loading condition at µ = 0.237 is
selected for analysis. Based on blade measurements, dynamic stall has been shown
to first appear at r/R ≈ 0.59; therefore, this radial location is chosen.
Examples of CFD computations for the SC1094-R8 and VR-12 airfoils are
presented. Trimmed states obtained from RCAS for a sweep of thrust levels were
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considered: cT /σ = 0.08, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14, 0.15, 0.16. First, the time-averaged cl is
plotted against the trim parameter in Fig. 4.29. As the thrust is increased, the
trim parameters for both airfoils remain relatively constant and very similar to one
another. This confirms the effectiveness of the trimming method applied.
The pitching moments and drag results with respect to lift can be plotted in a
stall inception plot similar to the one presented previously for sinusoidal oscillations.
Different than before, lift comparisons can be made directly from this plot, since
the sections are nearly trimmed for all points. Results are presented in Fig. 4.30.
The RCAS trim states are represented by the cT /σ values included on the plot.
These also give an indication of the total blade lift capability.
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Figure 4.29: Trim behavior for a sweep of cT /σ for the SC1094-R8 and VR-12
airfoils. UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59.
As seen, the VR-12 airfoil provides an increase in lift capability (prior to
pitching moment break) over the SC1094-R8 airfoil at this advance ratio and radial
location. Dynamic stall inception happens at cT /σ > 0.14 for the VR-12 airfoil and
cT /σ > 0.13 for the SC1094-R8 airfoil, as evidenced by the increase in the peak
pitching moments (Fig. 4.30a). Below stall, the peak pitching moments are also
considerably closer to zero for the VR-12 airfoil. This suggests that lower alternating
torsional loads are expected during cruise conditions, away from stall. Once stall
takes place, both airfoils show an abrupt increase in cm , which is an indication of
strong vortex formation. The increase is larger for the VR-12 airfoil, which may
affect its operating lift capability. In other words, once stall margins (due to gusts,
load factors, etc) from a given maximum allowable peak cm are established, the
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Figure 4.30: Stall inception plots computed with CFD (SARC-en ) for the SC1094-R8
and VR-12 airfoils using trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59.
maximum “safe-operation” lift may have to be decreased below the dynamic stall
onset condition. The evolution of drag is presented in Fig. 4.30b. Both airfoils have
very similar drag behavior up until dynamic stall onset on the SC1094-R8 airfoil.
Since the VR-12 airfoil postpones stall to higher cT /σ, it provides lower drag at
cT /σ = 0.14.
It should be mentioned that these are sectional results for a single radial location
of the rotor. The location of r/R = 0.59 was chosen because it was found to be
where dynamic stall first initiated as indicated by flight test. Whether stall would
be delayed in the rotor as a whole will also depend on the behavior of other radial
locations.
As a matter of comparison, the CFD results for an outboard section (r/R = 0.92)
are included in Fig. 4.31. The same trimming procedure was conducted for the
SC1095 airfoil, which is the baseline airfoil for the UH-60A at this location. Once
again, the trim states are included. As seen, the SC1095 airfoil only undergoes
dynamic stall at cT /σ > 0.14, which is coincident with the VR-12 airfoil behavior.
Based on the two computed radial locations, the use of VR-12 airfoil inboard would
allow for an expansion of the envelope of this rotor at µ = 0.237. The process can
be repeated for other advance ratios, as required. The analyses presented here
are useful to provide an indication of how new airfoils may improve rotor stall
boundaries. A discussion on how 3-D effects may play a role is left for Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.31: Stall inception plots computed with CFD (SARC-en ) for the SC1095
airfoil using trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.92.
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Chapter 5 |
Design Case Studies
From an inverse-approach perspective, airfoil design consists in coming up with
pressure distributions and associated boundary-layer behavior to meet design
requirements, typically maximizing aerodynamic performance while satisfying a
set of constraints. Over the years, a lot of understanding of cause and effect
between pressure distributions and airfoil aerodynamic performance has been
established. Guidelines are available on how to manipulate pressure gradients
to control transition and separation locations, or to promote favorable transonic
characteristics. Many studies have been conducted that examine types of pressure
recovery that can provide minimum profile drag, for example, or maximum lift
while preventing separation. All of these general features will have strong influence
over performance metrics such as cl,max and cm0 , as well as on airfoil low-drag
characteristics. However, most of the experience has been acquired for steady-flow
conditions. Such understanding is not well established for airfoils undergoing
pitching oscillations, especially during dynamic stall. Standard practices need to
be revisited since airfoils can behave dramatically differently in unsteady flow.
One of the aspects that complicate the process is the occurrence of aerodynamic
lags. These lags respond to the time-history of pitch-rate, which makes the analysis
very dependent on the motion parameters. For this reason, it is very important
to select proper ways to qualify airfoils in dynamic stall, as explored in detail in
Chapter 4. From the design perspective, lags are important because they may
ultimately influence the onset and severity of dynamic stall. At first, the effect
can be beneficial since stall is postponed and higher dynamic lift can be achieved.
However, once stall takes place, it is accompanied by large variations in the loads,
which can be very detrimental to the aircraft. In practice, these penalties in pitching
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moment and drag may translate into increased torsional loads, vibrations, and
increased rotor power, which ultimately will limit the helicopter maximum speed.
Therefore, some of the potential dynamic lift may not be useful in operation.
Aerodynamic lags allow for the occurrence of pressure distribution “states” that
otherwise would not be possible in steady-flow. Hence, airfoils that are designed for
steady conditions will be operating in post-stall “angle of attack states” for which
they have not been designed. One of the consequences is that airfoils with soft
static stall may develop abrupt dynamic stall with the formation of strong vortices
under unsteady conditions. This was the case for the VR-12 airfoil, as presented
in Fig. 4.10. Another possible outcome is leading-edge (LE) stall: pressure peaks
that would not be reached in steady flow may become critical before a lagging
trailing-edge (TE) separation can influence the flowfield through viscous-inviscid
interactions. These characteristics are further explored here.
Design studies are performed to better understand the relation between airfoil
shape and dynamic stall behavior. Shape modifications are conducted in a systematic manner, so that cause and effect can be explored in detail. First, the role of
TE separation is studied by modifying pressure recovery characteristics of an airfoil.
Second, transonic airfoil design concepts are explored to investigate their influence
on dynamic stall.

5.1 Role of Trailing-Edge Separation
In Section 4.1.2, it was determined that the VR-7 airfoil has a desired dynamic stall
inception behavior. Formation of strong dynamic stall vortices was shown to be
delayed to higher pitch rates when compared to the VR-12 airfoil (Fig. 4.15). The
primary reason has been attributed to its gradual TE separation. It is important to
further verify such dependency, as well as investigate the sensitivity to modifications
in pressure distribution.
The two airfoils had very distinct static lift characteristics: at M=0.3, the VR-7
airfoil showed much lower cl,max than the VR-12. Despite these differences, it was
found that the VR-7 was able to reduce or even reverse the trend dynamically
depending on the conditions considered. Since it undergoes a later dynamic stall
inception, it is able to take an increased advantage from its dynamic lift. Also, a
more gradual increase in the cm and cd penalties may be beneficial from a structural
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perspective, and also may allow for tighter stall margins in operation. Further
studies are required to better understand these trends and possible trade-offs with
respect to lift capability.
A broad review of several rotorcraft airfoils has been conducted with respect to
their dynamic stall performance. Two recently designed airfoils were selected to
demonstrate the role of TE separation characteristics into the phenomena. The
first one is the S406 airfoil, previously introduced in Section 3.1 and designated
here as Af1. It was designed for small helicopters as part of a recent design effort
led by the U.S. Army [113, 114]. The design requirements were somewhat relaxed
in comparison with typical full-scale helicopters; in particular, the static nose-down
pitching moment coefficients were allowed to be considerably larger, allowing some
degree of aft loading.
The other airfoil considered is the S415 airfoil, which has also been designed as
part of the same research effort [113, 117]. This airfoil is designated here as Af2. It
was designed to be the hover variant of a morphing slowed-rotor helicopter concept.
While the two airfoils were not designed with the same requirements in mind,
they share a few characteristics that are important for the current analysis: they
have similar static cl,max and were designed to achieve docile stall. The behavior
can be seen in Fig. 5.1, where static lift and pitching moment coefficient results
are presented at M = 0.3. It can be noted that both airfoils have much larger
nose-down pitching moments than generally accepted (|cm | < 0.01 - recall Fig. 4.2).
The difference between the airfoils reflects the amount of aft loading applied.
Ramp results for these two airfoils are presented in Fig. 5.2 at M = 0.3 and
α+ = 0.0055. These initial simulations were conducted assuming fully turbulent
assumptions, but effects of transition are discussed later. An interesting aspect is
that despite having similar values of cl,max and demonstrating soft stall under steadystate conditions, their dynamic behavior under pitching motion is dramatically
different. Af2 shows large values of nose-down pitching moment and drag. Once
again, this is due to the formation of a strong dynamic stall vortex. Af1 demonstrates
minimum penalties in pitching moment and drag. This behavior seems to be similar
to the one shown previously for the VR-7 airfoil at α+ = 0.004 (Fig. 4.8).
The static and dynamic reverse-flow characteristics of these airfoils are presented
in Fig. 5.3. The static separation curves clearly indicates that both airfoils undergo
only TE separation up until stall. This was a response to the design requirement
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Figure 5.1: CFD computations using the SA-R model for the Af1 and Af2 airfoils
under static conditions at M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
for docile static stall. Under dynamic stall, however, the airfoils develop quite
opposite trends. The x-axis difference between static and dynamic curves indicate
the lags in the development of reverse-flow. Af1 maintains a gradual TE reverse-flow
progression, essentially a lagged version of its static characteristic. Af2, on the
other hand, develops a mixed-stall with leading-edge separation resulting in the
formation of a strong vortex. Simply ensuring a gradual static TE separation
behavior does not guarantee a particular dynamic stall behavior. The conditions
near the leading edge become important as pressure gradients build up to levels
that are not reachable during static stall. For this airfoil under these conditions,
the boundary-layer is not able to support these gradients and separates, forming a
vortex.
The evolution of pressure coefficients near the leading-edge (at x/c = 0.01) of
the Af2 airfoil are presented with respect to angle of attack in Fig. 5.4 for static and
dynamic conditions. The shift in the curves indicate the lags in the development of
leading-edge pressures. As seen, the dynamic cp values lag the ones achieved under
steady conditions and continue to increase beyond the values achieved statically.
At least in part, this is a result of a delayed evolution of TE separation and stall,
which would influence leading-edge pressures by mechanisms of viscous-inviscid
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Figure 5.2: CFD computations using the SA-R model for the Af1 and Af2 airfoils
undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, α+ = 0.0055, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
interactions.
The delay can be better visualized in Fig. 5.4b, where the cp values are plotted
with respect to the reverse-flow points originating from the trailing edge. The
dynamic case is plotted until the LE and TE reverse-flow fronts meet causing a
complete breakdown of the flow in the upper surface. For a given reverse-flow
point, higher cp values are experienced dynamically than statically. This is because
reverse-flow responds to changes in pressure gradients, therefore, total lags (pressure
+ boundary layer) are higher than the ones experienced by pressures. In reality,
the difference in lags are even higher because in unsteady flow, separation fronts
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Figure 5.3: Reverse-flow characteristics for the Af1 and Af2 airfoils under static
and pitch-up ramp motion at α+ = 0.0055. Flow conditions are M = 0.3 and
Re = 1.5 × 106 .
are expected to follow but do not occur at the same time as reverse-flow fronts
(recall Fig. 2.39). As a consequence, pressures continue to increase beyond static
conditions and at some point may cause premature separation. This is the case for
Af2 presented here, which is similar to what is experienced by the VR-7 airfoil at
similar conditions (recall Fig. 4.13). The sudden increase towards the top of the
dynamic cp results is indicative of the vortex convection through this point. Thus,
the vortex is formed upstream of this location.
It has been determined that gradual TE separation behavior is not a sufficient
requirement to achieve soft dynamic stall. The leading-edge region needs to be
properly designed to avoid premature separation when under dynamic pitching
conditions. While the leading-edge flow is a key factor for the behavior of Af2, it
seems that the amount of TE separation plays an important role in the dynamic
stall of Af1. In order to understand how it can impact dynamic stall vortex
formation, as well as airfoils overall aerodynamic behavior, a design exercise was
performed. Af1 was selected as the baseline geometry for this study. It was modified
to accommodate different progressions of TE separation, giving rise to Af1a, and
Af1b airfoils. The modifications were mainly to the upper surface pressure recovery,
but changes to the lower surface were also necessary to maintain airfoil thickness.
Design pressure distributions for these modifications and the locus of TE separation
are compared to the baseline airfoil in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Pressure coefficient evolution for the Af2 airfoil at x/c = 0.01 under
static and pitch-up ramp motion at α+ = 0.0055. Flow conditions are M = 0.3 and
Re = 1.5 × 106 .
Af1a was designed to provide a steeper TE separation development than the
baseline Af1. Separation is contained until higher lift coefficients, then moves
abruptly. This was accomplished by use of a concave pressure recovery in combination with a stronger adverse pressure gradient aft of about 90-percent chord
(a so-called separation ramp). Af1b is designed to have the opposite behavior; it
presents an early and even more gradual movement of the TE separation. This is
accomplished by the use of a convex pressure recovery and by practically eliminating the steep separation ramp near the trailing edge (Fig. 5.5a). Geometrically,
the effect of these modifications is a variation in the degree and the position of
maximum camber; Af1a has a maximum camber of ymax /c ≈ 0.02 at x/c ≈ 0.24,
whereas Af1b has a maximum camber of ymax /c ≈ 0.034 at x/c ≈ 0.37.
Static lift and pitching moment results for these airfoils computed using CFD
are shown in Fig. 5.6. Af1a shows a slightly higher static cl,max (3.5%) compared
to Af1, which is a consequence of the late movement of separation. The airfoil also
promotes the lowest cm0 as a result of its decreased aft-loading at low angles of
attack. Af1b provides an earlier occurrence of separation (Fig. 5.5b), which results
in a small penalty in static cl,max (−1%) compared to Af1. Despite differences in
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Figure 5.5: Aerodynamic characteristics of two designed modifications of Af1.
Steady conditions are M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 × 106 .
the TE separation behavior, all three airfoils still provide docile static stall with no
indication of leading-edge separation.
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Figure 5.6: CFD computations using the SA-R model for design modifications of
Af1 under static conditions at M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
Based on traditional static airfoil requirements, Af1a would be considered the
best option among the three airfoils; however, the trends are reversed under dynamic
pitching, as seen in Fig. 5.7. The results are for pitch-up ramp motions at M = 0.3
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and α+ = 0.0055. Despite the best static behavior, Af1a undergoes large penalties
in dynamic pitching moment and drag, which is an indication of strong dynamic
stall inception. Once again, the dynamic reverse-flow evolution (Fig. 6.5d) suggests
that the airfoil with a steeper separation progression is more likely to undergo
a harder dynamic stall. These trends are similar to the ones seen on the VR-12
airfoil, which gives confidence in the hypothesis previously drawn. Also, the results
highlight the importance of considering unsteady aerodynamics during the design
process.
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Figure 5.7: CFD computations using the SA-R model for design modifications of Af1
undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 , and α+ = 0.0055.
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Results for the Af1b airfoil present the effect of continuing to push for a softer
stall progression. Statically, a larger nose-down pitching moment is obtained, which
is expected given its increased aft-camber. Dynamically, the first pitching moment
peak is decreased but an increase in the secondary peak is obtained. The first
peak is associated with lift stall, so it is expected to be more relevant during stall
inception. However, higher-harmonic increases in angle of attack similar to the
ones shown at around ψ ≈ 300° for the UH-60A (recall Fig. 4.6), for example, may
drive the airfoil into deeper dynamic stall. In those situations, secondary vortices
may become important.
It is desired to understand how these design modifications alter dynamic stall
behavior across different pitch rates. A diagram of pitching moment penalties for
several pitch rates is presented in Fig. 5.8. The results show the worst cm penalty
among the first two peaks (primary and secondary vortices). Af2 is also included for
reference. As seen, Af2 undergoes large pitching moments as early as α+ = 0.003,
as a consequence of premature leading-edge dynamic stall. For the other airfoils,
dynamic stall inception is first dictated by TE separation characteristics. The effect
of a more abrupt progression of TE separation is to shift the curves to the left,
indicating that lower pitch rates are enough to create strong vortices and dynamic
stall. Af1a airfoil, specifically designed with this characteristic, undergoes a mild
increase in peak cm at α+ = 0.004 and by α+ = 0.0055, a fully developed vortex
is present. The effect of a slower TE separation is to postpone the occurrence of
strong dynamic stall, but only up to some point. The pitching moment penalties
for Af1b increase more gradually than Af1, but the drop starts at a slightly earlier
pitch rate, when considering the effect of secondary vortices. Therefore, there
seems to be an optimum separation behavior; however, the determination of such
optimum will depend on structural design requirements. As previously discussed, a
slow increase in pitching moment may be beneficial from a stall margin perspective.
Another trade-off that needs to be considered is between pitching moment
inception and lift capability. The evaluation of such trade-off cannot be easily
defined and it is very condition dependent (Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4). A preliminary
assessment can be obtained by use of the sinusoidal benchmark plots. Only limited
information can be extracted from these plots, since a constant angle of attack
amplitude and Mach number is assumed. Nevertheless, they provide some indication
of the useful lift as airfoils approach their stall boundaries.
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Figure 5.8: Pitching moment peak evolutions for Af1 design modifications undergoing ramp motions with increasing pitch rates at M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
Results for design modifications are presented in Fig. 5.9 considering M = 0.3,
+
α = αm ± 10°, and k = 0.05 (αmax
≈ 0.0087). The pitching moment and drag
penalties are presented with respect to the average lift. “Trim levels” are represented
by different values of the trim parameter (χ), previosly introduced in Section 4.1.3.
As discussed, a sweep in the mean angle of attack of the oscillation will result in a
change of the trim parameter for all airfoils. Such behavior is also experienced in a
rotor; once a blade starts to undergo separation at a particular radial location, lift no
longer increases equally between the retreating and advancing sides, therefore, the
contribution of that particular section to the overall trim changes (recall Fig. 4.24).
Using this parameter is important to ensure that airfoils that experience distinct
hysteresis effects (or have different amounts of camber, for example) are compared
at similar lift amplitude conditions.
These combined plots permit the evaluation of the maximum useful lift capability
for a given lift amplitude while considering two limiting conditions: high pitching
moments, which are associated with torsional loads and vibration; and high drag,
which is associated with increased power. To understand the trends, an ultimate
cm load of M 2 cm ≥ −0.02 is assumed for a range of trim parameters.
For χ ≈ −0.09 (∆cl,avg ≈ 1.0), Af1, Af1a, and Af1b airfoils provide almost the
same lift capability. At this condition, however, the three airfoils are still quite far
from pitching moment break (Fig. 5.9b). Af2 produces slightly less average lift and
it is essentially at the dynamic stall onset condition; shortly after χ = −0.09, it
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undergoes strong dynamic stall and exceeds the ultimate cm load considered. For
χ ≈ −0.08 (∆cl,avg ≈ 0.9) and beyond, Af1b provides the largest lift for a given lift
amplitude. At around χ ≈ −0.07, Af1a starts to decrease the lift gap with respect
to Af1 and Af1b (Fig. 5.9a), but the pitching moment limit is reached before this
effect can be realized.
The drag behavior follows similar trends as the evolution of pitching moment
penalties (Fig. 5.9c). For the range of conditions considered (χ ≥ −0.09), Af1b
airfoil provides the best L/D as it penetrates into stall.
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Figure 5.9: Sinusoidal stall inception plots for Af1 design modifications compared
to baseline airfoils. Flow conditions are M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 and motion
+
parameters are α = αm ± 10°, k = 0.05 (αmax
≈ 0.0087). Symbols denote trim
states.
Based on these results, some general trends can be established. Airfoils with
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gradual TE separation require more penetration into stall to suffer pitching moment
and drag penalties. In fact, for the simulated sweep of αmax presented, Af1 and
Af1b do not reach the specified cm limit. Consequently, these airfoils are able to
continue to provide increases in average lift as long as trim can still be achieved.
The design study and comparisons conducted here have provided understanding
of important physics that control dynamic stall performance of airfoils. From the
design perspective, two competing dynamic stall mechanisms need to be managed:
LE and TE separation. Airfoils have been shown to undergo higher suction
pressures and associated pressure gradients near stall, primarily as a consequence
of the combined effect of pressure lags and boundary-layer (and reverse-flow)
response. Designing airfoils to avoid unsteady LE separation, therefore, suggests
more stringent requirements than in steady-flow.
Once LE separation is avoided, TE separation dynamics have been shown to be
a key aspect in determining the onset and gravity of dynamic stall inception. Ways
to modify airfoil shape (or pressure distributions) to achieve desired behavior have
been demonstrated. Once again, design requirements are more stringent than in
steady conditions. Trade-offs between stall inception behavior, lift capability, and
trim potential are important aspects that need to be considered during the design
process.

5.2 Compressible Dynamic Stall
Many of the airfoils shown so far have demonstrated dynamic stall that is triggered
by LE separation. Some airfoils are more prone to this behavior than others (Af2,
for example), but eventually, with increases in pitch rate or Mach number, this stall
mechanism will become dominant. From the design point of view, the challenge is
to try to avoid or postpone the behavior and its associated penalties in pitching
moment and drag as much as possible within the operational envelope.
In general, airfoils are more likely to undergo LE separation when supersonic
pockets start to form. Several stall mechanisms associated with compressibility
effects have been presented in Section 2.2.2. Possible mechanisms include bursting of
the laminar separation bubbles, complex shock-bubble interactions, or shock-induced
stall. Experimental investigations on the NACA 0012 airfoil have indicated that
dynamic stall may be influenced by compressibility effects as early as M = 0.2 [162].
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In all of these cases, high pressure gradients near the leading edge will exhaust the
boundary layer and flow separation will take place. These high velocities are a result
of either high pitch rates and/or freestream Mach numbers. Mach number contours
near the leading edge for the VR-12 airfoil that represent these two situations
are presented in Fig. 5.10. As seen, shock waves may form in different chordwise
locations depending on the combination of these parameters.

(a) M = 0.3 and α+ = 0.0111.

(b) M = 0.4 and α+ = 0.0055.

Figure 5.10: Mach number contours for the VR-12-tab airfoil at two conditions.
This calls for advanced leading-edge designs that can prevent shock stall during
pitch oscillations by avoiding or weakening the formation of shocks waves. A possible
design philosophy is to reduce leading-edge velocities to prevent large supersonic
regions. This is the often the intention of airfoil design modifications such as the
addition of nose droop (camber), for example, as it was done for the SC1094-R8
airfoil. As previously noted, the requirements to prevent LE dynamic stall are
expected to be more stringent than for steady flow, since aerodynamic lags enable
the achievement of higher suction cp peaks during pitching (Fig. 5.4). Thus, it is
important to consider unsteady aerodynamics during the design efforts. In practical
terms, the use of nose camber to delay the occurrence of shocks is important but
limited by trade-offs with other rotor requirements, such as high-speed drag rise,
for example. For this reason, the intention here is to investigate shape features
that could possibly improve airfoil behavior by dealing with supercritical flow,
rather than preventing it. In this regard, supercritical airfoil technology needs to
be considered.
An overview of transonic airfoil design was given in Section 2.1.3. Since the
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introduction of supercritical airfoils in the late 1960s, these concepts continue to be
used by the fixed-wing industry, although considerable evolution and refinements
have been made over the years. One of the key features for the success of supercritical
airfoils is the use of aft-loading, in particular the use of camber near the trailing
edge. Since much of the lift is carried in the rear subsonic portion of the airfoil,
the upper surface can be tailored more freely in order to minimize shock strength
and increase drag rise.
Such degrees of aft-loading and their associated pitching moments are prohibitive
for rotorcraft applications. Before Whitcomb airfoils, some other design concepts
that take advantage of supercritical flow were being explored. A review of these
early works was also provided in Section 2.1.3. One of these concepts was the
“peaky” airfoil, first studied experimentally by Pearcey from NPL [42]. These airfoils
were able to optimize the amount of isentropic recompression before a shock wave,
improving the drag-divergence Mach number.
One distinctive characteristic of peaky airfoils can be visualized using a special
plot of the pressure distributions, as shown in Fig. 5.11. The pressure distributions
are plotted with respect to a coordinate that is perpendicular to the wind direction,
thus in the lift direction. Typically, the potential-flow pressure distributions are
considered. As a result, the pressure drag can be obtained from direct integration
of the area between the curves. Typically, there are two main loops, a thrust (or
suction) loop and a drag loop, which correspond to different portions of the airfoil,
as shown on the left. Pearcey analyzed different classes of airfoils and how they
behaved in transonic flow and during drag rise. He recognized that peaky airfoils
are generally characterized by a somewhat concave curve between the airfoil crest
and the minimum pressure point (PP) [33, 42]. This quality was found to favor a
wave-reflection system that enables an isentropic recompression before the shock,
making it weaker [42, 56].
Another design feature that was explored at the time was that of curvature
bumps (recall Fig. 2.18). While designing airfoils for Bell helicopters, Nieuwland
from NLR and Wortmann from the University of Stuttgart independently found
a correlation between these bumps and improved transonic behavior [52]. In
particular, Wortmann found that by varying the bump position, an increase in
cl,max could be obtained at a desired Mach number. More recently, bumps in
geometry have also been investigated as a means of improving off-design transonic
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Figure 5.11: Example of pressure distributions projected in the lift direction. PP =
minimum pressure peak; S = stagnation point; A = upper surface limit of the thrust
producing section of the airfoil; B = lower surface limit of the thrust producing
section of the airfoil.

performance of airfoils - for example Refs. [241, 242].
Traditionally, transonic airfoil design technology has been applied to rotorcraft,
but only with consideration of steady state aerodynamics. The intention here
is to revisit some of these design concepts with an emphasis in dynamic stall
performance.

5.2.1 Leading-Edge Shape Design Study
A design exercise was performed to explore leading-edge shape features that can
improve dynamic stall performance. The VR-12 airfoil with no tab was selected as
the baseline shape for the study. In particular, design iterations were performed to
investigate transonic design concepts. Initially, the effectiveness of these modifications is explored in steady flow; then, pitching cases are performed to evaluate
dynamic stall behavior.
A curvature bump is prescribed to the upper surface of the VR-12 airfoil with
the goal of improving its transonic behavior near M = 0.4. While the Eppler design
code is very convenient to design airfoils by manipulating its pressure distributions,
there is not a simple way to prescribe curvature distributions directly. An optimizer
based on the covariance matrix adaption evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) [243]
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was used to aid with the geometry modifications. Moreover, curvature calculations
are very sensitive to the numerical method employed; therefore, a fourth-order
numerical scheme based on the Fornberg’s algorithm is adopted [244]. A comparison
between the modified airfoil, designated VR-12-bump, and the baseline VR-12 is
presented in Fig. 5.12. The optimizer was only allowed to make modifications in
the surroundings of the curvature peak.
As seen, a distinctive curvature bump is
q
placed at approximately x/c ≈ 0.09 ( x/c ≈ 0.3), which results in a small change
in the airfoil geometry (Fig. 5.12b). The bump resembles the one found on the
NLR-7223 airfoil (Fig. 2.18), but the position was tuned specifically to improve
transonic behavior near M = 0.4.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between the VR-12 airfoil and a modification to include a
curvature bump on the upper surface near the leading edge.
The effect of the bump on static cl,max across a range of Mach numbers is
presented in Fig. 5.13. All simulations presented here are performed with STARCCM+ and the transitional SARC-en model. Increases in static cl,max are found in
the order of 2.5% and 1.5% at M=0.425 and M=0.44, respectively, with smaller
changes at the other Mach numbers. According to Sloof et al. [52], there is an
optimum position for the shock wave with respect to the bump for which the
maximum benefits will be realized. This optimum only happens at the right
combination of Mach number and angle of attack, but can be potentially be set to
occur near maximum lift.
In order to better understand the physics, the local Mach number distributions
for the VR-12-bump airfoil at three freestream Mach numbers are presented in
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Figure 5.13: The effect of a curvature bump on the static cl,max for a range of Mach
numbers with Re/M = 5 · 106 .
Fig. 5.14. These distributions are taken at the stall angles of attack (cl,max ). The
closest to optimum condition is observed at M = 0.425, for which the shock is
positioned approximately at the bump. This provides the right amount of isentropic
recompression ahead of the shock, which allows for a weaker resulting shock. Away
from the optimum Mach number, the benefit tends to decrease. At M = 0.45, a
small effect in cl,max is seen since the shock is only partially immersed at the bump,
while at M = 0.4, the shock is far forward, so no effect is seen. The behavior
described here is in close agreement with observations by Sloof et al [52], as shown
in Fig. 2.19.
The lift coefficients and local Mach number distributions as the airfoils approach
cl,max at M=0.425 are shown in Fig. 5.15. For α ≤ 10°, no differences in lift
are seen. As soon as the shock wave reaches the bump location (α ≥ 10.5°), an
optimum isentropic recompression weakens the shock, increasing lift and delaying
flow separation. As a consequence, stall is delayed and a higher cl,max is achieved.
The improved transonic behavior due to the curvature bump can also be understood from a “peaky-quality” standpoint. The potential-flow pressure distributions
for the two airfoils are presented in a peaky plot in Fig. 5.16a 1 . As seen, the bump
seems to improve the peaky quality; the curve becomes more concave, which is a
1
It should be mentioned that the two peaks on the upper surface near the leading edge
(y 0 /c ≈ 0) are not believed to be due low coordinates resolution. The coordinates for the VR-12
airfoil are taken from its patent, which prescribes a parabola at the leading edge region.
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Figure 5.14: Static local Mach number distributions near the leading edge of the
VR-12-bump airfoil at cl,max for several freestream Mach numbers.
feature that has been associated with improved transonic behavior. It is interesting
to note that the baseline VR-12 airfoil already seems to demonstrate a slightly
concave behavior, particularly close to the suction peak. This is not surprising,
given that the original VR-12 airfoil design was heavily influenced by the works of
Pearcey.
Given that these studies considered steady-state conditions, it is important to
understand how airfoils with these characteristics behave during dynamic stall and
whether benefits are still observed. With that in mind, the leading edge of the
baseline VR-12 airfoil was modified to obtain a non-peaky variant. The new airfoil
peaky pressure distributions are compared to the baseline shape in Fig. 5.16b. The
airfoil provides a non-peaky, convex pressure distribution. The double peaks near
the leading edge were also removed.
The static cl,max variations with Mach number for the three airfoils are presented
in Fig. 5.17. As seen, the non-peaky leading-edge deteriorates the lift capability at
Mach numbers above M = 0.4, but seems to improve cl,max at lower Mach numbers,
where compressibility effects are less important. It seems that the effect is the
exact opposite of adding a bump, which is reasonable given that a bump was shown
to effectively provide a more favorable peaky characteristic. At M = 0.425, the
difference in cl,max between the airfoil with a curvature bump and the non-peaky
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Figure 5.15: Effect of bump on static performance for increasing angles of attack
until cl,max . Freestream conditions are M = 0.425 and Re/M = 5 · 106 .
airfoil is over 4%. The trend reverses at M = 0.35, for which a difference of about
2.5% is seen on cl,max . This is an interesting trade-off; as it will become clear,
there is a benefit in designing airfoils that do not undergo large variations in static
cl,max as the Mach number increases, specifically in the range 0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.4. A
discussion on this topic is left for later.
The next step is to analyze these airfoils under dynamic stall. Since the curvature
bump was found to provide the maximum lift increase at M=0.425, this nominal
freestream Mach number is considered in the calculations. The main interest is to
investigate whether any of these shape features are able to postpone the occurrence
of shock-induced stall or provide an alleviation of its penalties.
Constant pitch-rate ramp results for the airfoils are shown in Fig. 5.18 for
+
α = 0.0033. Different axes limits are used here to highlight the differences between
the airfoils. As seen, similar trends in dynamic cl,max are seen in comparison to the
static results: the airfoil with a bump provides the highest lift while the non-peaky
variant provides the lowest. Nevertheless, no qualitative differences are seen during
dynamic stall. All three variants demonstrate large penalties in pitching moment
and drag, which are indicative of strong vortices being formed.
Some differences in magnitude are seen, with the VR-12-bump undergoing the
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Figure 5.16: Potential-flow pressure distributions projected in the lift direction
(peaky plot) for the different variants of the VR-12 airfoil.
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Figure 5.17: The static cl,max for the different variants of the VR-12 airfoil at a
range of Mach numbers with Re/M = 5 · 106 .
largest penalties. In order to investigate this further, the reverse-flow and local
Mach number evolutions for the airfoils are presented in Fig. 5.19. As seen, reverse
flow for the airfoils with leading-edge features (peaky leading edge and curvature
bump) are slightly delayed until higher angles of attack during pitch up. This
is a consequence of weaker shocks for these two airfoils. Despite the extra lags
in the development of reverse-flow, no fundamental advantage is seen once the
airfoils suffer dynamic stall. All three airfoils undergo flow breakdown at the same
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Figure 5.18: Aerodynamic loads computed with CFD using the SARC-en model for
design modifications of the VR-12 airfoil undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at
M = 0.425, Re/M = 5 · 106 , and α+ = 0.0033.
angle of attack (α > 13°) and with the same stall mechanisms: mixed-stall with
a shock-induced separation being the dominant cause of vortex formation. The
increased boundary-layer lags, however, result in larger suction pressures in the
leading edge (Fig. 5.19b) and also higher vorticity. Once dynamic stall takes place,
the higher vorticity coalesces into stronger shedding vortices. Therefore, it seems
that these leading edge features provide increases in lift, but are accompanied by
larger penalties in pitching moment and drag during dynamic stall.
The behavior is investigated for a sweep of pitch rates and the results are
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Figure 5.19: Evolution of local Mach numbers and reverse-flow points for design
modifications of the VR-12 airfoil undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.425,
Re/M = 5 · 106 , and α+ = 0.0033.
presented in Fig. 5.20. Only the first vortex passage is considered in these plots
since at this Mach number, the angles of attack are not expected to reach very high
values (recall Fig. 4.6). Since the freestream Mach number is higher (M = 0.425),
what seemed to be small differences in cm , in reality, translate into larger differences
in the magnitude of the loads (due to the M 2 term). Interestingly, strong dynamic
stall is seen at pitch rates as low as α+ = 0.002. This in contrast to the general
behavior at lower Mach numbers, for which a variety of airfoils demonstrated lighter
stall at these low pitch rates. At higher Mach numbers, the boundary layer has
much less margin to separation, as the flow in the leading-edge is processed through
shock waves and high pressure gradients. As a consequence, even small pitch rates
will cause enough aerodynamic lags that can bring leading-edge cp closer to stall.
At α+ = 0.002, the differences in pitching moments are the highest between the
airfoils. In fact, this seems to be a consequence of slightly different stall mechanisms.
The leading-edge suction peaks and the reverse-flow evolutions are plotted with
respect to angle of attack in Fig. 5.21. The reverse-flow plots indicate that the
baseline VR-12 and its non-peaky version undergo abrupt trailing edge separation,
rather than LE stall. Small movements in the reattachment point of the bubbles are
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Figure 5.20: Pitching moment peak evolutions for the VR-12 airfoil design modifications undergoing ramp motions with increasing pitch rates at M = 0.425 and
Re/M = 5 · 106 .
seen, but they do not seem to breakdown before the reverse-flow front originating
from the trailing edge moves forward rapidly. The VR-12 with a bump, however,
behaves much like at the higher pitch rates: a mixed-stall with shock-induced
separation is the dominant stall mechanism. The critical Mach numbers are reached
first for this airfoil, which result in earlier LE separation. Once again, this is a
consequence of increased aerodynamic lags as a result of the bump (Fig. 5.21b).
Some conclusions can be taken from the design studies performed. The effects
of peaky leading edge and curvature bumps were investigated. Statically, some
increases in cl,max can be obtained at Mach numbers of interest. The effect of the
peaky leading edge is felt at a broader range of Mach numbers (M > 0.4), whereas
the curvature bump provides a more limited increase.
The behavior of the airfoils was also investigated under dynamic stall at M =
0.425. Leading-edge features seem to amplify the occurrence of aerodynamic lags, in
particular the airfoil with a bump. As a consequence, TE separation for this airfoil
takes longer to evolve and higher leading-edge pressures are realized, resulting in
instantaneous increases in dynamic lift. Once dynamic stall takes place, however,
larger penalties in pitching moment and drag are experienced. In fact, shockinduced stall seems to become dominant at a lower pitch rate (α+ = 0.002) than
for the other two airfoils. Therefore, the apparent advantage of such airfoils in
providing increased static lift might not be realized in situations for which dynamic
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of local Mach numbers and reverse-flow points for design
modifications of the VR-12 airfoil undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.425,
Re/M = 5 · 106 , and α+ = 0.002.
stall takes place.
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Chapter 6 |
Airfoil Design Trade-Offs and
Three-Dimensional Effects
Design studies conducted in Chapter 5 investigated how shape modifications influence the dynamic stall behavior of airfoils. It was determined that airfoils could be
designed with certain characteristics to provide superior dynamic stall performance.
In order to postpone the onset of dynamic stall, the design needs to handle competing TE and LE separation mechanisms, which can be influenced by compressibility
and BL transitional effects.
One aspect that remains to be addressed is the consideration of the other rotor
airfoil requirements. While a good dynamic stall performance is key to provide an
increase in the rotor stall boundaries during high-loading conditions (high gross
weight, high altitude, high temperature, maneuvers, etc), the helicopter is also
expected to operate in a variety of flight conditions, including hover, cruise, and
high-speed, low-loading flight. These conditions may play a significant role during
the design process, as conflicting requirements might restrain potential performance
gains. Therefore, it is important to understand what compromises need to be made
while trying to improve the aircraft lifting capability.
The study conducted with the Af1 airfoil has indicated that there exists an
optimum evolution of TE separation that delays dynamic stall inception. Ways
to tailor the airfoil upper surface pressure distributions to achieve these goals
were explored. The intention was to perform systematic modifications to the
airfoils, while also limiting the number of design iterations, in order to isolate the
important physics. In this regard, the influence of these modifications on other
rotor design requirements were not thoroughly explored. Nevertheless, some trends
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were identified based on the obtained results.
First, an apparent correlation between the modifications performed and cl,max
was observed, as previously shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Keeping everything else the
same, an earlier and more gradual separation will generally incur penalties in lift
due to the mechanisms of viscous-inviscid interactions. The differences between the
variants of the Af1 airfoil were small, and could probably be tolerated if in favor
of an improved dynamic stall inception. This has been found to be true because
potential gains in average lift can be obtained by postponing the onset of pitching
moment break (recall Fig. 5.9). However, other rotorcraft airfoils that demonstrate
good dynamic stall behavior, such as the VR-7 airfoil, have shown considerably
lower cl,max . This apparent trade-off needs to be further investigated.
Next, increases in camber and, consequently, airfoil static zero-lift pitching
moments (cm0 ) were observed for airfoils that stall gradually. In fact, different
trends between airfoil static and dynamic stall behavior were seen: airfoils with a
higher cm0 provided the lowest dynamic pitching moments and vice-versa. Therefore,
cm0 was shown not to be an appropriate metric for dynamic stall. Away from
stall, however, the value of cm0 is still important; any non-zero value would result
in alternating loads as the dynamic pressure is continuously varying around the
rotor disk. Hence, in practical designs, the effect of camber on cm0 needs to be
compensated.
Moreover, it is expected that these modifications on the upper surface may
impact the drag-divergence Mach number. The extended “flat regions” that are
typically favored for achieving good transonic performance may result in undesirable
separation propagation. Thus, it is important to determine to what extent this
trade-off will limit the modifications that are necessary to improve dynamic stall.
Lessons learned from these previous studies are used as a guide during another
design exercise. The idea is to obtain an airfoil that has improved dynamic stall
inception, without sacrificing other essential rotor airfoil requirements. Ultimately,
the goal is to demonstrate that the concepts developed here are practical and can
potentially be used to extend the stall boundaries of a helicopter. In particular,
an airfoil to be used at the inboard mid-span sections of a blade (r/R ≤ 0.80)
is explored. In the process, a better understanding of the design trade-offs for
improving dynamic stall performance is sought.
Also, a numerical investigation of the three-dimensional effects on dynamic
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stall is presented. The study intends to explore how dynamic stall develops on a
finite wing, and whether the benefits that have been observed with two-dimensional
airfoils are realized in three dimensions. Finally, performance gains from the new
airfoil are evaluated by using flow conditions and blade motions from trimmed
RCAS solutions for the UH-60A rotor.

6.1 Updated Design Requirements
Design requirements for a given vehicle are heavily influenced by its mission. But
general requirements that serve as a reference for the design of rotorcraft airfoils
have been established by many authors [37, 49, 78, 85, 91, 112]. An example of the
principal steady-state requirements was presented in Fig. 4.2. These requirements
are reviewed to include aspects that address dynamic stall performance:
• Static |cm | ≤ 0.01 at the full range of Mach numbers (0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.7)
This requirement is the same as presented in Fig. 4.2. While static cm may not
be a good indicator for penalties during dynamic stall, it provides a measure
of the alternating loads that may be experienced by the rotor away from stall.
These variations are due to changes in angles of attack and dynamic pressures
that are typical in forward flight. Hence, a small cm value is typically desired
to prevent fatigue problems on the blade and control systems.
As previously discussed in Chapter 2, some helicopters have used the concept
of tailoring the pitching moment distribution with multiple airfoils along
the blade radius. This concept allows some sections to have high negative
pitching moments, while the integrated moment is balanced by use of reflexed
airfoils with positive pitching moments in other sections. This methodology
can fundamentally change the design trade-offs exercised in this work. An
evaluation of these changes is left for future work.
• Low drag in hover at cl ≈ 0.6 at M = 0.4 − 0.6
In hover, a low blade drag is required to minimize power. Therefore, the blade
section should be operating with high L/D to minimize profile drag. It is
difficult to precise the operating lift coefficients and Mach numbers since they
may vary with radial location and also depend on parameters such as rotor
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twist, takeoff weight, operating altitude, etc. At the outboard sections, high
Mach numbers are present, therefore, designs should prevent strong shock
waves that could generate high drag. In most of the literature, cl ≈ 0.6 at
M = 0.6 is suggested as a representative condition for the working sections in
hover. However, if multiple airfoils are intended, the target Mach number and
cl should be updated based on how far on the span a given airfoil is intended
for.
• High drag divergence Mach number at low lift coefficients
This requirement is associated with the advancing side of the disk in forward
flight, where high Mach numbers and shock waves come into play. Usually
the outboard sections of the blade will be operating at low or even negative
lift coefficients. A high drag divergence Mach number is required to enable
high speed forward flight.
Another important aspect is the growth of pitching moments with Mach
number. As the flow becomes transonic, the aerodynamic center begins to
quickly shift rearward. Because of the high dynamic pressures, the values on
the advancing side can become really high, even comparable to magnitudes
obtained during dynamic stall. This condition is referred to as Mach tuck,
a term that is borrowed from fixed-wing to denote the sudden increase in
pitching moment. This condition can potentially limit the speed of the
helicopter. A typical design requirement is to ensure that Mach tuck is
delayed until after drag rise.
• Postpone dynamic stall inception for increasing pitch rates and Mach numbers
This requirement is associated with good dynamic stall characteristics for
the rotor blade and its lifting capability. At high blade loadings, the forward
speed of a helicopter will be limited by the occurrence of dynamic stall on the
retreating side of the disk. The onset of stall is associated with penalties in
pitching moment and drag that can result in high torsional loads, vibrations,
and increases in power required. Therefore, in many situations, the maximum
operating cT /σ of a rotor will be restricted due to structural considerations
(or power required) despite excess lift capability margins. It would be desired
to reduce these penalties during stall inception, either in level flight or during
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maneuvers.
A criteria based on the evolution of peak pitching moments and average
drag for an airfoil undergoing constant pitch-rate ramps is proposed. Airfoils
should be designed to postpone the onset of penalties until higher pitch rate
and Mach number values. Diagrams such as the one presented in Fig. 4.15
can be used. This will result in a more gradual stall inception for the rotor
blade and potentially an increase in its lift capability.
• High cl,max at 0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.5
Static airfoil cl,max at M = 0.4 has been traditionally used as a metric
of airfoil lift capability on the retreating side of the disk. This research
has shown that optimizing for static lift alone may not be sufficient, since
unsteady aerodynamics can fundamentally change the mechanisms of stall.
Nevertheless, cl,max still provides a indication of potential lift. Improvements
of the rotor stall boundary suggests a combination of good dynamic stall
behavior and high dynamic lift. Ramps provide an efficient way to evaluate
unsteady effects and stall mechanisms. For airfoils that undergo similar
dynamic stall mechanisms, increases in cl,max can be a useful metric during
design.
In general, a high cl,max is desired at the range of operating Mach numbers on
the retreating side, 0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.5. In particular, the variations in cl,max with
Mach number should also be minimized within 0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.4, at a minimum.
This is to avoid some mechanisms of dynamic stall that have been identified
at the fourth quadrant of the rotor in forward flight (see Section 6.4).

6.2 Design Exercise
The intention of this study is to better understand design trade-offs, in particular
between airfoil characteristics that can improve dynamic stall inception and the
impact on other rotor requirements.
First, a comparison between the dynamic stall behavior of several inboard airfoil
designs is conducted. Numerical simulations were performed with STAR-CCM+
and the SARC-en turbulence model. The results for a sweep of pitch rates at
M = 0.3 are presented in Fig. 6.1. Most of these airfoils have been used on
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helicopters: the VR-7 airfoil on the Boeing CH-47 Chinook, the SC1094-R8 and
the SC2110 on the Sikorsky UH-60A and UH-60M, respectively, and the VR-12
airfoil on the Boeing-Sikorsky Comanche prototypes. The Army/NASA RC airfoil
has been used on a research rotor [210, 245], while the Af1b airfoil refers to the
design study conducted in Chapter 5.1.
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Figure 6.1: Pitching moment peak evolutions for several rotorcraft airfoils undergoing ramp motions with increasing pitch rates at M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
As it can be seen, the VR-7 and the Af1b airfoils are the best performing
airfoils with respect to dynamic stall inception . Both geometries delay the pitching
moment break until after α+ > 0.004, while the other airfoils undergo strong vortex
formation at much lower pitch rates. It is interesting to note that the results for
the Af1b airfoil have changed compared to the ones previously presented in Fig. 5.8.
The numerical modeling of transition seems to have changed the stall mechanism
at α+ = 0.0055.
In order to further investigate this effect, computations using the transition
model are compared to the ones obtained considering fully-turbulent flow for the
Af1 and Af1b airfoils. The results for lift, pitching moment, and reverse-flow are
presented in Fig. 6.2 for M=0.3 and α+ = 0.0055. As it can be seen, little effect is
observed on static and dynamic cl,max for both airfoils. This is somewhat expected,
since both airfoils have been designed to undergo transition near the leading edge
before cl,max is achieved. The effect of modeling transition does seems to affect the
the reverse-flow progressions: the onset of reverse flow is postponed to higher angles
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of attack, but propagates more quickly towards the leading edge. As a consequence,
pitching moment penalties are increased for both airfoils. While the magnitudes
are different, the trends between the two airfoils remain the same. From a design
perspective, the conclusions obtained previously are still valid: there seems to exist
an optimum level of reverse-flow propagation that prevent the formation of strong
primary and secondary vortices.
Referring back to Fig. 6.1, the Af1b and VR-7 seem to be the airfoils with the
best dynamic stall behavior; however, their performance at the other rotor operating
conditions is largely compromised. The Af1b airfoil was not designed with the same
requirements in mind, so it only provides a reference of possible improvements in
dynamic stall. The VR-7 airfoil was originally derived from a NACA 6-series airfoil,
as discussed in Section 2.1.3. Its origin from a laminar-flow airfoil has fortuitously
resulted in a better dynamic stall behavior. However, compared to airfoils such
as the VR-12 airfoil, for example, it has a much lower static cl,max at M=0.4 and
a lower drag divergence Mach number (recall experimental results presented in
Fig. 2.29). As previously discussed, the VR-12 airfoil provides a very good balance
between static lift capability, drag divergence Mach number, and hover performance,
while also maintaining a very low static pitching moment. Despite the airfoil success
in steady flow, it particularly demonstrates a poor dynamic stall behavior.
The differences between the VR-7 and VR-12 airfoils suggest that requirements
for improved dynamic stall may be conflicting, and will require careful tailoring.
Both airfoils were designed by considering primarily steady-state conditions, so
it is expected that that better design compromises can be obtained by including
unsteady aerodynamic analysis from the onset. This is the intention of the design
exercise conducted here. An airfoil to be used on the inboard sections of a blade
is developed. The VR-12 was selected as the starting airfoil given that it already
addresses many of the static requirements previously discussed. The primary goal,
therefore, is to improve its dynamic stall performance (and consequently its dynamic
lift capability), while attempting to maintain or improve the other requirements, if
possible.
A few comments on the design procedure should be made. Boundary-layer
transition predictions are included for most of the analysis conducted during the
design. This is important because transition has been shown to influence dynamic
stall predictions under some conditions. A boundary layer that is processed through
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Figure 6.2: Effect of transition predictions on the performance characteristics of Af1
and Af1b airfoils undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 ,
and α+ = 0.0055. Dashed lines represent steady-state results.
a laminar separation bubble, for example, is expected to behave quite differently
downstream, affecting the onset of separation. This has been shown at low Mach
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numbers, when influencing reverse-flow progressions, but also at high Mach numbers,
when complex interactions with shock waves may occur.
Also, the use of laminar flow will be explored as means of improving hover
performance. While there is still a debate whether laminar flow is feasible in a rotor
environment, recent experimental investigations have demonstrated large regions of
laminar flow on rotors [208, 210], even on full-scale, production helicopters [209].
Some simulations with fixed transition are conducted to evaluate the impact of
surface roughness.
The design (potential-flow) pressure distributions of the new airfoil are presented
for a moderate angle of attack in Fig. 6.3 . The resulting shape is designated B12
airfoil and is presented in Fig. 6.4. The coordinates are included in A trailing-edge
tab deflected upward by 6° was included to lower the static pitching moment
coefficients to within requirements. While a re-design without a physical tab
would be possible by properly manipulating the pressure distributions, this was
not attempted here. In the rotorcraft industry, the use of tabs is standard since
it allows for a fine tuning of the pitching moment coefficients during rotor testing
phases. Adjustments are also required to provide blade aerodynamic tracking.

Pressure Coefficient, CP

−2
VR−12 (tab), α = 6º
B12 (−6° tab), α = 6º
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Figure 6.3: Design (potential-flow) pressure distribution comparison between the
VR-12 airfoil and the B12 airfoil.

Figure 6.4: B12 airfoil with a tab deflected 6° upward.
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A few of the design philosophies can be understood from these pressure distributions. The upper surface is tailored to obtain the gradual transition and
separation required for the improved dynamic stall behavior. This was found to be
in direct conflict with high Mach number performance, therefore, some compromises
were made. The resulting upper surface also favors longer runs of laminar flow,
therefore, should improve drag characteristics. A slight increase in aft loading
is adopted, which requires a larger compensation near the trailing edge to keep
pitching moments low. At the leading edge, lower velocities are assigned to improve
the airfoil behavior in moderate Mach numbers by postponing the formation of
shock waves. In the next sections, the new airfoil is evaluated with respect to many
of its requirements. The airfoil performance is compared with the one obtained for
the baseline VR-12 airfoil.
Additional performance comparisons are presented in Appendix C with respect
to a airfoil developed by DLR/Airbus, for which a patent has been recently published
[246].

6.2.1 2-D Dynamic Stall Performance
The static performance for the new airfoil is compared with the VR-12 airfoil
at M=0.3. The lift, pitching moment, transition, and separation locations with
respect to angle of attack are presented in Fig. 6.5. The reverse-flow and transition
behavior of airfoil Af1b is included for reference. As seen, a gradual but balanced
TE separation evolution was obtained for the B12 airfoil, following the lessons
learned with the Af1 design exercise. This was required to minimize the effect
on lift and to prevent the formation of secondary vortices when under dynamic
pitching (recall Af1b behavior - Fig. 5.7). A compromise in static cl,max at this
Mach number was allowed in favor of a better dynamic stall inception. The decrease
is also an effect of the reduced velocities near the leading-edge, which are required
to improve the behavior at higher Mach numbers. With respect to pitching moment
coefficients, the tab deflection was set to obtain values within the requirement
of |cm | ≤ 0.01. Also, this was necessary for accommodating high Mach number
requirements, as it will be shown later.
The laminar-turbulent transition also moves more gradually with increasing
angles of attack, which results in larger regions of laminar flow for a given lift
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Figure 6.5: Static performance obtained from CFD using the SARC-en model for
the VR-12 and B12 airfoils at M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 .
coefficient. The critical drag requirement for this airfoil is for hover conditions,
which will be presented later. It is important to note that transition moves close
to the leading edge before cl,max is achieved. This is required to minimize cl,max
penalties due to surface roughness. An even closer movement such as the Af1b
airfoil was not possible due to the “recompression ramp” near the leading edge,
which is essential for a good transonic behavior.
The ramp results for the B12 and the VR-12 airfoils are presented in Fig. 6.6, for
α+ = 0.0055. As it can be seen, the B12 airfoil provides a considerable improvement
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in dynamic stall behavior. It develops much weaker primary and secondary dynamic
stall vortices, which result in lower pitching moments and drag penalties. The
dynamic evolutions of reverse-flow and upper-surface transition are also presented
in Fig. 6.7. Once again, the improved behavior is associated with a balanced
evolution of the reverse-flow originating from the trailing edge. Also, transition
seems to be able to move closer to the leading edge dynamically, which is important
to minimize effects of standard roughness.
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(a) Lift coefficients.
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Figure 6.6: Aerodynamic loads computed using CFD and the SARC-en model
for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3,
Re = 1.5 · 106 , α+ = 0.0055.
Next, ramp results for a sweep of pitch rates at M=0.3 are presented in Fig. 6.8 .
These plots provide the dynamic stall onset boundaries for the new airfoil. The stall
inception is considerably postponed in comparison to the other airfoils. While the
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(b) Transition evolutions.

Figure 6.7: Reverse flow and transition locations for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils
undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at M = 0.3, Re = 1.5 · 106 , α+ = 0.0055.
peak pitching moment starts to increase from the unstalled values for α+ > 0.004,
it only becomes large for α+ > 0.0055.
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Figure 6.8: Pitching moment peak evolutions for the B12 airfoil compared to other
rotorcraft airfoils undergoing ramp motions with increasing pitch rates at M = 0.3
and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
The reverse-flow locus for the B12 airfoil at these conditions is presented in
Fig. 6.9. As seen, the tendency of developing abrupt trailing edge separation
is postponed to higher values of pitch rate. Also, leading-edge dynamic stall is
avoided for the range of results presented at this Mach number. This behavior is a
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result of modified pressure distributions near the leading edge, which postpone the
occurrence of strong shock waves until higher Mach numbers.
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Figure 6.9: Reverse-flow evolutions for the B12 airfoil undergoing ramp motions
with increasing pitch rates at M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
It is also important to evaluate the airfoil dynamic stall performance at different
Mach numbers. Next, ramp results for the new airfoil are compared to the VR-7
and Af1b airfoils for a sweep of Mach numbers at α+ = 0.004 (Fig. 6.10). The
two airfoils were selected because they were the second and third best performing
airfoils at M=0.3. Once again, the B12 airfoil is able to postpone stall inception
considerably more than the other airfoils. This is a remarkable improvement over
airfoils that are regarded as being “good performers” in dynamic stall.
The reverse-flow evolutions for the VR-7 and the B12 airfoils are presented in
Fig. 6.11. As it can be seen, the reverse-flow also tends to move more abruptly as the
Mach number increases. This is a result of shock waves of increasing strength being
formed near the leading edge. At M=0.325, the VR-7 airfoil undergoes abrupt TE
stall, and large increases in pitching moment are seen. Since the B12 airfoil started
with a more gradual reverse-flow, it is able to endure the slope increases while
avoiding strong vortex formation. At some point, shock-induced LE separation
starts to happen, and mixed-stall takes place for both airfoils. During mixed stall,
competing mechanisms of TE separation and shock-induced LE separation may
cause the formation of dynamic stall vortices (recall Fig. 5.21). Mixed stall takes
place on the VR-7 airfoil at M=0.35, and further increases in cm are felt. For the
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Figure 6.10: Pitching moment peak evolutions for the B12 airfoil compared to
other rotorcraft airfoils undergoing ramp motions with increasing Mach numbers at
α+ = 0.004 and Re/M = 5 · 106 .
B12 airfoil, the onset of large dynamic stall penalties is postponed until mixed stall
takes place at M=0.4.
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(a) VR-7 airfoil.
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(b) B12 airfoil.

Figure 6.11: Reverse flow evolutions for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils undergoing a
pitch-up ramp motion with increasing Mach numbers. Re = 5 · 106 , α+ = 0.004.

6.2.2 Lift Capability
As already discussed, an improvement of the rotor stall boundary suggests a
combination of good dynamic stall behavior and high dynamic lift. Therefore,
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cl,max should be maximized, provided that it does not result in a deterioration of
the favorable dynamic stall mechanisms.
A comparison between the static cl,max variations with Mach number for the
VR-12 and the B12 airfoils is presented in Fig. 6.12. As seen, some lift at M < 0.35
was given up in order to obtain better lift capability for M > 0.4, while also
obtaining a more gradual variation in the range of Mach numbers that are common
on the retreating side of the rotor (0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.5). This is important to avoid
some mechanisms of dynamic stall during pitch down, as previously suggested. The
design goal of keeping a high cl,max at M=0.4 was also successfully obtained.
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Figure 6.12: Evolution of static cl,max with Mach number for the VR-12 and B12
airfoils at Re/M = 5 · 106 .
The lift coefficients and local Mach number distributions near the leading edge
are presented for angles of attack near stall at M=0.4 in Figs. 6.13a and 6.13b.
As seen, the VR-12 airfoil was clearly optimized for static lift at M=0.4; at cl,max
(α = 12.5°) the local Mach number is reaching the M=1.4 values that are typically
associated with shock-induced separation.
The B12, on the other hand, has some margins left at cl,max (α = 13°) for
improved lift at higher Mach numbers. This behavior can be seen in Figs. 6.13c
and 6.13d, where the lift and local Mach numbers at M=0.45 are presented. The
VR-12 develops a strong shock wave much sooner, which limits its cl,max compared
to the B12 airfoil.
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Figure 6.13: Static characteristics at two Mach numbers for the VR-12 and B12
airfoils at Re/M = 5 · 106 .

6.2.3 High Mach Number Performance
Perhaps one of the most conflicting requirements during this design exercise was
to maintain a reasonable drag divergence Mach number while improving dynamic
stall. The relatively flat upper surfaces that favor transonic characteristics have a
tendency to cause abrupt TE separation mechanisms. Therefore, a compromise
was found to be necessary.
The drag divergence Mach number is typically defined as the Mach number for
which dcd /dM = 0.1 as the speed increases at a constant angle of attack. Perhaps,
a more critical metric is the drag rise after drag divergence, since it is directly
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related to the power penalties associated with the high Mach numbers on the
advancing blade. The drag characteristics at zero lift for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils
are presented for a sweep of Mach numbers in Fig. 6.14. The drag values are scaled
with the square of Mach number to provide a proper compensation for dynamic
pressure.
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Figure 6.14: Zero-lift drag evolution for increasing Mach numbers for the VR-12
and B12 airfoils at Re/M = 5 · 106 .
Considering a typical threshold of M 2 cd = 0.01 (Ref. [76]), the Mach number
of zero-lift drag rise is found to be 0.81 for the VR-12 airfoil versus 0.78 for the
B12 airfoil. Below M < 0.752, approximately the same or slightly lower drag is
produced by the B12 airfoil. In practical terms, the difference in drag rise will limit
how far on the blade a particular airfoil can be applied for a given power limit and
maximum speed.
As inboard sections are considered, the maximum attained Mach number will
tend to decrease, but the lift coefficient requirement may also increase slightly.
In this regard, the zero lift may no longer be the critical condition, but rather
a slightly higher value. To illustrate this effect, results obtained from RCAS for
three advance ratios at r/R ≈ 0.8 and a low loading condition of cT /σ = 0.08 are
presented in Fig. 6.15. As seen, with increases in advance ratio, the loops reach
higher Mach numbers, but lower operating lift coefficients are seen at the highest
Mach numbers.
In order to establish how far outboard the B12 can be used, the maximum speed
of the UH-60A at this cT /σ = 0.08 is considered, µ ≈ 0.37 (obtained from flight
test - Ref. [247]). No RCAS results are available at this µ, but some estimates can
be made. At µ ≈ 0.37 and r/R = 0.8, the loops are expected to reach a maximum
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Figure 6.15: Variations of lift coefficient versus Mach number for a sweep of advance
ratios at r/R ≈ 0.8, cT /σ = 0.08. Results obtained from RCAS for the UH-60A
helicopter.
Mach number of 0.75. A simple extrapolation would suggest that lift coefficients
in the range of −0.1 ≤ cl ≤ 0.2 are possible in the vicinity of the maximum Mach
number.
Drag rise plots for constant values of cl = −0.1, cl = 0.1, and cl = 0.2 are
presented in Fig. 6.16. Using the information from these plots, drag rise boundaries
(M 2 cd = 0.01) for the two airfoils can be established and plotted into the cl versus
M plot, as seen in Fig. 6.17. Also, a Mach boundary for which drag on the B12
airfoil will begin to exceed the one on the VR-12 airfoil can also be defined. As it
can be seen, it is expected that for some small portion of the loop at µ ≈ 0.37, the
drag on the B12 will be higher than the VR-12 airfoil. Nevertheless, a considerable
margin until drag rise is still available for this radial location and speed.
Another important aspect that needs to be considered is the occurrence of
Mach tuck, which consists of considerable increases in pitching moment at high
Mach numbers. It is desired that these increases are delayed until after drag rise to
prevent large torsional loads on the blade and pitch links.
A limit value of M 2 cm = −0.02 is considered based on suggestions from Ref. [76].
Examples of static pitching moment evolution with Mach number are presented in
Fig. 6.18 for cl = −0.1, cl = 0, and cl = 0.1. Based on the conditions for Mach tuck
and drag rise, a diagram can obtained to determine which of the events occurs first
(Fig. 6.19).
As seen, the B12 airfoil undergoes drag rise before Mach tuck for the conditions
shown. The same behavior is shown for the range considered here −0.1 ≤ cl ≤ 0.2.
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Figure 6.16: Drag rise characteristics for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils at several lift
coefficients.
The VR-12 airfoil, on the other hand, seems to undergo Mach tuck before drag rise
at the highest lift coefficients. This condition can be controlled by adjusting the
tab deflection and, as a consequence, some effect on drag divergence may be seen.
Such modification was not performed at this time. This information can also be
used to reset the boundaries in Fig. 6.17 using the most critical limit at each cl .
The results obtained here have shown some penalties in drag divergence Mach
number for the B12 airfoil with respect to the VR-12 airfoil. However, if the airfoil
is positioned no more outboard than r/R = 0.80, some reasonable margins remain
before drag rise occurs. Also, Mach tuck is postponed until after drag rise for all
conditions considered, which suggests that an adequate tab deflection has been
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Figure 6.17: Drag rise boundaries obtained from CFD plotted against lift coefficients
obtained from RCAS for r/R ≈ 0.8, cT /σ = 0.08.
applied.

6.2.4 Hover Performance
For an airfoil that is intended to be used up to r/R ≤ 0.8, the maximum Mach
number expected in hover is M ≈ 0.51 (considering Mtip = 0.64 as in the the UH60A). These values can vary with temperature and operating altitudes; for example,
at 20,000 ft, the Mach number at r/R = 0.8 would become M ≈ 0.55. Also, inboard
sections can also provide some contributions to the total drag. Therefore, the drag
behavior for a range of Mach numbers, 0.4 ≤ M ≤ 0.60, is considered.
Static drag polars and L/D results are presented for M=0.4, M=0.5, and M=0.6
in Fig. 6.20. At all three conditions, higher L/D values are obtained for a wide
range of operating lift coefficients. The result is a consequence of increased runs of
laminar flow for the B12 airfoil.
For a typical operating cl = 0.6, drag is decreased by 11% at M=0.4, 10% at
M=0.5, and 14% at M=0.6. Having a wide range of conditions with good L/D
suggests that the rotor can operate efficiently at a wide range of disk loadings.
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Figure 6.18: Pitching moment increases with Mach number for the VR-12 and B12
airfoils at several lift coefficients.

6.3 Three-Dimensional Effects on Dynamic Stall
The B12 airfoil has demonstrated improved 2-D dynamic stall behavior for a wide
range of conditions. It is important to determine if these benefits are also realized in
a 3-D environment. In this section, numerical simulations of finite wings undergoing
pitching motion are conducted.
Dynamic stall is inherently a 3-D phenomena, but historically, the vast majority
of research has been conducted for pitching 2-D airfoils. A complete understanding
of the physics of the problem is still not available, but a number of researchers
have explored the problem both experimentally [248–250] and numerically [124,
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Figure 6.19: Mack Tuck versus Drag rise diagram for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils at
several lift coefficients.
226, 227, 251–253] by considering pitching finite wings, or using flight test data for
rotors [13].
A noticeable difference between 2-D and 3-D dynamic stall is the magnitude
of the pitching moment penalties for the integrated wing/blade. One aspect is
that stall may not take place over the entire wing/blade at the same time. This
condition will depend on wing twist, planform, induced angles of attack, etc. In
a rotor, the flowfield is even more complex as large variations in Mach number,
Reynolds number, blade motion, among other effects will influence the onset of
stall. Flight tests in the UH-60A have indicated that dynamic stall will first start
at a given blade station, then will spread to other stations (see Ref. [13]).
Another factor the influence the peak pitching moments is the magnitude of
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Figure 6.20: Static drag coeffficients and L/D for conditions relevant to hover.
Re/M = 5 · 106 .
the dynamic stall vortex. The flow structures may develop quite differently in 3-D
given the extra degree of freedom; therefore, some 3-D relief may influence the
shedding vortices.
Recent numerical simulations by Kaufmann et al. [226, 252, 253], and Jain
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et al. [227] have further investigated the mechanisms of 3-D dynamic stall for
finite wings undergoing pitching motion. Different from previous studies, large
computational meshes and much smaller time-steps were used. The wings considered
have a aspect ratios in the range of 3 to 6. These works have presented validation
of the numerical methods with respect wind tunnel experiments, and provided
indications of the differences between 2-D and 3-D dynamic stall.
In general, it has been determined that the 3-D dynamic stall will first start at
a given spanwise location, then the stalled regions will spread rapidly to the other
spanwise locations . This process will generally result in the formation of a Ω-shape
vortex [252], which can grow and interact with the blade tip vortex in a complex
fashion. Large spanwise velocities that take place after the onset of stall appear to
be responsible for deflecting the dynamic stall vortex to other stations [253].
Another interesting observation from Ref. [226] is that the sections from which
the dynamic stall originates seem to demonstrate a behavior that is very similar
to 2-D simulations. These include the magnitude of the section pitching moments.
However, once the stall disturbances propagate to other sections, they will trigger the
onset of stall in these stations in ways that cannot be predicted by 2-D simulations.
Also, the maximum stall peaks were found to weaken as the disturbances propagate
in the spanwise direction.
The intention here is to further investigate the problem from an airfoil design
perspective. A good understanding of how to modify airfoils to obtain desirable
2-D dynamic stall performance has been obtained. It is important to determine
how these airfoils with distinct 2-D performance will behave under 3-D dynamic
stall. In this regard, a few simulations are conducted comparing dynamic stall of
wings equipped with the VR-12 and the newly designed B12 airfoil.

6.3.1 Numerical Methodology
Three dimensional simulations on a finite wing were conducted using the STARCCM+ solver. The unsteady RANS equations are solved using a density-based
algorithm. Details of the solver and numerical schemes have been presented in
Section 3.2. A grid methodology based on the work of Ref. [226] was adopted in
the current effort (Fig. 6.21).
The farfield boundary is modeled as a semi-sphere, positioned 100 chords-lengths
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away from the wing (Fig. 6.21b). A symmetry plane boundary condition is adopted
at the wing root plane. An unstructured tetrahedral mesh was adopted with grid
refinements near the wing to better resolve shedding vortices (Fig. 6.21a). In the
near body grid, the tetrahedral cells are merged into prisms to provide an adequate
modeling of the boundary layer. The first point off-body was chosen to match the
y + ≤ 1 requirement, and a stretching ratio of about 1.15 was used outward. The
grid-study conducted in Ref. [226] is used as reference to determine the surface
spacing. The medium size grid is selected with leading- and trailing-edge spacings
of 0.067%-chord, and a maximum cell size of 1.67%-chord in the lower curvature
areas. In the volume grid, a stall area refinement of 5%-chord was adopted. All
grids were developed in Pointwise. The resulting mesh has around 40 million cells.

(a) Detail of the vortex refinement zone.

(b) Farfield topology and boundary conditions.

(c) Near-body mesh.

Figure 6.21: Three-dimensional grid characteristics.
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The time step studies for 2-D airfoil conducted in Section 3.2.1 were used as
a reference to define the time steps for the 3-D simulations. Pitching ramp cases
are computed with 260 time steps per degree (6500 time steps for 25°ramp) and
30 sub-iterations. For all cases here, the SARC-en transitional turbulence model is
adopted. A typical ramp case, starting from α = 0° until α = 25° takes about 8
days to complete using 1024 parallel processors.

6.3.2 Ramp Results
Pitching ramp simulations are conducted for two wings equipped with the B12 and
the VR-12 airfoils, respectively. The wings are untwisted and rectangular with an
aspect ratio of 12, which is representative of a typical helicopter.
The simulations are performed at M=0.3 and at two non-dimensional pitch
rates: α+ = 0.004 and α+ = 0.0055. These pitch rates correspond to the onset
of pitching moment penalties obtained for the B12 airfoil during 2-D ramp cases
(recall Fig. 6.9). The integrated lift, pitching moment, and drag coefficients for the
two wing geometries pitching at the two pitch rates are presented Fig. 6.22.
As seen, the results are qualitatively similar to the ones obtained in 2-D
simulations: the B12 wing develops less pitching moment and drag penalties than
the VR-12 wing. Quantitatively, the differences are smaller, but it should be
mentioned that these are integrated, 3-D coefficients (cL , cM , cD ), rather than 2-D
sectional coefficients (cl , cm , cd ).
As previously discussed, the peak cM values are expected to be smaller because
dynamic stall will not occur simultaneously at all spanwise stations. Also, the
magnitude of the vortex disturbances become weaker once the. A decrease in peak
cM of 54% at α+ = 0.004, and 38% at α+ = 0.0055 is achieved for the B12 wing
with respect to the VR-12 wing.
A overall picture of the stall inception behavior can be obtained by plotting these
results in pitch rate diagrams, as before. The results are presented in Fig. 6.23 and
include the values obtained from the 2-D simulations (in dash-dot). Unfortunately,
no static results are available for the wing configurations at this point. But based on
the trends and magnitude of the loads, it seems that the the B12 wing is probably
close to steady-state values at α+ = 0.004. These results provide confidence in the
design methodologies conducted based on 2-D assumptions.
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Figure 6.22: CFD computations using the SARC-en model for the VR-12 and B12
wings undergoing a pitch-up ramp motion at two pitch rates: α+ = 0.004 and
α+ = 0.0055. Flow conditions are M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
In order to better understand the 3-D stall mechanisms, flow visualizations
obtained from CFD for the lowest pitch rate case (α+ = 0.004) are presented in
Figs. 6.24 and 6.25 for the VR-12 and the B12 wings, respectively. The flow features
are observed by iso-surfaces of Q-criterion and color coded with pressure coefficients
for several angles of attack during the ramp motion. The angles of attack are not
exactly the same between the airfoils but represent some important portions of the
cycle. The plots represent the evolution of flow separation and vortex shedding as
the wings undergo dynamic stall. The tip vortex and the wake vorticity behind the
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Figure 6.23: 2-D peak pitching-moment evolutions for the VR-12 and B12 airfoils
compared to 3-D peak pitching moment evolutions for the VR-12 and B12 wings
undergoing ramp motions with increasing pitch rates at M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
wings can be clearly seen.
At the lowest angle of attack considered (α = 11°), the flow seems to be fully
attached on both wings. As the angles of attack are increased, separation initiates
near the trailing edge and starts to move forward. The separation is evident at
most spanwise locations, except near the tip, where induced velocities are expected
to be larger. At α = 17.5°, the lift reaches a plateau as a consequence of flow
separation. From this moment onwards, the flowfields between the two wings start
to differ.
The TE separation on the VR-12 wing moves slightly forward at α = 18.25°,
but it seems that some boundary-layer breakdown is starting to take place at a
region close to the leading edge until about mid-chord. This represents the dynamic
stall vortex initiation, and lift begins increasing again.
At α = 18.75° a very distinctive flow structure erupts near the root of the VR-12
wing. The darker green colors indicate the low-pressure cores of the shedding
vortices. At this point, the vortex effect on lift is approaching its maximum. Also,
the stall seems to propagate to the outer portions of the wing.
At α = 19.5°, the shedding vortex structures are moving downstream and away
from the airfoil near the root, shifting the chordwise center of pressures on the
wing. At this condition, the integrated peak cM is reached. Finally, at α = 21.5°,
full separation is established at most of the spanwise locations, except closer to the
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tip. The stall fronts continue to move outward, and a large shed wake structure is
formed.
The B12 wing provides a much different dynamic stall inception behavior. At
α = 18.5°, the flow separation continues to move upstream towards the leading
edge. The pitching moments start to increase, but no vortex structures or flow
breakdown seem imminent.
At α = 19.25°, the TE separation continues to gradually move forward, almost
reaching the leading edge regions near the root of the wing. The effect of induced
velocities is very clear, with much lower amounts of separation taking place towards
the outboard portions of the wing.
At α = 20°, some flow breakdown seems to have started towards at the inboard
half of the wing. At this condition, the integrated cM reaches a maximum. It is
interesting to note that the colors indicate much lower cp magnitude than for the
VR-12 wing during vortex eruption (α = 18.75° and α = 19.5°). This indicates
much weaker shedding vortices taking place on the B12 wing.
At α = 22°, the flow clearly breaks down establishing full separation at most
spanwise sections of the wing. The stall fronts seem to continue to move towards
the tip, and a wake structure is formed. The wake seems smaller and considerably
more diffused than the one experienced by the VR-12 wing.
Clearly, the B12 wing experiences a more favorable dynamic stall inception at
this condition. Once dynamic stall takes place, the flow separation has taken much
of the vorticity off of the leading edge region, therefore, weak vortices are shed.
Despite the complex evolution of 3-D flow structures, the qualitative behavior seems
to be in good agreement with 2-D simulations. The wing behaves according to the
design specifications, which gives confidence in the design methodology adopted.
One aspect that deserves future attention is the interaction between the dynamic
stall vortices and the flowfield at the tip. For the high aspect ratio, rectangular
wing studied here, dynamic stall initiated near the root, and did not reach the
outboard sections within the pitch angles considered. In a rotor, dynamic stall may
start at outboard stations and therefore, are expected to undergo such interactions.
Further investigations are needed to explore these conditions.
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(a) α = 11°, no separation.

(b) α = 17.5°.

(c) α = 18.25°.

(d) α = 18.75°, near cL,max .

(e) α = 19.5°, peak cM .

(f) α = 21.5°.

Figure 6.24: Evolution of flow structures around the VR-12 wing during a pitch
ramp motion at M=0.3 and α+ = 0.004. Visualizations represent isosurfaces of
Q-criterion and contours of pressure coefficients.
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(a) α = 11°, no separation.

(b) α = 17.5°, cL,max .

(c) α = 18.5°.

(d) α = 19.25°.

(e) α = 20°, peak cM .

(f) α = 22°.

Figure 6.25: Evolution of flow structures around the B12 wing during a pitch
ramp motion at M=0.3 and α+ = 0.004. Visualizations represent isosurfaces of
Q-criterion and contours of pressure coefficients.
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6.4 Trimmed-Rotor Performance Gains
In this section, the B12 airfoil is evaluated under operating conditions based on
flight tests of the UH-60A helicopter. The comparison method of Section 4.1.4 is
adopted. Information from trimmed RCAS solutions for a sweep of blade loading
coefficients are used as inputs in CFD calculations. The goal is to provide an
estimate of potential improvements of the rotor stall boundaries by using different
airfoils.
At µ = 237, flight test data for the UH-60A has indicated that stall first initiates
at r/R ≈ 0.59, then propagates outboard to other stations [13]. This represents a
typical dynamic stall onset situation on a rotor: critical conditions for stall will be
reached at a given radial location (or range of locations), then stall initiates and
is subsequently spread to other sections of the blade. As discussed in Section 6.3,
such behavior has also been observed for 3-D pitching wings. Two dimensional
assumptions have been shown to be valid up until dynamic stall onset, as indicated
by Ref. [226]. Therefore, postponing the onset of dynamic stall at these critical
locations may result in an expansion of the rotor stall boundary.
First, results at the advance ratio of µ = 237 and r/R = 0.59 are presented. Two
potential replacements for the baseline inboard SC1094-R8 airfoil are considered:
the VR-12 and the B12 airfoils. Results for the SC1094-R8 and the VR-12 airfoil
have been previously presented in Section 4.1.4, but a discussion of the stall
mechanisms is left for here.
The pitching moment, drag, and trim behavior results for a sweep of blade
loading coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.26. The trim plot (Fig. 6.26a) represents
the rolling moment contributions (based on sectional lift) to the total blade trim
(recall Fig. 4.24). As it can be seen, the airfoils maintain a relatively constant trim
evolution during the rotor thrust sweep. Therefore, it is expected that the rotor is
able to maintain a trimmed aircraft during the sweep, at least until dynamic stall
onset for each of the airfoils.
The pitching moment and drag evolutions are presented in Figs. 6.28a and 6.28b,
respectively. The equivalent blade loadings up until dynamic stall onset are also
included. As it can be seen, increases in lift capability for the two airfoil candidates
are possible over the baseline SC1094-R8 airfoil. Dynamic stall inception happens
at cT /σ > 0.13 for the SC1094-R8 airfoil, cT /σ > 0.14 for the VR-12 airfoil and at
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cT /σ > 0.15 for the B12 airfoil, as evidenced by the increase in the peak pitching
moments. For the B12 airfoil, the increases in peak pitching moment are much
smaller than for the other airfoils once dynamic stall takes place. In fact, the limit
torsional load that has been previously considered (M 2 cm =-0.02) is not exceeded.
This result suggests that much weaker dynamic stall vortices are being shed.
Very similar average drag is experienced by the airfoils until their dynamic stall
onset conditions are reached. Therefore, since the B12 postpones the occurrence of
dynamic stall until higher thrust levels, it is able to keep a low average drag in the
cycle until cT /σ = 0.15.
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Figure 6.26: Stall inception plots computed with CFD (SARC-en ) for the SC1094R8, VR-12, and B12 airfoils using trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237,
r/R = 0.59, Re/M = 1.2 · 107 .
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In order to better understand these results, the dynamic stall mechanisms of
each airfoil are explored. The pitching moment, Mach number, and angle of attack
variations with azimuth position are presented in Fig. 6.27 for the SC1094-R8 at
cT /σ ≈ 0.14. As it can be seen, stall takes place in the fourth quadrant of the
rotor (270° ≤ ψ ≤ 360°) while the angle of attack is decreasing and the incoming
Mach number is rapidly increasing. From the point of maximum angle of attack
(ψ ≈ 325°) to the onset of stall (ψ ≈ 345°), the Mach number has changed from
M ≈ 0.3 to M ≈ 0.35, while the angle of attack has only decreased by ∆α = 1.7°.
An inspection of the local Mach numbers and reverse-flow characteristics right
before the onset of stall has revealed that the airfoil undergoes LE shock-induced
separation, while the reverse-flow originating from the trailing edge is still at
x/c = 0.9. To better understand the behavior, the steady-state lift curve and
local velocities at static cl,max are presented in Fig. 6.28 for M=0.3 and M=0.35.
Quite different stall angles of attack and cl,max values are seen for the two Mach
numbers. Also, considerable regions of local supersonic flow and strong shock waves
are present near the leading edge. Clearly, the airfoil has been optimized for high
lift at M=0.3 in detriment of the M=0.35 performance. Therefore, during dynamic
pitching down (Fig. 6.27), not only the angles of attack do not decrease fast enough,
but also lags will result in higher LE velocities than otherwise would be realized in
steady flow. For this reason, shock-induced dynamic stall becomes likely at this
condition. The airfoil was designed using only steady-state assumptions with not
enough margins to operate in unsteady flow.
This is a good example of why providing a relatively constant variation of cl,max
with Mach number is important at the operating Mach numbers on the retreating
side of the disk. Also, because pitching moment peak occurs close to the back of
the rotor (ψ ≈ 360°), high dynamic pressures mean that small increases in pitching
moment coefficients may result in meaningful torsional loads. For this reason, this
type of stall should be avoided.
Next, the VR-12 airfoil performance is considered. The airfoil is able to postpone
dynamic stall inception until cT /σ = 0.15 compared to the baseline SC1094-R8
airfoil. The pitching moment, Mach number, and angle of attack variations with
azimuth position are presented in Fig. 6.29 for this condition. At this condition,
different cyclic and collective pitch controls result in higher angles of attack in the
retreating side of the disk, as well as larger lift amplitudes that result in higher
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Figure 6.27: Pitching moment, Mach number, and angle of attack variations for
the SC1094-R8 airfoil under trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59,
cT /σ = 0.14, Re/M = 1.2 · 107 .
non-dimensional pitch rates. Once again, dynamic stall initiates during pitch down,
slightly after the maximum angles of attack are achieved. However, the VR-12
airfoil undergoes a different stall mechanism than experienced by the SC1094-R8
airfoil.
The behavior can be visualized in Fig. 6.30a, where the reverse-flow evolutions
during the full azimuth cycle are presented. As seen, reverse flow seems to gently
respond to variations in angle of attack and Mach number until about ψ ≈ 330° −
−340°, when an abrupt upstream movement takes place. No LE dynamic occurs,
as seen in Fig. 6.30b, where wall shear stresses immediately before and after the
rapid movement are shown. The separation bubble near the leading-edge also stays
intact. The resulting stall mechanism consists of a sudden break down of the flow
reversals and in the formation and shedding of a strong dynamic stall vortex. The
effect on the pitching moments is evident: the values increase considerably from
the previous thrust level. Given the abruptness, large margins would be desired,
since operating close to this boundary can pose a risk of large torsional loads and
vibrations on the blade and pitch links.
Finally, the dynamic stall mechanism experienced by the B12 airfoil is explored.
The pitching moment, Mach number, and angle of attack variations are presented
in Fig. 6.31 for cT /σ = 0.16. As it can be seen, the stall initiates at about the same
azimuth as the other airfoils, but the magnitude and duration of the events are
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Figure 6.28: Steady state performance computed with CFD (SARC-en ) for the
SC1094-R8 at M=0.3 and M=0.35 and Re/M = 1.2 · 107 .
considerably smaller. The reverse-flow evolutions demonstrate gradual movement
throughout the entire azimuth cycle, as presented in Fig. 6.32. Also, an inspection of
the airfoil pressure distributions at the azimuth for peak pitching moment suggests
no meaningful vortex formation. The condition resembles those experienced during
pitch ramps at α+ = 0.004 for M ≤ 0.35 (Fig. 6.8), including the magnitude of the
penalties.
An interesting aspect is that the airfoil is found to reach a lift limit before a
pitching moment one, at least if the critical value is assumed to be M 2 cm = −0.02.
From a structural standpoint, it would be possible to operate with decreased
margins to this stall boundary, since critical loads would not be imminent.
In general, the dynamic stall mechanisms observed here for the VR-12 and
B12 airfoils are found to be in good agreement with previous simulations. This
provides confidence in the design method proposed; design trends can be obtained
from simplified motions at critical flow conditions. Analysis such as the ones
presented here are required to estimate the increases in lift capability. Potential
gains in cT /σ at µ = 0.237 seem possible by use of the B12 airfoil. However, the
improvements will also depend on the behavior at other radial locations. It is
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Figure 6.29: Pitching moment, Mach number, and angle of attack variations for
the VR-12 airfoil under trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59,
cT /σ = 0.15, Re/M = 1.2 · 107 .
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Figure 6.30: Reverse flow and shear stress evolutions for the VR-12 airfoil under
trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59, cT /σ = 0.15, Re/M =
1.2 · 107 .
necessary to have enough stall margins at these stations in order to realize the
gains suggested here (cT /σ = 0.15). A similar process can be repeated to provide a
more precise indication of the expansion of the rotor stall boundary.
Results for other radial locations are presented in Fig. 6.33 for r/R = 0.764 and
in Fig. 4.31 for r/R = 0.92. At r/R = 0.764, the VR-12 and the B12 airfoils are
considered, while at r/R = 0.92, only the baseline SC1095 airfoil is evaluated. As
seen, stall onset for the VR-12 and the B12 airfoils at r/R = 0.764 occur at the
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Figure 6.31: Pitching moment, Mach number, and angle of attack variations for
the B12 airfoil under trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59,
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Figure 6.32: Reverse flow evolutions for the B12 airfoil under trimmed UH-60A
conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.59, cT /σ = 0.16, Re/M = 1.2 · 107 .
same cT /σ as the further inboard station (r/R = 0.59). This is despite different
variations in Mach number and lift coefficients. The stall mechanisms are also
different, with both airfoils undergoing shock-induced separation during pitch down
in the fourth quadrant of the rotor disk. The results from these two inboard stations
indicate that the stall initiation on the inboard portions of the blade would be
uniformly delayed until higher thrust levels.
Results at r/R = 0.92 (Fig. 4.31), however, indicate that stall on the rotor would
start at cT /σ = 0.15, reducing some of the achievable gains that could be realized
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using the new airfoil (B12) inboard. This behavior suggests that more advanced
airfoils are also needed near the tip to take advantage of the gains suggested here.
The SC1095 airfoil is a rather old design, so it is reasonable to assume that further
gains in these sections are possible. The design methodology proposed here can
also be applied to produce better airfoils near the tip regions.
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Figure 6.33: Stall inception plots computed with CFD (SARC-en ) for the VR-12
and B12 airfoils using trimmed UH-60A conditions at µ = 0.237, r/R = 0.764,
Re/M = 1.2 · 107 .
Some performance calculations can be obtained assuming that stall on the
outboard section is postponed at least as much as the inboard ones. In operation,
the increases in cT /σ can be translated into, for example, increased payloads,
increased density-altitude ceilings, higher load factors during maneuvers, etc. The
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blade loading coefficient can be calculated as follows,
W · nz
cT
=
σ
ρAb (ΩR)2

(6.1)

where nz is the load factor, and Ab is the blade area. A calculation was conducted
based on a UH-60A class helicopter considering an aircraft weight of 20,000lbs, tip speed of 725-ft/s, and blade area of approximately 170-sqft. Based on
these parameters, the density altitude gains can be estimated assuming a standard
atmosphere equation obtained from Ref. [1] and leveled flight (nz = 1). Calculations
are made assuming that the rotors can operate up to their stall onset condition:
cT /σ = 0.13 for the baseline, cT /σ = 0.14 using the VR-12 airfoil, and cT /σ = 0.15
using the B12 airfoil. Using the new airfoil, gains are estimated to be around
4,500-ft compared to baseline rotor, and 2,100-ft compared to a rotor using the
VR-12 airfoil. The increases in load factors during maneuvers can also be estimated.
The values could be extended from nz = 1.38 (baseline) to nz = 1.59 using the B12
airfoil.
These are considerable gains provided that no changes in the blade planform or
twist are being considered. Further improvements may be possible by optimizing
the blade geometry and the new airfoil at the same time. The results also assume
that operating margins from the dynamic stall onset conditions are the same across
the different airfoils. Results for the new shape have shown a more gradual increase
in pitching moment penalties once dynamic stall takes place, both in 2-D and in a
3-D wing. Therefore, it may be possible to operate under tighter margins to the
stall boundary, which would suggest that even further gains are possible. Higher
fidelity simulations considering fully-coupled CFD-CSD computations including
trim would probably be necessary to accurately evaluate gains after the onset of
dynamic stall.
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Chapter 7 |
Summary and Conclusions
In this work, the problem of rotorcraft blade dynamic stall was investigated from a
passive design perspective. The focus was on postponing or alleviating the effects
of dynamic stall, which is typically the limiting factor for helicopter operation
under high-speed, high-loading conditions. A framework for incorporating unsteady
aerodynamics into the design of rotorcraft airfoils was introduced. The study also
considered the effects of boundary-layer transition, which are found to influence
the dynamic stall behavior of airfoils but also the drag characteristics at hover and
cruise.
A number of analysis methods were evaluated for predicting the unsteady
effects during design. One notable example was the Leishman-Beddoes dynamic
stall model, which is a widely popular method that is available in comprehensive
analysis tools such as RCAS and CAMRAD II. While this and other semi-empirical
methods are very useful for reconstructing airfoil dynamic stall behavior, they were
found to be generally post-dictive and required prior knowledge of airfoil unsteady
performance to set the constants. Also, the methods do not provide the fidelity to
predict different physics during stall inception, in particular for the types of airfoils
that were explored in this research. Predicting the complex phenomena of dynamic
stall requires consideration of compressible, unsteady, and viscous flows with large
amounts of separation, which suggests the application of Navier-Stokes methods.
In this regard, CFD was found to be more suitable for the current effort, despite
its high computational cost. CFD computations are time consuming, but they
provide valuable information about the flowfield that would be difficult to extract
experimentally. This is especially important given the lack of experimental data
available for many different airfoil shapes.
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The CFD methodology was validated across wind-tunnel experiments for a wide
range of conditions. In general, the trends and stall mechanisms were captured
well. In particular, the transport-equation transition model developed by Coder
and Maughmer (SARC-en ) was implemented into STAR-CCM+ and validated
both statically and for pitching airfoils. Very good agreement was obtained. To
this author’s knowledge, this was one of the first successful comparisons between
transition measurements obtained for a pitching airfoil and a fully-compatible CFD
transition model, at least in the public domain.
Also, a validation of the transition method on a 3-D rotor in hover was conducted
successfully. Once again, very few comparisons were available in the literature prior
to this work. The validation was made against high-quality data obtained at a range
of thrust levels, and again, using a fully-compatible en transition method in CFD.
The good agreement provided confidence in the capabilities of the model to provide
predictions on a 3-D rotating blade. Some important physics were also observed:
Tollmien-Schlitching waves and separation-induced transition were identified as the
dominant mechanisms of transition for most of the blade sections, except possibly
near the root and tip. Given that the focus here has been on the design of inboard
airfoils, these results support the 2-D methodology adopted that considers these
two transition types. For tip airfoils, improvements in the model are needed to
capture other transition mechanisms (bypass, crossflow) that are possible near the
tip.
This research has proposed a framework for conducting “unsteady airfoil design.”
Traditional airfoil requirements were reviewed to address more realistic conditions in
forward flight. In particular, the requirements for the retreating side of the disk were
updated to include effects of dynamic stall. Improved dynamic stall performance
metrics have been introduced, while also establishing ways to effectively compare
airfoils in dynamic stall.
Results obtained here have suggested that metrics such as cl,max are important
but do not guarantee improved rotor lift capability, as performance was also found
to depend on the evolution of pitching moment and drag penalties. In practice,
once strong dynamic stall takes place, high pitching moments will prevent further
increases in dynamic lift to be realized. In this regard, the onset of dynamic stall
have a strong influence on the useful lift capability of a rotor blade. Moreover, cl,max
does not fully represents the full lift cycle, since it does not provide any indication
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of the stall hysteresis effects. Cycle-average parameters for lift and drag were found
to be more adequate metrics for measuring useful lift capability. The proposed
parameters can be used to build “stall-inception” plots, which proved to be useful
when comparing airfoils during design exercises. They provide a measure of airfoil’s
maximum (averaged) dynamic lift capability for given penalties in pitching moment
and integrated drag.
The performance of several airfoils was assessed and were shown to be mostly
dependent on the mechanisms of boundary-layer separation that precede stall. For
this matter, pitch ramps were found to be a valuable preliminary way to determine
such mechanisms. Constant pitch-rate ramps can be obtained at a fraction of
the time of sinusoidal or complex variable pitch-rate/Mach number computations,
making them very attractive during initial design when computational overhead
is critical. The motion is decoupled from the angle of attack amplitude, which
reduces the number of parameters considered.
A single ramp-up motion can provide important qualitative information that
will help identify the stall mechanisms for a particular airfoil at a given Mach
number and pitch rate. Diagrams of the evolutions of pitching moment and drag
penalties for increasing pitch rates and/or Mach number have been introduced.
These penalty boundaries are very useful to characterize and compare airfoils during
design.
Using these new metrics and comparison methods, a few design exercises were
performed to better understand the relation between airfoil shape and dynamic
stall behavior. Shape modifications were conducted in a systematic manner, so
that cause and effect could be explored. These design studies have provided an
important understanding of the physics that control dynamic stall performance
of airfoils. Competing separation mechanisms in the LE and TE were found to
determine the onset of dynamic stall. As a consequence of the aerodynamic lags in
the development of pressures, boundary-layer response, and their mutual influence,
airfoils were shown to undergo higher suction pressures and associated pressure
gradients prior to stall than it would be possible in steady-flow conditions. As a
consequence, more stringent requirements were found necessary to prevent unsteady
LE separation. In general, dynamic stall originating near the LE was found to
result in the formation and shedding of strong vortices that result in large penalties
in pitching moment and drag.
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If LE separation can be avoided by properly manipulation of the LE shape,
TE separation dynamics have been shown to be a key aspect in determining the
onset and gravity of dynamic stall inception. The study with modification of the
Af1 airfoil have determined that there exists an optimum evolution of TE reverseflow that delays dynamic stall inception. It was found that an abrupt movement
of TE-originating reverse-flow may result in a “sudden break of flow-reversals”,
resulting in the formation of a strong dynamic stall vortex. On the other hand, a
reverse-flow that moves too slowly was found to alleviate vortex shedding initially,
but subsequent (secondary) vortices showed increased magnitudes and penalties in
pitching moment and drag. Therefore, a balanced approach was found to provide
maximum gains.
Another design study was conducted to investigate leading-edge shape features
that can improve dynamic stall performance. A possible design philosophy is to
reduce leading-edge velocities to prevent large supersonic regions from being formed
at desired freestream Mach numbers. The use of nose camber was found to be an
important and necessary step, but improvements are limited by trade-offs with
other rotor requirements, such as high speed drag rise, for example. The intention
of this design was to investigate shape features that improve behavior by dealing
with supercritical flow, rather than preventing it.
Designs that explore the attainment of isentropic recompression in front of shock
waves were revisited with an emphasis in dynamic stall. Peaky leading-edge shapes
and the use of contour bumps were explored with modified versions of the VR-12
airfoil. In the past, experiments under steady-flow conditions have shown gains by
the use of these concepts by reducing shock strength and postponing drag rise, or
by increasing cl,max at a given freestream Mach number. Design studies conducted
here have confirmed gains in static cl,max ; however, the mechanisms of dynamic
stall did not dramatically change.
Results from pitch ramps revealed some small effects on the competing mechanisms of LE and TE stall. Airfoils with LE features postponed the evolution
of TE reverse-flow until slightly higher angles of attack, but LE shock-induced
stall became dominant at earlier pitch rates compared to the baseline airfoil. As a
consequence, larger pitching moment penalties were obtained for a given pitch rate
and Mach number. Therefore, the apparent advantage of such airfoils in providing
increased static lift might not be realized in situations for which dynamic stall takes
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place.
In addition, lessons learned from these specific design exercises were used to
develop a proof-of-concept airfoil that could be applied at the inboard sections of a
blade. The idea was to obtain an airfoil that has improved dynamic stall inception,
without sacrificing other essential rotor airfoil requirements. In the process, a
better understanding of the design trade-offs when considering the new proposed
requirements was obtained.
The design started from the VR-12 airfoil, and a number of design modifications
were implemented to meet the dynamic stall goals while minimizing penalties in
conditions such as hover and high-speed, low-loading flight. The resulting airfoil
was simulated in a varied of conditions that represent operation during these various
flight regimes.
The primary goal of improving dynamic stall behavior for a range of Mach
numbers and pitch rates was met successfully. Preliminary assessment using pitch
ramps indicated better stall inception characteristics than any other airfoil previously
simulated in this work. Pitch rate diagrams at M=0.3 showed a postponement
of large pitching moment penalties for pitch rates up to α+ < 0.0065. Small cm
penalties start to take place at α+ = 0.0055, but with magnitudes that are obtained
for the VR-12 airfoil at much lower pitch rates, α+ = 0.002.
Sweeps in Mach number in the range 0.3 ≤ M ≤ 0.4 for a fixed pitch rate
+
(α = 0.004) also indicated a postponement of stall inception. The new airfoil
postponed high pitching moment peaks until M<0.4, while other airfoils showed
much earlier inception: M<0.325 for the VR-7 airfoil, and M<0.3 for the VR-12.
This was obtained without sacrificing static pitching moments from the baseline
VR-12, which is known to have very low pitching moments, even compared to other
rotor airfoils such as the VR-7 and SC1094-R8. Values within |cm | ≤ 0.01 were
obtained for the entire operational range of Mach numbers. Also, at high Mach
numbers, Mach tuck was found to occur after drag rise for all conditions tested.
This is usually an important requirement in high speed flight.
Improvements in hover with respect to the VR-12 airfoil are also expected.
Lower drag and higher L/D at the Mach number range of 0.4 ≤ M ≤ 0.6 were
shown for a range of operating lift coefficients. The results were found to be a
consequence of increased runs of laminar flow for the B12 airfoil. For a typical
operating cl = 0.6 and M = 0.6, a decrease of 14% in drag was found.
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The most conflicting requirement was found to be the drag rise characteristics at
high Mach numbers. Compared to the VR-12 airfoil, a decrease in zero-lift drag rise
Mach number was found (0.78 for the B12 airfoil versus 0.81 for the VR-12 airfoil).
As an inboard airfoil, the loss in performance can be compensated by limiting the
use of the new airfoil to r/R = 0.8. At these stations, operating lift coefficients
are usually slightly above zero at high speed flight. Drag rise boundaries were
presented for a range of cl based on RCAS simulations for the UH-60A rotor. The
results indicated that reasonable margins to drag rise are still present for µ = 0.37,
which represents the maximum speed as measured in flight tests for the UH-60A
rotor.
An investigation of the three-dimensional effects on dynamic stall was also
undertaken. This study was intended to explore how dynamic stall is developed
on a finite wing, and whether the benefits that have been observed with twodimensional airfoils are still observed in a three-dimensional wing. A rectangular
planform with no twist and a realistic aspect ratio of 12 was selected for evaluation.
Given the large computational requirements involved, only simplified ramp motions
were considered and for a limited number of cases.
Results for wings equipped with the VR-12 and B12 airfoils were obtained for
α+ = 0.004 and α+ = 0.0055 at M=0.3, which correspond to the onset of pitching
moment penalties identified for the B12 airfoil during 2-D ramps. Differences in
the stall mechanisms between the two wings were discussed. Despite the complex
evolution of 3-D flow structures, the qualitative behavior was shown to be in good
agreement with 2-D simulations. The B12 wing undergoes a much more gradual
evolution of stall, with reverse-flow regions moving toward the leading edge without
triggering dynamic stall. The result is a considerable decrease in the integrated
(3-D) peak pitching moment of about 60%. The results were promising and gave
confidence in the methodologies applied for vortex alleviation.
Increases in the operating lift capability of a rotor require a combination of
favorable dynamic stall behavior and increased dynamic lift. An evaluation of
the stall boundaries was conducted using realistic flow conditions obtained for a
trimmed RCAS solution of the UH-60A rotor. The analysis is conducted considering
2-D assumptions, which have been shown to be valid up to the onset of stall in a
3-D rotor. For each airfoil considered, lift coefficients and Mach number variations
are matched for a sweep of cT /σ. Extrapolations for the pitch controls and induced
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angles of attack allow for the an estimation of the new stall boundaries.
Results for three radial locations (r/R = 0.59, 0.76, 0.92) were obtained at a
advance ratio of µ ≈ 0.24. At the most inboard location (r/R = 0.59), which
has been found to be critical during flight tests, the B12 airfoil contributes to a
postponement in the initiation of stall on the rotor until cT /σ = 0.16, compared
to cT /σ = 0.14 for the baseline SC1094-R8, and cT /σ = 0.15 for the VR-12 airfoil.
At r/R = 0.76, results for the VR-12 and B12 also indicate the same trends, even
though different combinations of Mach number, lift coefficients, and associated stall
mechanisms are being experienced.
Calculations based on improvements from the inboard sections were conducted
to estimate density altitude gains with respect to the baseline UH-60A. Gains
were estimated to be around 4,500-ft compared to baseline rotor (using SC1094R8 inboard), and 2,100-ft compared to a rotor using the VR-12 airfoil. During
maneuvers, the load factors could be extended from nz = 1.38 (baseline) to nz = 1.59
(B12 airfoil). These gains assume that the sections operate with similar margins
from the onset of stall. Results for the new shape have shown more gradual
increases in pitching moment penalties once dynamic stall takes place, both in
2-D and in a 3-D wing environment. Therefore, it may be possible to operate
under tighter margins to the stall boundary, which would suggest even further
gains. Before conclusions such as these can be made, higher fidelity simulations
such as in a fully-coupled CFD-CSD computation (including trim) would be desired.
Nevertheless, the results obtained here are expected to reasonably valid, as only
conditions up until the onset of dynamic stall are considered.
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Appendix A|
Hover Predictions Including
Transition
A.1 Introduction
In this section, hover performance and boundary-layer transition predictions are
compared to experimental data that were recently obtained at NASA Langley
Research Center for the pressure sensitive paint (PSP) Rotor. The transition model
presented in Ref. [196] is implemented into the commercial solver STAR-CCM+
and adapted to the hovering rotor problem. The numerical results are used to
assess the transition model capability in predicting T-S and separation-induced
transition on a rotor environment. Also, “fully turbulent” simulations are performed
to evaluate the importance of considering transition for accurate predictions of
rotor performance. Further details of this work are presented in Ref. [222].

A.1.1 PSP Rotor Definition and Test Conditions
The PSP rotor is a four-bladed, model-scale, Mach-scaled rotor designed jointly
by the U.S. Army Aviation Development Directorate and NASA. The blades were
previously acquired specifically for a pressure sensitive paint validation test at
NASA Langley [245, 254]. A schematic of the blade planform is shown in Fig. A.1.
The blade uses government RC-series airfoils: RC(4)-12, RC(4)-10, and RC(6)08 [4, 93]. The blade has a radius of 66.5in, a chord length of 5.45in for most of the
blade, and a tip chord length of 3.27in. It has a linear twist of −14deg, a 30deg
tip sweep, and blade solidity of 0.1033.
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Rotor hover data obtained on the PSP rotor were used in this validation
study. The tests were conducted at the 14- by 22-ft Subsonic Tunnel Rotor
Test Cell (RTC) at the NASA Langley Research Center in the Summer of 2016.
Details of the experiment can be found in Ref. [210]. The laminar-turbulent
transition characteristics were measured on the rotating blade in hover using
infrared thermography for a range of thrust levels. A typical image obtained from
the test is shown in Fig. A.2.
The test was conducted with a rotor RPM of 1150 and a average temperature
of approximately 80 deg F . Based on these values, a tip Mach number of 0.585 was
considered for all CFD results presented here.

Figure A.1: Schematic of PSP blade planform.

Figure A.2: Example of infrared image of the upper surface transition.

A.1.2 Numerical Approach
The commercial software STAR-CCM+ is used for the present calculations. The
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are computed using a pressurebased solver based on the SIMPLE-C algorithm. A third-order spatial scheme based
on MUSCL (Monotonic Upstream-Centered Scheme for Conservation Laws) is used
to compute the convection fluxes on cell faces. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model [223] with the rotational correction [197] is used, coupled with the oneequation amplification-factor transition model [196]. The model was implemented
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into STAR-CCM+ and is referred here as SARC − en . A second-order spatial
discretization scheme is used to solve the extra equation. Some assumptions are
made to reduce computational time. No hub or coning angles were considered in the
calculations. These two features showed minimum impact on performance and loads
predictions according to results presented in Ref. [255]. The flowfield is assumed to
be steady and periodic; therefore, only one blade is modeled and the influence of
the other blades is accounted for by the use of periodic boundary conditions. This
approach has been successfully considered by several authors [256–260]. Also, the
flow domain extends 3R to the upper boundary, and 6R to the radial and bottom
boundaries. In order to obtain accurate results using a reduced-size domain, special
far-field boundary conditions are adopted. These boundary conditions are based on
a three-dimensional source-sink condition that is derived from momentum theory
approximations. This method has been widely used in hover simulations to avoid
the need for large domains [256–259, 261]. A schematic of the domain and the
boundary conditions are shown in Fig. A.3. The flow directions in and out of all
boundaries are prescribed to be towards the origin, as seen in Fig. A.3a. The inlets
and the outlet are modeled as mass-flow inlet/outlet boundaries. The mass flux
calculations are based on the formulation given in Ref. [261]:
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where the value of d is defined as the distance from each point in the boundary
√
to the origin, d = x2 + y 2 + z 2 . Compared to other formulations, this one
has the advantage of taking into consideration the size of the domain in the
outflow equation. Mass flux and radius of the outflow region (Rout ) depend on
the distance to the outflow boundary plane (Hout ). The value of kout is calculated
to compensate for differences in the mass fluxes that are a result of the chosen
boundary discretizations [262]. Also, the mass flux in one of the boundaries is
not directly imposed to ensure that the total mass flow in and out of the domain
is balanced. This procedure has been used with success in Ref. [257]. Here, a
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pressure inlet/outlet boundary condition is imposed at the radial boundary, and
the face velocities are extrapolated from the interior using reconstruction gradients.
The choice of CT in the mass flux equations has been shown to have little effect
on the final results [257]. Here, a estimate CT value is chosen at the start of the
simulation, but the value linearly blends to the calculated CT after a defined number
of iterations [262].

(a) Source-sink
(Ref. [261]).

boundary

conditions (b) CFD domain and boundary conditions.

Figure A.3: Schematic of the source-sink boundary conditions and an overview of
the CFD domain.
The blade surface and the domain are modeled with an unstructured mesh
generated with STAR-CCM+ internal mesher. The surface mesh has approximately
270 points around the airfoil in the chordwise direction (Fig A.4b). Surface
refinements are used near the blade trailing-edge, the leading edge, and the tip with
spacings of about 0.0014c based on the local chord. In the wall normal direction,
the near-body grid uses prismatic cells to generate orthogonal grids with a O-grid
topology. The wall spacing was set based on a y + ≈ 1 and about 50 prism layers are
used to ensure that the boundary layer is well resolved. The near-body prismatic
mesh has around 34 million cells. Away from the body, an unstructured mesh with
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trimmed hexahedral elements was used to capture the wake (Fig. A.4a). In the
near-wake region, a grid spacing of approximately 0.1ctip is used. At the far-wake
region, the mesh is allowed to stretch out but more slowly in the vertical direction
that in radial direction. This is to prevent rapid diffusion of the wake below the
rotor. The baseline wake mesh had about 18 million cells, resulting in a total
number of 52 million cells. A finer mesh was also considered with a grid spacing of
0.05ctip at the near-wake. This refinement increases the number of cells to around
77 million cells for the entire domain.

(a) Wake mesh.

(b) Prismatic near-body mesh and transition
to wake mesh.

Figure A.4: Overview of the baseline near-body and wake meshes.

A.1.3 Turbulence and Transition Model
A.1.3.1

Transition model based on linear stability theory

The incorporation of the amplification factor transport equation model by Coder
and Maughmer into STAR-CCM+ was presented in Chapter 3. Some modifications
were required specifically for the case of a hovering rotor. The calculation of the
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edge velocity (Eq. 3.7) is adapted as follows,
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where ~r represents the cell center position vector measured in the global coordinate
frame and Ue is taken relative to the rotating reference frame. The velocity used in
the calculation of the Reynolds number based on wall distance (Rey - see Ref. [196])
is also taken in the rotating reference frame. Just like before. the results presented
here consider a critical amplification factor of Ncrit = 9 (Eq. 3.10).
A.1.3.2

Wake turbulence

The choice of the turbulence model can have a great influence on the modeling of
the vortical wake of rotorcraft. Some of the most used models have been shown to
produce excessive turbulent eddy viscosity in the wake that can affect the blade
boundary layer, impacting figure of merit predictions [263–265]. The issue of models
such as the Spalart-Allmaras is that their eddy viscosity production terms depend
on the vorticity magnitude (SARC):
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where all terms are defined in Refs. [197, 223]. This model uses the distance to the
nearest wall (dw ) as the turbulent length scale. This is a reasonable assumption for
attached flows along wings, fuselages, etc for which the model was developed. The
problem arises in a rotor wake, where well below the rotor the wall distance may
become much larger than a representative eddy in the flow. With a large value of
dw , the destruction term becomes zero (see Eqs. A.5,A.6) while strong tip vortices
with large vorticity can still persist. Therefore, excessive production is not balanced
by the destruction term and the eddy viscosity can have non-physical growth. A
few solutions for this problem have been proposed, for example: the use of hybrid
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models such as Detached-Eddy Simulation, which provides a better formulation
for the length scale; or a “laminar wake” in which the turbulence source terms are
forced to be zero in the wake.
The second approach is adopted in the present study. It is implemented in
STAR-CCM+ by subtracting the source terms (production and destruction) from
the turbulence model transport equation away from a given distance from the blade,
while allowing diffusion to still occur. A schematic of the zonal approach is shown
in Fig. A.5. A one-chord length is adopted as the threshold.
A similar procedure was applied to the amplification-factor transport equation
in the transition model. The source term in Eq. 3.6 also contains vorticity; therefore,
it was also forced to be zero away from a user-defined distance of one-chord length.

(a) Front view.

(b) Radial view.

Figure A.5: Zonal approach for subtracting turbulence and amplification factor
source terms.

A.2 Results and Discussion
The PSP rotor was studied using two mesh levels and two turbulence modeling
options: fully turbulent and natural transition. The results obtained with CFD
are compared with test results obtained at the NASA Langley Rotor Test Cell.
The baseline grid results with the transition model were obtained before the test
was conducted and, therefore, represent “blind” predictions. The simulations were
run on a high-performance computing cluster on 480-960 cores using 2.3 GHz
AMD Opteron 6276 “Interlagos” processors. The simulations wall-clock per 1,000
iterations ranged from 1 − 3 hours depending on the number of processors and the
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mesh used. A minimum of 25,000 iterations were run for all cases, but some cases
required up to 45,000 iterations for convergence.
Figure A.6 shows cross-section visualizations of the wake in the x − z plane at
different levels of grid refinement at CT /σ ≈ 0.083. As suggested in other studies, a
5%c refinement at the near wake is necessary to better resolve the size and position
of the 1st passage vortex.

(a) Baseline Mesh.

(b) Fine Wake Mesh.

Figure A.6: CFD wake visualization at the x − z plane showing one blade. Colored
by vorticity magnitude, CT /σ ≈ 0.083.

A.2.1 Figure of Merit
CFD results for the figure of merit (FM) with respect to blade loading (CT /σ) are
compared with test data in Fig. A.7. The test data include results with natural
transition and with transition fixed in the upper and lower surfaces at x/c = 0.05.
In general, the baseline results obtained with natural transition are quite close to
the experiment. The FM seem to be consistently above the experimental values by
a maximum of 3%, except at CT /σ ≈ 0.067 where the FM is under-predicted but
is within the experimental error. As mentioned before, these were results obtained
prior to having access to the experimental data. Using the fine wake grid (5%c
spacing near the blade), the results seem to improve with respect to the experiment.
All FM results are within experimental error, except at CT /σ ≈ 0.064, where FM
overpredicts experimental values by about 3.3%.
The fully turbulent simulations have a reasonable agreement with the experimental results obtained with fixed transition. Once again, the predicted FM values
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Figure A.7: Figure of merit performance comparison between test results obtained
from Ref. [245] and CFD including boundary-layer transition for the PSP rotor
with swept-tapered tip at M=0.65.

are overestimating the experimental data by around 2.5 − 6%, which is still quite
good. The results give confidence on the CFD ability to predict the effect of laminar
flow on the rotor blades.

A.2.2 Boundary-layer Transition Comparison
In this section, the predicted boundary layer transition locations are compared
with measurements obtained using infrared thermography. For details on the
experimental post-processing routines, the reader is referred to Ref. [210]. The
procedure for extracting transition locations from the CFD results is detailed in
Ref. [222].
An example of the predicted wall shear stress and amplification factor results
are shown in Fig. A.8 for the blade upper and lower surfaces at cT /σ = 0.043.
The transition lines can be easily identified in both shear stress and amplification
factor surface plots. As previously stated, the critical amplification factor was set
to 9. The critical value is typically reached at a certain distance away from the
wall, but the abrupt changes near wall still allow for the identification of transition.
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As seen in the lower surface plots, the transition model does not seem to behave
properly at a region near the tip. This region can be identified as the nearly-zero
amplification factor slightly outboard of the sweep break. This behavior was also
observed on the other thrust levels, but the “innactive” regions seems to vary
slightly in size. It seems that the transition model equations are not able to handle
the high vorticity and turbulence caused by the proximity of the tip vortex from the
leading blade. This was observed even when the 1st passage vortex was correctly
resolved (Fig. A.6b). The unusual behavior is expected, since the transition model
was not formulated to predict the phenomena of bypass transition. At these regions,
no transition point could be defined; therefore, no transition locations are presented
in these regions for the subsequent results.

(a) Wall Shear Stress, Upper Surface.

(b) Amplification Factor, Upper Surface.

(c) Wall Shear Stress, Lower Surface.

(d) Amplification Factor, Lower Surface.

Figure A.8: Example of plots generated during post-processing routine (r/R = 0.75,
θC = 9°).
The predicted transition locations for the baseline mesh are compared with
experimental measurements in Figs. A.9–A.14 for a range of CT /σ. Once again, the
results for the baseline mesh were obtained prior to the access to the experimental
data. The chordwise transition positions for the upper and lower surfaces are
plotted in the positive and negative directions, respectively. The horizontal axis
represents the coordinate along the rotor radius. At the top of each figure, the blade
planform with the corresponding airfoils at each station are plotted to facilitate
analysis of the results. The area between the curves represent the amount of laminar
flow on the rotor for each thrust condition.
The expected trends are confirmed with the transition moving upstream on
the upper surface, and downstream in the lower surface for increasing values of
thrust. The agreement between predictions and measured transition locations on
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Figure A.9: Comparison of experimental (blue) and predicted (red) transition
locations at CT /σ ≈ 0.045.

the upper surface of the rotor is very good for most of the thrust levels. Small
differences are seen at cT /σ ≈ 0.05 (Fig. A.10), for which CFD predicts slightly
larger regions of laminar flow in the blending region between the RC(4)-10 and
RC(6)-08 airfoils. At higher thrust levels, the predictions match almost exactly the
experimental measurements (Figs. A.11–A.14).
For the lower surface of the blade, the agreement between predictions and
measured transition locations is reasonable; however, CFD seems to predict an
earlier movement of transition. At cT /σ ≈ 0.045 (Fig. A.9), the agreement at the
range r/R = 0.55 − 0.90 is very good. At the range r/R = 0.45 − 0.55, CFD
predicts almost 100% laminar flow, whereas experiments show transition occurring
at about 0.20c. As the thrust level increases to cT /σ ≈ 0.05 (Fig. A.10), the
measured transition at the inboard section (r/R = 0.45 − 0.58) moves towards
the trailing edge, reaching the predicted values. At the sections r/R = 0.6 − 0.7,
the transition predictions once again lead the movement towards the trailing edge
when compared to measurements, with the exception for a small region close to
where RC(4)-12 airfoil starts blending to the RC(4)-10 airfoil. The prediction of
early transition movement in the lower surface persists with subsequent increases in
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Figure A.10: Comparison of experimental (blue) and predicted (red) transition
locations at CT /σ ≈ 0.050.

thrust, with both predictions and measurements finally “agreeing” on fully laminar
flow at cT /σ ≈ 0.068 (Fig. A.12). Experimental data in the lower surface does not
seem reach the trailing edge, but this has been attributed to the installation of
buss bars for the heaters aft of 0.90c (see Ref. [210]).
To better visualize the differences between measurements and predictions,
the evolution of the transition with increasing thrust levels is presented at a
representative radial location, r/R = 0.8, in Fig. A.15. As seen, the trends are well
captured by the CFD method, as previously indicated by the rotor plots. Some
differences are seen with respect to the thrust levels for which transition moves
abruptly. On the upper surface, CFD predicts a “late” transition movement at higher
loadings, whereas on the lower surface, CFD predicts an “early” transition movement
at higher loadings. These differences may be attributed to an inappropriate value
of the amplification factor (Ncrit ), or imprecise induced angles due to innacuracies
in the wake. Further studies are necessary to investigate these differences.
Overall, the agreement obtained between CFD predictions and measurements is
very good, which gives confidence in the numerical methodology applied, especially
for predicting transition due to T-S waves. Some modeling issues were identified
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Figure A.11: Comparison of experimental (blue) and predicted (red) transition
locations at CT /σ ≈ 0.060.

near the blade tips, where cross-flow or bypass transition mechanisms are likely to
be more important. Future research should also focus in improving the transition
model so it can be predict these different mechanisms.
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Figure A.12: Comparison of experimental (blue) and predicted (red) transition
locations at CT /σ ≈ 0.068.
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Figure A.13: Comparison of experimental (blue) and predicted (red) transition
locations at CT /σ ≈ 0.078.
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Figure A.14: Comparison of experimental (blue) and predicted (red) transition
locations at CT /σ ≈ 0.085.

(a) Upper surface.

(b) Lower surface.

Figure A.15: Transition evolution with thrust level at r/R = 0.8.
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Appendix B|
Airfoil Coordinates
Table B.1: B12 airfoil (−6° tab) coordinates.
x/c

yupper /c

x/c

ylower /c

0.00000000
6.4868E-06
2.6065E-05
6.0810E-05
0.00011232
0.00018357
0.00027656
0.00039653
0.00054531
0.00072730
0.00094972
0.00121390
0.00152628
0.00188878
0.00230668
0.00278538
0.00332754
0.00394157
0.00463537
0.00541667
0.00629617

0.00000000
0.00040944
0.00084877
0.00131973
0.00182426
0.00236412
0.00294133
0.00355744
0.00421461
0.00491458
0.00565829
0.00644831
0.00728581
0.00817371
0.00911390
0.01010825
0.01116033
0.01227101
0.01344142
0.01467290
0.01596499

0.00000000
7.8711E-06
3.3607E-05
8.0145E-05
0.00015496
0.00026732
0.00043722
0.00069084
0.00106322
0.00154543
0.00211351
0.00276340
0.00349345
0.00430410
0.00519906
0.00618518
0.00726597
0.00844733
0.00973390
0.01113009
0.01264179

0.00000000
-0.00040943
-0.00084925
-0.00132085
-0.00182510
-0.00236180
-0.00292630
-0.00350699
-0.00407752
-0.00462949
-0.00517599
-0.00571994
-0.00626491
-0.00681404
-0.00736729
-0.00791997
-0.00847365
-0.00902652
-0.00958037
-0.01013920
-0.01070549
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x/c
0.00728436
0.00839011
0.00962460
0.01099815
0.01252467
0.01421380
0.01608033
0.01813412
0.02038552
0.02284719
0.02553216
0.02845660
0.03163120
0.03507043
0.03878580
0.04279489
0.04711603
0.05176413
0.05675746
0.06211329
0.06785091
0.07398613
0.08053756
0.08752258
0.09495788
0.10285958
0.11124329
0.12012385
0.12951595
0.13943132
0.14988045
0.16087051

(Continuation of Table B.1)
yupper /c
x/c
ylower /c
0.01731704
0.01872970
0.02020187
0.02173314
0.02331987
0.02496241
0.02665601
0.02840115
0.03019873
0.03204720
0.03394514
0.03588685
0.03787520
0.03990827
0.04198991
0.04411419
0.04627359
0.04846743
0.05068828
0.05293057
0.05518338
0.05744385
0.05970087
0.06194504
0.06416702
0.06635693
0.06850317
0.07059260
0.07260603
0.07452952
0.07634598
0.07804552

0.01427637
0.01604445
0.01795465
0.02001628
0.02224013
0.02463532
0.02721286
0.02998379
0.03295955
0.03615136
0.03957167
0.04323245
0.04714647
0.05132847
0.05579346
0.06055784
0.06563785
0.07105040
0.07681246
0.08294131
0.08945433
0.09636868
0.10370188
0.11147073
0.11969170
0.12838059
0.13755276
0.14722184
0.15740077
0.16810067
0.17933074
0.19109843
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-0.01127928
-0.01185249
-0.01242318
-0.01298874
-0.01354215
-0.01408447
-0.01461128
-0.01511984
-0.01560846
-0.01608092
-0.01653808
-0.01699043
-0.01744932
-0.01791537
-0.01839213
-0.01887434
-0.01936231
-0.01985357
-0.02034765
-0.02084332
-0.02133974
-0.02183889
-0.02233574
-0.02283210
-0.02332735
-0.02382236
-0.02431022
-0.02479592
-0.02527319
-0.02574001
-0.02619690
-0.02663550

x/c
0.17240735
0.18449396
0.19713109
0.21031600
0.22404258
0.23830230
0.25308305
0.26837078
0.28414770
0.30039232
0.31707944
0.33418059
0.35166396
0.36949434
0.38763342
0.40603985
0.42466962
0.44347629
0.46241098
0.48142360
0.50046297
0.51947834
0.53841937
0.55723680
0.57588268
0.59431067
0.61247549
0.63033600
0.64785342
0.66499394
0.68172731
0.69802828

(Continuation of Table B.1)
yupper /c
x/c
ylower /c
0.07961368
0.08103922
0.08230793
0.08341296
0.08435684
0.08513867
0.08577133
0.08624429
0.08654818
0.08667557
0.08663185
0.08642805
0.08606480
0.08554092
0.08485849
0.08401529
0.08301100
0.08184290
0.08050196
0.07898499
0.07728933
0.07542292
0.07339599
0.07122166
0.06891372
0.06648457
0.06393910
0.06129377
0.05856123
0.05576498
0.05292771
0.05007905

0.20340835
0.21626281
0.22966104
0.24359921
0.25807006
0.27306281
0.28856287
0.30455188
0.32100746
0.33790338
0.35520950
0.37289188
0.39091305
0.40923217
0.42780542
0.44658635
0.46552630
0.48457494
0.50368076
0.52279160
0.54185530
0.56082011
0.57963550
0.59825235
0.61662377
0.63470540
0.65245573
0.66983656
0.68681323
0.70335484
0.71943426
0.73502842
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-0.02705970
-0.02746423
-0.02784889
-0.02821062
-0.02854841
-0.02885890
-0.02914256
-0.02939446
-0.02961693
-0.02980501
-0.02995810
-0.03007485
-0.03015411
-0.03019572
-0.03020034
-0.03016504
-0.03008905
-0.02997329
-0.02981866
-0.02962302
-0.02939068
-0.02911752
-0.02881011
-0.02846471
-0.02808402
-0.02767098
-0.02722485
-0.02674728
-0.02623931
-0.02570374
-0.02514041
-0.02455315

x/c
0.71387482
0.72924815
0.74413168
0.75851211
0.77237870
0.78572470
0.79854516
0.81083913
0.82260960
0.83386075
0.84460015
0.85483847
0.86458882
0.87386294
0.88267243
0.89102871
0.89894514
0.90643724
0.91352446
0.92022713
0.92656293
0.93254644
0.93818525
0.94348704
0.94846065
0.95311820
0.95748626
0.96159792
0.96547431
0.96912852
0.97256417
0.97578000

(Continuation of Table B.1)
yupper /c
x/c
ylower /c
0.04724419
0.04444453
0.04169237
0.03899764
0.03636468
0.03380076
0.03130545
0.02888320
0.02654381
0.02428989
0.02212920
0.02007425
0.01814076
0.01632984
0.01463503
0.01304289
0.01154502
0.01014084
0.00884804
0.00768948
0.00667553
0.00579865
0.00500100
0.00422129
0.00341319
0.00256172
0.00173193
0.00102205
0.00048522
0.00016269
0.00006767
0.00020372

0.75011793
0.76468761
0.77872594
0.79222424
0.80517769
0.81758448
0.82944644
0.84076791
0.85155584
0.86181946
0.87157017
0.88082062
0.88958506
0.89787876
0.90571747
0.91311777
0.92009613
0.92666862
0.93285257
0.93866500
0.94412506
0.94925100
0.95406100
0.95857473
0.96281280
0.96678748
0.97050762
0.97398782
0.97724243
0.98028453
0.98312661
0.98578084

228

-0.02393894
-0.02330387
-0.02265072
-0.02196722
-0.02125194
-0.02050121
-0.01972345
-0.01892321
-0.01810697
-0.01728203
-0.01645817
-0.01563981
-0.01483372
-0.01404469
-0.01327299
-0.01252037
-0.01178263
-0.01104954
-0.01032194
-0.00959783
-0.00889273
-0.00821528
-0.00757514
-0.00699623
-0.00651818
-0.00611788
-0.00573720
-0.00537724
-0.00504186
-0.00472839
-0.00443419
-0.00415912

x/c
0.97877847
0.98157931
0.98420294
0.98665752
0.98895146
0.99109432
0.99309587
0.99496550
0.99671123
0.99834102
1.00000000

(Continuation of Table B.1)
yupper /c
x/c
ylower /c
0.00050555
0.00083489
0.00110886
0.00135163
0.00158283
0.00180570
0.00201608
0.00220898
0.00238791
0.00255256
0.00271078

0.98825895
0.99057179
0.99272943
0.99474169
0.99661758
0.99836620
1.00000000
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-0.00390473
-0.00366931
-0.00344926
-0.00324387
-0.00305005
-0.00287028
-0.00271078

Appendix C|
Additional Airfoil Performance
Comparisons
C.1 Introduction
During the writing of this dissertation, an airfoil patent by Airbus and the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) was published [246]. The airfoil is said to achieve improvements in the overall performance of a main rotor of a helicopter, while maintaining
favorable unsteady characteristics, in particular, dynamic stall. Some preliminary
performance calculations using this airfoil, denominated here DLR-2017 airfoil,
are presented in comparison with results obtained for the B12 airfoil presented in
Chapter 6.
An overlap between the airfoil shapes is presented in Fig. C.1. The airfoils
are found to be surprisingly similar, even though they were likely designed using
distinct methodologies. It should be noted that the DLR airfoil is taken with a
zero-deflection tab.
B12 (−6° tab)
DLR−2017

Figure C.1: B12 airfoil with a tab deflected 6° upward.
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C.2 2-D Dynamic Stall Performance
First, the static performance for the two airfoils at M=0.3 is explored. The lift,
pitching moment, transition, and separation locations with respect to angle of
attack are presented in Fig. C.2. The B12 airfoil with a zero tab deflection is
also included in the comparison. The effect of the tab deflection is clearly seen
on the pitching moment behavior, as well as on cl,max . When considering the
same configuration, the two airfoils have very similar lift and pitching moment
characteristics. For the B12 airfoil, the deflection is found necessary to ensure that
the pitching moments are within typical limits (Section 6.2.1), as well as to prevent
Mach tuck (Section 6.2.3). Therefore, it is expected that the DLR-2017 airfoil
would require a similar deflection.
Despite the similarities in the airloads, the reverse-flow and transition behavior
between the airfoils is somewhat different. The B12 airfoil was designed to obtain
a gradual but balanced evolution of these properties with respect to angle of attack
in order to improve dynamic stall behavior (Section 6.2.1). The reverse-flow on
the DLR-2017 airfoil, on the other hand, initiates with a gradual evolution with
respect to angle of attack, followed by a steep progression between approximately
14° ≤ α ≤ 16°, then a shallow progression for α > 16°.
Ramp results for a sweep of pitch rates at M=0.3 are presented in Fig. C.3.
As seen, the B12 airfoil demonstrates a more favorable evolution of peak pitching
moments as the pitch rate is increased. At α+ = 0.0055, the peak pitching moment
for the DLR-2017 airfoil is about 30% larger than for the B12 without tab deflection
and 80% larger for the B12 with the tab deflected (−6°). It is not clear at this point
if the tab deflection would also be effective for the DLR-2017 airfoil; nonetheless,
the B12 airfoil shows an improved behavior for a given tab deflection.

C.3 Lift Capability
A comparison between the static cl,max variations with Mach number for the DLR2017 and B12 airfoils is presented in Fig. C.4. Discussions on the significance of
static cl,max on the lift capability of a rotor are presented in Chapter 6. The tab
deflection has a direct influence on the airfoil maximum lift, therefore, the results
for a zero tab deflection are included to obtain a more reasonable comparison. As
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Figure C.2: Static performance obtained from CFD using the SARC-en model
for the DLR-2017 airfoil and the B12 airfoil with two tab deflections at M = 0.3,
Re = 1.5 · 106 .
seen, the DLR-2017 airfoil shows an increased cl,max at around M=0.4, which is a
typical design criteria for rotorcraft airfoils. Pressure distributions indicate that an
improved isentropic recompression ahead of the shock wave is present at this Mach
number.
At higher Mach numbers (M > 0.45), the B12 airfoil shows a higher cl,max ,
which could be beneficial for high-loading hover operations.
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Figure C.3: Pitching moment peak evolutions for the B12 airfoil with two tab
deflections and the DLR-2017 airfoil undergoing ramp motions with increasing
pitch rates at M = 0.3 and Re = 1.5 · 106 .
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Figure C.4: Evolution of static cl,max with Mach number for the VR-12 and B12
airfoils at Re/M = 5 · 106 .

C.4 High Mach Number Performance
Drag results at high Mach numbers for the DLR-2017 and the B12 airfoils are
presented in Fig. C.5. Since these are inboard airfoils, the results are obtained for
two relevant lift coefficients: cl = 0.0 and cl = 0.2. At zero lift, the drag rise for
the DLR-2017 airfoil occurs at M = 0.768 versus M = 0.783 for the B12 airfoil.
At cl = 0.2, the drag rise for the DLR-2017 airfoil occurs at M = 0.749 versus
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M = 0.766 for the B12 airfoil.
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Figure C.5: Drag rise characteristics for the DLR-2017 and B12 airfoils at two lift
coefficients.
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